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It’s that time again, isn’t it? 
 

Another trip around that BBA sun that seems to travel about four times the speed of light. Another 
off-season spent chasing Jared Gillstrom for another 1-year deal (yes, Stephen, we know there’s the 
team option on his contract this year, but … I’m calling it a 1-year deal and you know I’m not far off. 

 
Another year of bitching about Loserville not freaking losing, and about Edmonton doing whatever 
Edmonton does. Did you know they’re not making the playoffs this time? Okay. Maybe I’m giving 

away too much. Read on, MacDuff. 
 

Another season of trade talks and All-Star yammering. Another chance to watch Wichita turn a 
perfectly good $80M bucks or so into 65 wins, give or take. Another cycle to pound IPAs or 

blueberry Vodak while we listen to Fred expound upon his slap hitters. A season to slap away these 
upstart UMEBA guys, right? Poaching our players! What the … it’s like they want the world and they 
want it now! Another year of wondering if GM X will take player Y in return for the star you need. Of 

trying to figure out where Kate is, or whatever the heck the Kochersmeltz gang will be doing—
assuming they’re not fired. 

 A season of ducking the COVID bugs and dipping into your team as a respite. Of getting pummeled 
by too many podcasts and TNs and announcements that got made or didn’t or … oh shit, what the 

hell did v21 just do to us?  
 

In other words, well … 
 

It’s time for Brewster Fever – so go catch it, eh? 

 

http://montybrewster.net/
http://baseballretrospective.com/MBBA/phpBB3/index.php
http://montybrewster.net/forums/index.php
https://statspl.us/brewster/reports/news/html/leagues/league_100_home.html
http://montybrewster.net/forums/app.php/applicationform
mailto:mrectenwald@gmail.com
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Horrible Poetry 

by David “Horrible” Simpson 
 
 

 

Ode to the Career Minor Leaguer 
 
They see the prison, unbreakable bars 

chaining stale dreams, quieted, despair 

flashing forth from endless fields, threatening 

coaxing, calling a corrupting dare.  

 

hang it up, 

give it up 

 

They see the prison, unbreakable locks 

chaining old teammates, quieted, numb 

Hiding in circling seams, menacing 

luring, seducing with an unceasing hum 

 

hang it up, 

give it up 

 

They see the prison, unbreakable time 

chaining possibilities, quieted, lost 

dancing in riled dust, bullying  

laughing, enticing with an endless cost 

 

hang it up, 

give it up 

 

They see the prison 

They see the prison 

 

and they play on. 
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2042: FINAL BBA STANDINGS 
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Hall of Fame Inductees Announced 
 

Savage and “The Ankle” Join the Hall 
 

With 31 votes counted, the commissioner’s office announced that Alfredo “Savage” Salazar, 

and Valeri “The Ankle” Kharlamov have been enshrined into the Brewster Baseball Association 

Hall of Fame. It was Salazar’s first time on the ballot, and Kharlamov’s second (after missing 

by one vote last season). 
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Several players received votes, and, indeed, no voter went with a clean-slate “none” vote. 

Gerardo Guzman, with three tallies, was the only player to fall short of the 15% level required 

to stay on the ballot next season. 

 

Below, find the final voting numbers. 
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FUBARED 

 

 
(Or: DOES LOSING BIG MEAN YOU’RE A BIG LOSER?) 

 

Last year saw Portland GM Chris Wilson give life to the FUBAR list. Today we get to see him break down the results and 

pretend like it was some kind of scientific thing rather than a good old attempt at pointing fingers and having fun! 

 

 

 

In 2042, a popular new feature debuted in the BBA: FUBARs of the Sim. A FUBAR (stands for F****ed Up 
Beyond All Recognition for the innocent [Ed Note: and was a term a term made popular by soldiers during 
World WAR II]) was simply a game decided by 10 or more runs. 
 
In 2042, there were 126 games decided by 10 or more runs across the Johnson and Frick Leagues with 66 
coming from the Johnson League and 60 from the Frick. 
 
One of the initial goals of the FUBAR feature was to see if there was any correlation between being a FUBAR 
victim or victor and whether there was any correlation in the team’s pythag record. As the season progressed, 
it just became a fun feature—a demoralizing one if you were a fan of the Cougars, Hurricanes, or Surfers while 
an uplifting read if you were San Antonio, Nashville, or Yellow Springs. 
 
But since the original intent was correlation between winning or losing a game by 10 or more runs and pythag 
record, let’s take a look. 
 
Here are the final FUBAR standings from 2042 with RD and Pythag difference added in. 
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After breaking down the numbers, the answer is: NO! 
 
There isn’t much of a relationship between winning or losing FUBAR games and a team’s Pythag difference. 
Obviously, there is some relationship between the FUBAR record and Runs Differential. Here is what it shows: 
 

• 14 teams had a winning FUBAR record 
o All 14 teams had a + Run Differential for the season 
o 4 Had a Positive Pythag Record 
o 8 Had a Negative Pythag Record 
o 2 Were an even 0 

 
• 12 teams has a losing FUBAR record 
o 2 still had a positive run differential, both were 1 under .500 in FUBAR games (Hawaii who was just 1-2 in 

FUBAR games, and Rockville went 5-6) 
o The other 10 had a - Run Differential, as you might expect a team losing more games by 10 runs to have. 
o 8 of the 12 ended the season with a + Pythag Record 
o 4 of the 12 ended with a - Pythag Record 
o  

 

 
 

  

Editor’s Note: I think Chris’s data is inconclusive, hence we clearly 

need another year’s worth of data. Either that our I had so much fun 

reading his entries that I don’t want him to stop. Hmmm…no, surely 

it’s the data thing. 
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A Prognosticator Takes Inventory On His 2042 Predictions:  

 

 

It’s probably a hands down lock that Omaha GM Justin Niles would be named the BBA Hot Take Artist-in-

Residence if such a position were to be created. He’s not shy about predictions, even when they seem … well … 

unlikely. Today he walks through last year’s Johnson League predictions, just to kinda see what really 

happened. Strap in, why don’t you? Let’s follow him along (and maybe even score his predictions), starting in 

the Atlantic Division… 

 

I thought it would be a fun thing to look back on and see just how odd and wonky my predictions were from last 

season before we head into the 2043 predictions for the Johnson League. Below is a short recap of what I 

predicted for each team, along with whether or not their bold prediction actually occurred. 

 

Team 2042 Prediction/Analysis Bold Prediction 

 

I was right in saying that Rockville would make the playoffs, but 

wrong in assuming they would win the division again. I correctly 

said that Rogerio Vazquez was entering his final year in the BBA in 

2042 and was correct in assuming a thumper since he put up a 7.47 ERA. I 

predicted a 2.5 WAR for Felipe Mercado, and even though he only had a 1.3 

WAR, it certainly made the team miss Francisco Flores less even though the 

Robins, who Flores is now catching for overtook the division.  

 

I predicted a 95 win season, and Rockville finished with 90 wins. Off by 5 

games, however a correct playoff prediction.  

I was 

incorrect to 

assume that 

Daniel Pepper would 

put up a 2.0 

sophomore slump, 

although his WAR did 

drop from 5.7 to 4.5 

 

Team 2042 Prediction/Analysis Bold Prediction 

 

While I correctly predicted a playoff run, I also predicted New 

Orleans would finish behind Rockville, which they did. I was 

disappointed to see Juan Donestevez only get 300 at bats last year, and 

dead wrong on Jared Gillstrom being useless in 2042 as he had a 3.8 WAR. 

Raul Fernandez who I also thought was going to be the everyday first 

baseman last year only appeared in 34 games, however he was very 

impactful in those games with a 144 OPS+. I predicted 93 wins for New 

Orleans last season and they disappointed with me only 88. Similar to 

Rockville, I was 5 games high on New Orleans however still nailed the 

playoff prediction. 

I predicted 

Jim 

Armstrong 

would throw less than 

150 innings, and that 

would cost him the 

Nebraska award. 

While I don’t think 

that alone cost him 

the award, he did 

indeed only toss 136 

innings in 23 starts 

coming off surgery.  
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Team 2042 Prediction/Analysis Bold Prediction 

 

I predicted Jacksonville was going to fall harder in 2042 than in 

2041, and by winning 14 less games that is just what they did. I 

expected Peter Grady to be horrible, which he was as he was 

bounced around multiple teams last season and I also expected Manual 

Martinez to hit close to 50 bombs which he did. While I expected a downfall 

for Jacksonville, I didn’t predict they would fall as low as they did. 

 

I had them at 65 wins in 2042, compared to their actual of 53, a difference of 

12 wins.  

I predicted 

Carlos 

Rodriguez 

would pitch well 

enough to net two top 

100 prospects for 

Jacksonville to build 

its system. Rodriguez 

instead made only 10 

starts because of 

injury, though he did 

pitch very well in 

those 10 starts.  

 

Team 2042 Prediction/Analysis Bold Prediction 

 

I predicted Charm City would seep into the 90’s for the win totals in 

2042, and compete for a division crown. Even with a steaming hot 

summer, the team still finished with just 79 wins. I predicted 5+ WAR 

for Andrade underestimating the 7.8 he would end up with. I called for an 

ERA over 5 for Feliciano Rafael, which ended up at 4.62 and I predicted 35 

home runs for Pedro Ruiz who wound up with just 20. 

 

I predicted 92 wins and a playoff spot, but at just 79, I was again off by 13 

wins.  

I predicted 

Jorge 

Nevarez 

would win 17 games 

in 2042 and finish in 

the top 5 of the 

Nebraska award 

voting. Let’s just 

cross Charm City off 

the list entirely as I 

missed everything.  

 

Team 2042 Prediction/Analysis Bold Prediction 

 

I thought Brooklyn was a few seasons off and hit that hard last 

year. I called for a big season from Felipe Vega who finished with 

5.4 WAR, leading the team. I correctly said that Velasco would 

have an ERA over 5 when he finished with an ERA of 7.06 in 25 games. 

 

As mentioned, I was one of the majority of people who didn’t see Brooklyn 

coming last season and couldn’t have predicted a 93 win season and a 

division crown. I had them at 75 wins, a prediction off by 18 games!  

I said that 

Bobby Lynch 

would be 

traded away during 

the season which 

Brooklyn became 

buyers in so Lynch 

stuck around in 

Brooklyn the entire 

year.  
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Team 2042 Prediction/Analysis Bold Prediction 

 

I correctly called out Joe Whitaker and predicted his horrid 

season in 2042 as the reliever for the Blazers. I incorrectly said 

that Jim Antolin would be an impact player in 2042 for Montreal. 

As expected, Lance Harrison came up and made an instant impact in the 

roation. I called for a better year in 2042 for Montreal than 2041 and despite 

that occurring, Montreal still missed the playoffs just as I expected.  

 

I correctly predicted 86 wins for the Blazers.  

I said that 

Jorge 

Hernandez would start 

all year, winning 16 

games and having an 

ERA under 3. He did 

start 32 games, 

winning 7 of them and 

having an ERA of 3.95. 

So I was a bit too 

hyped.  

 

Team 2042 Prediction/Analysis Bold Prediction 

 

I incorrectly predicted that Keith Dean had seen the best of his 

days as he put up a 3.9 WAR in 2042. Jose Valentin was brought 

up halfway through the year, hitting 20 home runs and putting up 

a 1.3 WAR. I predicted 40 for him, which had he played all year, could have 

been the case.  I had Atlantic City making a jump in 2042 but not as high as 

they actually did. 

 

I predicted 81 games won compared to their 86 they actually finished with. 

A total of 5 games off once again.  

I said this club 

trade Millard 

Younger for a 

top starting pitcher, 

yet Younger still sits 

on the Atlantic City 

roster.  

 

Team 2042 Prediction/Analysis Bold Prediction 

 

Looking at the stars, I named off Jaime Geerdinkck who I at that 

point in time couldn’t even type his name correctly and who is 

now a member of my team(Cyclones). I predicted Cristobal 

Hernandez BBA career was coming to an end and after just 14 innings with 

the club he hit the injury shelf ending his season, and likely his BBA career.  

I incorrectly predicted a big year for Quinn Richardson but I expect 2043 to 

be different.  

 

I predicted 66 wins in 2042, compared to their actual of 62.  

I said that 

Marino would 

rebound and 

be traded and that 

Joey O’Brian also 

would be. Both were 

traded on June 2nd to 

Vancouver. 
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Team 2042 Prediction/Analysis Bold Prediction 

 

I predicted a huge step forward for Robert Menzies last year and 

although he didn’t take it, he still netted a huge deal for 

Edmonton when they shipped him out this off-season. I 

predicated Mauro Flores would continue on his horrible 2041 pace which 

he did with a 6.52 RA in 10 games. I had Donadoni as a sleeper, and 

Donadoni nearly captured the newcomer award as predicted. 

 

I was cold on Edmonton and I had the missing the playoffs and only 

winning 87 games. They went on to win 106 games and make the Landis 

Memorial Series. Good for 19 games off on the prediction.  

I said they 

would miss 

the playoffs 

and also trade Troop 

along with Hall and 

Trujillo having DL stints 

causing all the dominos 

to fall.  

 

Team 2042 Prediction/Analysis Bold Prediction 

 

I predicted a down year for Miguel Rodriguez, which at 2.5 WAR 

was actually higher than the year before and enough to earn a 

comp pick for Vegas. I put money on Manoell Whanon who 

finished second on the team with a 3.6 WAR. I thought Jim Ashford would 

contribute big as well and he did just that with a 2.7 WAR in 332 at bats. I 

bet against Vegas in 2041, and quickly stopped betting against them after 

they proved me wrong. Well. 

 

They proved me wrong again last year as I said 91 wins was their spot. 

They finished with 82. A difference of 9, and another playoff spot 

predicted wrong.  

I said the 

team would 

pack it in and trade 

Mercado, Huber, and 

Peithner. Mercado 

and Peithner were 

gone by seasons end, 

and there was a 

massive reliever 

traded but it was 

Balun and not Huber. 

50% right?  

 

Team 2042 Prediction/Analysis Bold Prediction 

 

I thought that Rodeia was going to be a really good player last 

year and I was incorrect there as he finished with just a 0.3 

WAR in 163 innings pitched. I incorrectly said that Juan 

Karaybwite was going to be a failure and that contract was bad. He put up a 

career high 5.0 WAR last season as a 30-year-old thanks to imaging my 

face on the ball. I also said that Werner McConnell could rebound to his 

typical 3 WAR self. He finished with a -1.2 WAR. 

 

I was cold on Calgary heading into 2042 predicting a drop from 103 wins to 

81. As Calgary finished with just 80 wins, every blind  

squirrel eventually finds a nut.  

I predicted 

Calgary was 

going to trade 

Jefferson Pierce at 

the deadline for a 

prospect haul. 

Obviously, that didn’t 

happen. That’s why 

it’s called bold 

people!  
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Team 2042 Prediction/Analysis Bold Prediction 

 

Juan Mateo was dealt away for Don Smith this year, and so I 

guess maybe he can be this year’s rising star for 2043 for the 

Frick? I had Viotto Stromberg fading and his 1.0 WAR backs that 

up. I also had Thad Meyer as a sleeper in that if he could rebound, he could 

make a difference. He finished with a 1.5 WAR rebounding a bit, but not 

back to the Meyer we had come to expect before his ACL injury in 2040. 

 

I predicted 70 wins for Phoenix in 2042, and they finished with 72. A 

difference of just 2 wins. Not bad.  

I said that 

Mateo would 

be 

considered for the 

Sawyer in 2042. He 

swapped teams but 

did well in Des 

Moines in 232 at bats. 

No Sawyer for Mateo 

in 2042.  

 

Team 2042 Prediction/Analysis Bold Prediction 

 

I had 40 homers down for Jean Hamon in right field not realizing 

he couldn’t hit left handed pitching. He still finished with 29 and a 

2.1 WAR. I called for Augie Plascencia’s career to be ending 

incorrectly as he hit .358/.432/.482 in 49 games for Mexico City. I said that 

Shinsaku Ine would win 15 games for Mexico City as a sleeper pick and he 

finished with a 14-8 record to go with a 4.13 ERA. 

 

I had Mexico City at 90 wins this last year and they finished with 87, a 

difference of 3 wins. They were predicted to make the playoffs, just as they 

did.  

I predicted 

Mexico City 

would lock 

up Rocha early but 

apparently, he was 

too pricey. Rocha left 

Mexico City this past 

off-season in a very 

public bidding war for 

his services. 

 

Team 2042 Prediction/Analysis Bold Prediction 

 

I predicted that Abe Colbert Jr had seen better days correctly 

predicting his inflated ERA and his ability to reach 2,000 career 

strikeouts. At age 36, he didn’t opt out and is still a member of 

the Aviators this year. I said that Whitley could get back to himself and he 

failed only putting up a 1.2 WAR this year. 

 

I had Wichita at 53 wins, underestimating their ability to win games last 

year as they finished with 59. A difference of 6 games.  

I went bold 

and said that 

Wichita 

would turn a profit in 

2042, something they 

didn’t do, but came 

damn close only 

losing $2,000,000 last 

season. 
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Team 2042 Prediction/Analysis Bold Prediction 

 

I correctly said that Celio Martin would see his role with 

the Spuds become mashed, as he appeared in just 27 

games last year compiling a 5.71 ERA and a negative 0.6 

WAR. I was one of the big believers in Boise last year having them 

win the division and hit 100 games in a franchise milestone. While 

they still made the playoffs, they won just 89 games, a difference 

of 11 games.  

I predicted 

that Dennis 

French 

would sign a 6 year 

contract worth $140 

million. Instead, he 

signed a 6 year 

team friendly deal 

for just $107 

million. Regardless, 

it shut the league up 

in asking for him as 

I predicted. 50% 

right? 

 

Team 2042 Prediction/Analysis Bold Prediction 

 

I predicted a top 10 season for Moreno which he delivered 

on with a 4.0 WAR behind the plate. I was down on 

Abdelwahab Kamade, down correctly I must say since he 

had a -0.5 WAR in 469 at bats last year correctly predicting a 

negative WAR for the first time in his career. I had Ricardo Rivera 

as my sleeper and also has my bold prediction. 

 

I had San Antonio winning 78 games in 2042, compared to their 

actual output of 84 games. A difference of 6 games.  

I predicted 

San 

Antonio 

would win 90 

games, which 

nearly happened but 

more importantly I 

predicted that 

Ricardo Rivera 

would win the 

Johnson League 

Nebraska award, 

which he indeed 

brought home.  
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Don  
Smith 
Age: 22  

, 195 lbs. 
Colorado 
 
GM Sean Marko gives us … 

The Kid They Call “Home 

Plate”…an origin story, of sorts 
 

 

"So, that's what they think of me, huh?" The young man was confused. 

 

The GM slowly nodded in confirmation, as the afternoon sun streamed in past the half-closed blinds in the 

Talons front office. 

 

"So let me get this straight. They think I'm... greedy??" the pitcher asked again, with the sort of emphasis on the 

word 'greedy' that telegraphed bemusement. 

 

"Yeah. They all do," the GM replied, with a surreptitious tone. "But not us. Not here. You see, Don, here in 

Phoenix we like to think of this as yet another example of our official team mission statement... 'us against the 

world'." 

 

"The Talons don't think of you as greedy, Don. Even though the powers-that-be in the BBA and the OOTP have 

it plastered right there on your 'official' player page," the GM continued, with sarcastic air quotes emphasizing 

the word 'official'. 

 

"No, Don, you're just a pawn in the professional baseball system. A cog in the hyper-capitalist machine. It's not 

your fault you're talented. It's not our fault that we have to pay you. It's just the way it is man. Just the way it is," 

The GM concluded, drawing out the last sentence with pensive dissapointment as he squinted out the window, 

trying to catch a glimpse of some vast conspiracy out there in the baseball universe, hidden behind the beams of 

light. 

 

"I just wanted to share this with you, Don. Just to let you know what you're up against. What we're ALL up 

against." 

 

Smith wasn't quite sure what to make of this latest meeting between the mercurial Phoenix GM and one of the 

BBA's most talented young pitchers. Was this just a friendly chat between employer and employee? Was it 

another in a long line of loyalty-building sessions? Was it gaslighting? Who knows. But he knew one thing for 

sure: 22 year old left handed starting pitcher Don Smith wasn't in Des Moines anymore. 
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*** 

 

Don "Home Plate" Smith was born in Colorado in 2020. 

As he grew up, the tall and skinny left hander could 

always throw. But he never tried to throw fast. In fact, for 

as good as he is in the BBA today, he isn't even remotely 

considered to be the sort of hard thrower that scouts drool 

over these days. No, ever since he learned to pronate his 

wrist, the young pitcher liked to make the ball move. But 

not just move. Move where he WANTED it to move. 

 

"It's like Frisbee Golf, man," Smith used to say in high school. "Sure you can make that thing curve all you 

want, but it don't count for shit unless you get the damn frisbee in the cage!" 

 

Speaking of high school, even then Smith shone bright as a future star pitcher. In his varsity career at Lockheed 

high school in Broomfield, Colorado, the eccentric lefty recorded 239 strikeouts and a 0.74 WHIP over three 

seasons and 149 innings. He already had good command of four pitches, and was already known for his 

advanced talent in getting that ball to move, into and out of the zone. In his junior year at age 17, Smith was 

scouted at 5/6/4, which is pretty much AA level these days in the BBA. 

 

But even though he won the Mike Swanson Hurler Award for his exploits on the high school mound in 2037, 

Smith had his first brush with injury: Shoulder Inflammation. Never mind that he fully recovered to record a 

1.76 ERA his senior year. He was already branded an injury risk, with the word "Fragile" appearing right next 

to the "Greedy" tag on his scouting report. 

 

That didn't stop the Des Moines Kernels from taking him 4th overall in the legendary 2038 amateur draft. 10 

million dollars later, Don Smith was a pro, and already mowing down hitters for the Short Season A ballclub. 

But after only 19 dominant innings, the shoulder started acting up again. Deciding to avoid shutting down his 

season and to continue those valuable development innings, the Kernels promoted Smith to Single A 

Portsmouth, where he finished out the season with an uncharacteristic 4.04 ERA. 

 

Smith, now the BBA's #2 overall prospect, was pushed through AA and Triple 

A in just a few months 

 

Continuing the rapid pace his team laid out for him, Smith, now the BBA's #2 overall prospect, was pushed 

through AA and Triple A in just a few months, even earning an August call up to the big club. It was a huge 

leap for the still developing 19 year old, and by the time the season ended, his big league ERA was just shy of 5 

after eleven starts. In 2040, the Kernels threw him right back in the fire with a full time gig in the rotation, 

where he fared better but still looked out of his league, with a 1.45 WHIP. 

 

Then, in July of that year, Smith experienced a true taste of the highs and lows of life in the major leagues. On 

the 20th of that month, he threw a No Hitter against the Yellow Springs Nine, becoming one of the youngest in 

BBA history to ever perform the feat. The Nine never forgot who beat them that day, with the Yellow Springs 

GM taking a keen interest in the young pitcher. But as high as that start was, the lows came crashing down in 

Smith's very next turn. 
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Warming up on the evening of July 25th, the young lefty just couldn't get loose. His pitching coach, concerned, 

shut Smith down and referred him to the team medical staff, who ordered an MRI. And, yep, the shoulder. 

Again. And this time, it would cost the rest of the season. That "fragile" moniker was no longer just a word on 

his scouting report; it was now carved in stone. 

 

Surgery wasn't recommended, as nothing was torn. The Kernals prescribed rest and rehabilitation. In 2041, now 

healthy, Smith finally had his breakout season. winning 13 games, recording a 3.51 ERA, and amassing 5.7 

WAR as a 21 year old. And, although his innings total took a huge jump to 187, Smith finished the year without 

incident. 

 

2042 began much like 2041 ended, and aside from two weeks off with a 

twinge in his back, Smith was on top of the world, even being selected to his 

first BBA All Star Game. And it wasn't just to world that Don Smith was at 

the top of. No, the Des Moines Kernels had other ideas. In their eyes, Smith 

was at the top of something else: his trade value. 

 

The league was taken aback. BBA GM's across both leagues started putting 

together trade pitches for the young hurler, most notably the GM of those 

same Yellow Springs Nine that he no-hit previously. Where would he go? 

How much would the Kernels get? Speculation was rampant. And, naturally, 

no one suspected the final destination for this phenom with seemingly 

unlimited potential. 

 

The Phoenix Talons. 

 

You see, the Talons had developed an aversion to elite pitchers, having been massively burned in the past by 

names that can no longer be spoken in the Greater Phoenix Metropolitan Area, Ignacio Rodriguez and 

Lawrence Columbus LaLoosh. Rodriguez had cost the Talons dearly in trade, and LaLoosh cost them dearly in 

cash, to the tune of 130 million dollars. Yet both of those ace starters had been lost to injury, had been lumped 

severely, and were unceremoniously run out of town 

 

No, the modern Talons had subsisted on middle of the road pitchers and a power hitting offense, even building 

up a farm system of hitters that ranked as high as #1 in the Brewster. Interestingly enough, it was power hitters 

that Des Moines craved. And, in clandestine back channels, a deal was struck that sent three of the Talons best 

power hitting prospects to the Kernels in exchange for Don Smith and high priced veteran 2B Angel De 

Castillo. 

 

All of this was fine with Smith, however. The lefty took it in stride, and pitched well enough for the Talons to 

not only total 5.7 WAR for the second year in a row, but also win a first year arbitration award of $7.5 million. 

There's that "greedy" label again. And what's more, the Talons immediately bought out Smith's second arb year, 

to the tune of a 9.1 million dollar pact for 2044, setting him up for a contract extension approaching LaLoosh 

proportions as soon as he is eligible. 

 

The future is wide open for Smith. A left handed pitcher known for elite command of 4 pitches and pinpoint 

control, the BBA world is his for the taking. And, aside from that sore back he was sidelined with in 2041, he's 

been healthy. The Talons even limited his innings down the stretch and set a pitch limit of 95, meaning that he 

may not throw a no hitter sgain, but he may amass a Hall of Fame career before everything is said and done. 
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That is, if he can make it through yet another of those "special" meetings with his new GM... 

 

*** 

 

"So, it looks like you had a good spring training, Don. Please, sit down." 

 

The GM's office was bathed in early afternoon light, and the faint odor of spiritous alcohol lingered in the air. 

 

The GM continued. "Now, Don, you KNOW they are all against us, right? They want us to fail. They want us to 

give up. They HATE talented people like you and me. Isn't that right, Don?" 

 

Smith was unsure of what to say. He decided to play along. 

 

"Damn right," Smith said, agreeing with his boss. "They hate us! its up to the Talons to fight for what is right 

and prove all of the haters wrong!! They will never succeed as long as our will to survive is strong!!" The 22 

year old concluded with increased fervor. Even he wasn't quite sure if it was an act, or of he was really starting 

to believe this crazy stuff. 

 

"It's us against the world!!" 
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Wilson 
Andrade 
AGE: 22 

,175 lb. 
Santo Domingo 
 

 

 

 

 

Looking back, it’s hard to understand why Wilson 

Andrade had a change of heart—how, for just a 

twinkle of an instant he thought that maybe his career 

lies in another sport. Remember that? Andrade 

picking up the phone and telling general manager Brandon Slouck that he was doen with baseball, and Slouck 

rallying the full power of the Jimmies most convincing convincers to Santo Domingo to talk the star shortstop 

down?  

 

Settled, the youngster got down to doing the work, and showed the world—and maybe himself—exactly why 

Slouck had been so willing to go to the mat for him. 

 

The kid came up to the bigs for 40 games in 2040, at the ripe age of 19 years, and made 1.3 WAR. By my 

advanced mathematical capabilities, that translates to 5.2 WAR over 160 games which is, he says ironically, 

totally out of the freaking park. His sophomore season was all about adjustments—as they all are, really. The 

results dropped a touch, but just a touch, and then a funny thing happened as the Jimmies ground to the end of a 

mediocre season: his power came in, resulting in a 21-homer season from a 20-year-old shortstop. 

 

Fans were sold. 

 

But the best was yet to come. 

 

In 2042, Wilson Andrade: (1) flirted with .400 for about half the season, (2) blasted 31 homers, (3) capped that 

with 51 – count’em, 51 – doubles, and (4) got on base at a .401 clip. And should we mention that over the past 

two seasons, Andrade has flashed enough leather to average a bit past +4 on the ZR scale. 

 

To say the future is his, is putting it mildly.  
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THE PROJECTION ROOM 

 

 
By now you know what’s coming as sure as if you’ve got the banging going down on the garbage 
cans in the clubhouse. Fastball down the middle. Can you handle it, Meat? Can you take it 
downtown one more time? Hit that last dinger and hang ‘em up? 
 
We’ll see, won’t we? 
 
Omaha GM Justin Niles and Rockville GM Aaron Weiner are back again — third time together, 
am I right? As usual, we’ve got Justin taking the Johnson, Aaron on the Frick — and again with 
Aaron taking all the summaries in his usual fashion. Athens GM Neil Thomas is back, too, taking 
a run through the UEMBA’s Bancroft League. But, hey, you know, the UMEBA is expanding, and 
that means more teams and that means … you got it, just like you are Jared Gillstrom sitting on 
high heat … more previews! In this case it’s Kuwait City GM Chad Nason taking the captain’s 
chair to review the Burt League. 
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Before I begin discussing previews, I’m going to take a minute to give a post-view to Ed Murphy.  Ed 
Murphy was the Des Moines GM for almost four decades of BBA history, and nearly the entirety of the 
modern era.  Just nine seasons were played without Ed’s consistent, short-form team reports.  While 
the Kernels are best remembered for 34 straight years of playoff futility, most of us never knew and 
many have forgotten that Ed did have a championship, winning the 2007 Landis Memorial Series 
with a team that included only 80 innings from near-Hall of Famer Jeff Kiplinger and nobody you’ve 
ever heard of, a year before New Orleans took over the Frick Midwest Division and owned it for the 
next decade.   
 
When you have a person like that in your league, you just assume he’s going to be around forever, no 
matter how many years in a row he couldn’t get to the postseason.  That was not to be.  Ed Murphy 
died this offseason at the age of 57 years old from cancer.  While he had given up control of the team 
to new GM Geoff Webb, the Des Moines ballpark from today forward will now be Ed Murphy 
Memorial Stadium, in honor of nearly the only GM the team had ever known in the modern era. 
 
Ed’s passing brought a shock to many of our faces, as baseball, even fantasy baseball, is played by 
young men in an environment where old men become young again, where hope springs eternal and all 
things are possible.  I was often critical of Ed’s managerial style for his interminable hopefulness that 
this year would be THE year, the one where his constant push towards respectability would bring on 
the lightning of the 2007 Des Moines title winners.  Perhaps in light of Ed’s departure, maybe what he 
did every year, year after year, is what we should all do:  push our chips in the middle of the table and 
dare people to say that you don’t have the winning hand, that while it might just be a gigantic bluff, 
it’s hard to see beyond the veil.  All I know that right now, somewhere beyond the veil, Ed Murphy’s 
all in on a pair of fours, and even if he loses, the chips are free.  Rest in peace, Ed. 
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Apparently, it doesn’t take a Genius to win in Louisville.  The Louisville Sluggers had been 

searching for an identity after Stu Hopkins left the team in 2034, and they found one under the 

leadership of Stephen Shaw.  This 111-win juggernaut has set the league on its end, and they 

left no doubt at all that they were one of the best single-season teams in the history of the BBA.  

They have all the pieces still in place to repeat, and coming off of three straight 90-win seasons, 

the Sluggers might be seeing the beginnings of a dynasty. 

 

However, it’s not just a dynasty that Louisville has started here, but a rivalry between 

themselves and the Yellow Springs Nine.  The Nine have been gunning for their first BBA title 

in team history for years now, and have missed the playoffs just once in the last 16 seasons of 

play.  And here comes along Louisville, with their fancy new players and their Theo Bourges 

and their James Browning and swipes it right out from under their noses.  And Yellow Springs 

didn’t even have the satisfaction of facing Louisville in the playoffs, losing in the Doubleday to 

California, now the Sacramento Mad Popes, so you know there’s some burning going on around 

Yellow Springs, and not just from the water supply. 

 

Are the Nine and the Sluggers that far above everyone else in the Frick League? It certainly 

appears so, though there are a number of teams that have a real shot at winning the crown in the 

Frick League as well.  Sacramento, who took out Yellow Springs, marked a milestone of their 

own as they won their first playoff series in eight years despite being in the playoffs every year 

for more than the last decade.  The Twin Cities River Monsters were a shocking contender last 

year, though they didn’t make it out of the Geoghegan; are they the next Louisville?  The 

Omaha Cyclones and Chicago Black Sox both made the playoffs last year and have balanced, 

talented teams that with the right bounces could make life interesting for either Louisville or 

Yellow Springs; Chicago sent the Nine to the limit last year in the Geoghegan and Louisville 

needed six games to knock out Omaha. 

 

The Johnson League has a few teams that could deny the powerhouses a title, most notably the 

Edmonton Jackrabbits, winners of the last two JL pennants.  If they win a third one this year 

they’ll become just the second team in modern BBA history to win three straight pennants 

(Rockville from 2035-2037 is the other).   

 

Edmonton won their division in a runaway last year, but the fact is that there are a lot of quality 

teams in the JL Frontier.  San Antonio is clearly a team on the rise, and while they didn’t make 

the playoffs last year they could be a better team than the Jackrabbits on paper.  The Boise 

Spuds were the ones expected to win in the runaway last year, and they’re still a strong club led 
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by Dennis French and others.  The Mexico City Aztecs are as solid a ballclub as you could 

want, too, so Edmonton’s division is stacked. 

 

As for the Johnson Atlantic Division, Brooklyn is coming off their first division title since 2027 

and looks to contend for a playoff spot yet again. The Rockville Pikemen were the dynasty over 

here, and while they slipped to second place and an early playoff exit last year they’re still 

obviously very dangerous.  The New Orleans Crawdads has been touted as a team on the rise 

for a while, the Atlantic City Gamblers weren’t eliminated from the playoffs until the last week 

of the season, and Montreal nearly got into October as well.   

 

Then there’s the list of dark horses, like the Calgary Pioneers or the Las Vegas Hustlers or even 

the Nashville Bluebirds or a team who can hit their way out of anything like the San Fernando 

Bears or the Madison Wolves.  If Twin Cities can do it, after all, anyone can really do it.  

 

We haven’t had a really good rivalry in the BBA in a very long time, largely because this has 

been a league of dynasties in no small part; putting them together is the hard part.  Usually 

when it’s happened in the past it’s really one team against the world.  Yellow Springs and 

Louisville look to take us deeper into the 2040s with a little shake and bake of their own 

making, a pair of powerhouses who show no signs of slowing down.  It’s going to make the 

league a better place, a more exciting place, and give the rest of the league hope that being in 

second place is a reason to try harder, not to give up.  The Sluggers and Nine will hopefully be 

entertaining us with their jockeying for years to come. 

 

In the meantime, hope springs eternal for all the teams in the BBA, as so many teams have the 

ability to rise up and capture the pennant at a moment’s notice, even to take them from the two 

super-teams in the FL Heartland.  It’s a call to keep fighting as long as there is hope left to 

hope. 
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PACIFIC DIVISION 

2043 PREDICTED STANDINGS 
 

SACRAMENTO MAD POPES  91 – 71 

HAWAII TROPICS     85 – 77 

VALENCIA STARS      80 – 82 

VANCOUVER MOUNTIES   78 – 84 

SEATTLE STORM      77 – 85 

PORTLAND LUMBERJACKS   73 – 89 

SAN FERNANDO BEARS    72 – 90 

LONG BEACH SURFERS    69 – 93 
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FL Pacific Preview 
 

       
 
The FL Pacific had the ignominious honor of being the only division since realignment to 

send just one team to the playoffs, and with the California Crusaders changing names to 
the Sacramento Mad Popes, the record will show that no current team made the playoffs 

from this division last year.  Hmmm.  Not good.  So the Pacific has a lot of catching up 
to do.  Sacramento is still clearly the class of this division, and with a lot of the teams in 

the division on the decline, crashing to earth, and Portland, we’re predicting more of the 
same.  Sacramento is so set they were able to sign Knud Zeitler this offseason, who 

might not even pitch an inning for them this year. 
 

Hawaii seems to be the team most well-equipped to grab a wild card this year of all the 

non-Sacramento teams.  The Tropics are a balanced team and have one of the league’s 
most unpronounceable superstars in Alaric Wullenweber, who was merely excellent last 

year, not transcendent, and have enough young stars like Ernest McBride that they can 
overcome some of their fading past stars like Manuel Aguilar and Ettienne Lafitte. 

 
Along with the Tropics, Vancouver could climb back up the ladder and surprise, but they 

stumbled badly last year.  Their ballpark renovations led to a lot of extra offense last 
year, as expected, but it was all by the other team.  Valencia is a solid team, but they 

are very top-heavy, and have been entirely unable to take the next step for years 
despite stars like Angel Zalapa and Ramon Pagan. 

 
Then there’s the Seattle Storm, who will probably win this division with 100 games or 

lose it with 100 games or maybe they’ll play 162 and just see how it goes, you know?  
Seattle’s had more loopy up and down seasons than the Steel Dragon 2000 lately and 

predicting how they’ll finish is a little like a shell game with no ball. 

 
San Fernando used to be good, but then they stopped acquiring major league arms 

altogether.  They can still really hit, though.  Long Beach also used to be good, but 
they’re rebuilding around star pitcher Danya Tchekanov; they’re doing their best, 

though, signing a ton of free agents this offseason.  Portland used to not exist!  But we 
think the Lumberjacks could rise up to the point where they lose less than 90 games this 

year and could even go as high as a .500 record. 
 

When you see a division send nobody to the playoffs other than the automatic berth, 
you know it’s not precisely flush with talent.  But there are some good teams here, and 

we might be a little low on Hawaii’s record.  This one looks like a runaway, though, so 
we’ll see if Sacramento stumbles this year.  
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FRICK LEAGUE – PACIFIC DIVISION 

SACRAMENTO MAD POPES 
GENERAL MANAGER: Doug Olmsted Ballpark: South Pacific Field 

2042 MEDIA GUIDE: One place that California might improve is from a full season of Dani Garcia, who looks to be 
the next California pitching superstar…Po-sin Shi took a leap forward at age 25, and young shortstop Jorge Lugo was 

better than advertised, especially defensively…This is clearly a playoff contender again, but the question becomes how 
long they can maintain this. 
2042 PROJECTION: 91 – 71 
2042 FINAL RECORD: 92 – 70 
 

 
I don’t know how much these previews actually do, sometimes, other than give my fingers a workout, let 

me let my mind roam free, and give people something juicy to read. But, last year, I harped upon the fact 

that the California Crusaders didn’t take kindly to the idea that they couldn’t get it done in the postseason.  

Well, they showed me. While they bowed out against powerhouse Louisville in the Cartwright Cup, California 

won their Doubleday series against Yellow Springs after getting a first-round bye, and that, my friends, is 

how you end a playoff drought. They were so enamored with their playoff success, they changed their name 

to reflect their capital city. Having already proven they can compete with the better teams in the league, is 

this year the year that California puts It together and wins it all? 

 

It's important to remember that Zeitler, their biggest free agent, won’t be back until September at the 

earliest, having suffered a torn UCL late last year. Fortunately, the Mad Popes, who finished third behind 

the two superteams in the Frick League in preventing runs, have plenty of pitching to fall back on.  

Sacramento, with one of the better pitcher’s parks in the game, has one of the more productive rotations 

around. Youngster Dani Garcia headlines a group of thirty-somethings, with Luis Gracia an ageless wonder 

at 37 years old coming off a 4-WAR season. Miguel Ramos and Cisco Morales were both excellent starters 

last year. Because of Zeitler’s injury, they do have a rotation depth issue. Right now, they have Shotaro 

Kawamura as their fifth starter, and while they may be on to something the 28-year old has never thrown 

a major league pitch as a starter. California’s pen is strong, as superstar Marco Vitalle leads a rock-solid 

core of himself, Manuel Andres, and Manuel Cruz.   

 

Sacramento is considered a pitcher’s paradise, so the fact that they put up almost 20 WAR at the plate last 

year was considered a success; it was their highest total since their 106-win ballclub in 2036. The Crusaders 

finished third in batting average last year in the Frick League, which was easily their highest mark in recent 

memory; there’s a fair chance they fall back this year. David Simpson continues to put up Sawyer Silk-

quality seasons, but they have an excellent supporting cast with Po-sin Shi and Quant Kouros providing 

consistent excellence. Jorge Lugo might not hit .290 again, though he’s hit at least 

that mark in two seasons in the Golden State. Edgardo Encarnacion played just as 

well after coming over from Jacksonville last year, and Luis Gonzalez provides solid 

lefty power. 

 

The Mad Popes have quite a few solid pitching prospects on the farm, and top 

prospect Henri Charriere is probably no more than one year away from causing a bit 

of a rift in the Sacramento infield. I might have given Lance Carter a shot over 

Kawamura, too. Bottom line is that as long as the pitching holds up, the Mad Popes 

are probably destined for the postseason yet again. I think they need a top starter to 

bring all of this together, or a big bat, but Zeitler was a shrewd and smart pickup if 

he comes back whole. I’d be surprised if Sacramento wasn’t postseason-bound again in 2043. 

 

 

2043 PROJECTION: 91 – 71  
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FRICK LEAGUE – PACIFIC DIVISION 

HAWAII TROPICS 
GENERAL MANAGER: James Walker Ballpark: Hawai’I Le’ahi Diamond Head Park 

2042 MEDIA GUIDE: Hawaii is the home of maybe the best rotation in the Frick League outside of Yellow Springs 
and Chicago…They also have a huge prospect in Ernest McBride, ready to go…It’ll be interesting to see how first-year 

GM James Walker handle their future situation after that. Their present looks like a wild card contender. 
2042 PROJECTION: 84 – 78 
2042 FINAL RECORD: 81 – 81 
 

 

82-80, 82-80, 81-81. That’s Hawaii’s team record over the past three seasons. Yet, if you look inside the 

numbers last year, you can see a little bit of hope emerging. Hawaii had a +37 run differential last year, 

which wasn’t as good as any team that finished ahead of them but might imply a few more wins this season. 

They did score 882 runs, which was ALMOST a modern era team record; the Tropics scored 883 runs in 

their 107-55 shellacking of the Frick League in 2008. The Tropics are easily the best team in the BBA over 

the past three years to not get to the postseason, with one of the league’s best pitchers at the top of the 

rotation. So what can the Tropics do to take the next step? 

 

The Tropics, who had one of the lower payrolls in the league, are still flush with cap space even after signing 

shortstop Miguel Rodriguez to an outrageous two-year, $32 million deal. He should be a clear upgrade over 

last year’s starter, Fernando Rodriguez. Mike Campbell got some big future bucks, too; he’s been 

outstanding. There remains very little chance that Manuel Aguilar, Jr. will be re-signed as he’s been fading 

badly over the last couple years, and Ernest McBride has surely taken his job. McBride was excellent last 

year and could be a real star in this league. Gary Allen and Jack Nichols have been quietly solid at second 

and third base over the past two years. The Tropics, to many people’s surprise, still have Ettienne Lafitte, 

who has fallen a long way; at some point (maybe after this year) they have to start paying him to play for 

someone else, because he’s no longer the player he was. This is a solid offense that should be productive; 

there’s no reason, for example, they couldn’t outhit Twin Cities this year. 

 

Note: We’ve have gotten this far in the preview without saying the word Wullenweber, without whom the 

Hawaii Tropics do not tick. Wullenweber is not Steve Nebraska but he’s truly unbelievable; he led the league 

in strikeouts, strikeouts per nine innings, and WALKS ALLOWED per nine innings, with 32 walks in 224 

innings. That said, he also gave up 32 homers and – somehow – a 4.45 ERA, so, again, see “not Steve 

Nebraska.” That said, nobody would be surprised if he won one or five. Hard to hope for a better #2 than 

Zak Johnson, though his ERA is a mite high, too. Stephen Taub has now gone 

from underrated to overrated in three short years, but he’s still a serviceable 

lefty. Jesus Gonzalez actually led the staff in ERA last year, and he looks pretty 

good, as does Niccolo Destefani, who has real workhorse potential ability in the 

#5 spot. The bullpen is about average, without much top-end talent but with a 

multitude of reasonably effective pitchers. It’s a good staff with a true ace. 

 

The Tropics have had more luck than most people when it comes to prospects, 

and in addition to Wullenweber, who was a second-round draft pick, they also 

have developed a potential superstar in 2B Luis Mendoza, who’s a couple years away, and Ron Shiplack has 

some room to grow. I think they might have the best 1-5 pitching staff outside Yellow Springs and their 

offense isn’t half bad. They need to start getting more from their players, but this is a very talented team 

who should be right in the mix for a wild card again next year. Don’t be surprised to see them as the #2 

wild card with a home first round matchup when the dust clears. 

 

 

2043 PROJECTION: 85 – 77  
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FRICK LEAGUE – PACIFIC DIVISION 

VALENCIA STARS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Lee Honigsfeld Ballpark: Honigsfeld Field 

2042 MEDIA GUIDE: Valencia’s offense is solid but inconsistent, while the Stars are also trying to get by on solid, 
unspectacular pitching…With huge superstars and a pitching staff that isn’t all that bad in some ways, the Stars should 

manage to stay above .500 this season. 
2042 PROJECTION: 83 – 79 
2042 FINAL RECORD: 79 – 83 
 

 

The Valencia Stars got 38 homers, 104 RBI, and 4 WAR out of their second baseman last year, which would 

be really great news if that player was just about anyone but Angel Zalapa. Zalapa, who this year will earn 

$25 million and over the next four seasons will earn a total of $100 million, is among the highest paid 

players in the game. It’s hard to say it wasn’t deserved: he won a Sawyer Silk in 2038 and led the Frick 

League in OPS in 2039, and last year was just the first year he hit under .295 since 2037. But if Zalapa, 

who’s just about to pass his prime, is in any sort of decline, the Stars might be in trouble. They were just 

mediocre last year as it was, but is Zalapa’s poor year a fluke or something more telling? 

 

Zalapa hasn’t been the best player on the Stars in a few years: that guy is Aaron Haney, who hit 58 homers 

in 2041 and is maybe the best two-way player in the BBA. He’s currently on a Hall of Fame trajectory.  

Ramon Pagan is the third Valencia star, and while he’s clearly the best supporting cast member, he’s had 4 

WAR in each of the last four seasons. After those three, there’s a precipitous dropoff, though. Either the 

rest of the Stars’ players can’t hit, can’t field, or both. They were also last in walks. Can’t field category:  

Martin Felix, Jr., Curt Love, Gene Meade, Kenan Reis. Can’t hit category: Mario Rolo. Both: Julio Guerra.  

The team does have some hope about Guerra, but he just hasn’t gotten the job done so far in his career; 

he looks okay, but he can’t hit. You might have also guessed the team isn’t good defensively, and you’d be 

mostly right; only the Stars’ stars are really good at all. 

 

Valencia has made an interesting choice adding low-movement players, as the one hole in the Valencia 

ballpark armor is really home runs, especially by right-handed batters, but that’s why Valencia goes righty-

heavy. The pitching staff for Valencia relied heavily on the starting rotation last year and the excellent work 

by star closer Alberto Ramirez, who not only led the Frick in saves, but was basically a 

rock star last year in every way, putting up a 1.78 ERA. Jose Martinez showed why he’s 

one of the potential rising stars in the BBA last year, putting up solid numbers as the ace 

while having a bit of bad luck with big innings. Jorge Garcia and Donald Harris were both 

powerhouse performers last year, putting up ERAs in the mid-3s and posting double-digit 

wins. Niall Hanlon was solid as well, and even Jermaine Clayton put up solid numbers.   

 

Valencia is in an interesting position, to say the very least. They have 38 million in cap 

space next year (and can painlessly make another ten), but Ramon Pagan and Jose Martinez, two of their 

top four players, are free agents next year. Martinez might not be a fortune to re-sign, but Pagan, already 

making $12 million, surely will be. But they also can’t rebuild; Zalapa would be incredibly hard to trade, 

Pagan’s about to cash in, and Haney isn’t really tradable. So they’re going to have to hope they sneak in as 

a wild card and win some playoff games. To do that they’re about a pitcher or two short, and their farm isn’t 

likely to provide the guys they really need. Valencia appears stuck for a while, and –stop me if you think 

I’m crazy – I think the best way out of this quagmire is to deal Haney. Haney is still worth a fortune, he has 

two years of team control, he’s a phenomenal player and they could trade him somewhere for multiple top 

prospects and begin building from the inside, while signing Pagan and Martinez and trying to build around 

them. But what do I know? I just write these things. 

 

 

2043 PROJECTION: 80 – 82  
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FRICK LEAGUE – PACIFIC DIVISION 

VANCOUVER MOUNTIES 
GENERAL MANAGER: Taylor Bettencourt Ballpark: Northwoods Outpost 

2042 MEDIA GUIDE: This is a killer offense and plays solid defense, too…I’m definitely not sold on the idea of all 
four of their rotation starters having above 3 WAR again, and while all of them are solid pitchers it seems to me to be 

a bit of a perfect storm. The Mounties have rotation depth but not so much bullpen depth, so I’m not sold on their 
ability to repeat to that level there either… For now, they’re almost a certain contender in the Frick League. 
2042 PROJECTION: 84 – 78 
2042 FINAL RECORD: 74 – 88 
 

 

Vancouver’s implosion made Seattle’s look tame.  That’s because the Mounties were 

projected to win well over 90 games last year and were really my favorites to win the FL 

Pacific. What happened? All four of the team’s top hitters regressed offensively last year, 

some dramatically. They couldn’t get anything going at catcher. Their pitching staff 

imploded. And still, through all of this, they shrugged off what looked like a complete 

disaster of a season and finished with less than 90 losses, which was a big deal considering 

how bad they looked early on. It was so bad they shipped off Aaron Stone, a huge signing 

for them, and Son of Butters, who wasn’t really anyone’s franchise player anymore but 

had spent his whole career in Vancouver. So much for a sure thing. Was I too optimistic 

last year, or is this team destined for bigger things than we saw last year? 

 

Their offense, which was their calling card in their 97-win season in 2041, still looks like a force to be 

reckoned with in the Frick League. Angel Gonzalez clearly isn’t the 8-WAR monster he appeared to be that 

season, but he’s still an excellent player. Fernando Castillo still looks like a very dangerous switch-hitter, 

and Jeffrey Smith might still have some growing to do. David Noboru isn’t the same player he was in his 

20s, but he played a little better for Vancouver. Alejandro Ortiz and Masaki Sato could both play better this 

year, especially Sato, who has never performed to the level of his ability. It’s still a very good offense, but 

the 5.1 runs per game they scored last year was a far cry from the nearly first place offense they had in 

2041. 

 

The Mounties’ pitching staff wasn’t precisely the stuff of legend before this season, but their eleventh-place 

finish in runs allowed isn’t going to get the job done. It was going to be nearly impossible for them to repeat 

their fourth-place finish in 2041. Miguel Ayala was probably their best pitcher last year, but he was slightly 

below par in ERA. Lando Klomp just hasn’t been very successful in Vancouver, but he’s so cheap at $5.5 

million that it doesn’t matter. Rookie Daniel Avila showed a few flashes, but it’s hard to get excited about a 

guy with a 46/44 K/BB ratio. Jose Ramirez completely evaporated into dust. Few teams have more rotation 

depth than the Mounties, but there’s absolutely zero top-flight talent here, and their bullpen leaves a lot to 

be desired. 

 

So what happened to this team? My suspicion is buyer’s remorse. The Mounties made big adjustments to 

their ballpark last season to make it more hitter-friendly and subsequently watched their team hit worse, 

which was the reason I missed on their record so badly, too. It used to be one of the most pitcher-friendly 

parks in the game, which is why a pitcher like Jose Ramirez could have had back-to-back 3 WAR seasons.  

With that in mind, we ought to really give a little more credence to Klomp and Ayala’s mediocre seasons.  

Still, this team is going to have to hit all day long to win anything at all at this point, and it doesn’t seem 

possible that they could hit quite enough for that. I’m putting them around .500 this year because I can see 

their offense playing better, but, yeah, buyer’s remorse seems almost exactly right for this one. Caveat 

emptor. 
 

2043 PROJECTION: 78 – 84 
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FRICK LEAGUE – PACIFIC DIVISION 

SEATTLE STORM 
GENERAL MANAGER: Nathan Egan Ballpark: King County Complex 

2042 MEDIA GUIDE: Can the Storm make it all the way back from BBA purgatory in just one year?...The Storm still 
have quite a solid rotation, led by Hector Marquez, who has a Steve Nebraska Award and last year finished 3rd in the 

voting. Ken Walter is still there, and the opt-out clause in his contract should help to motivate him…Good rotation, 
good offense, weakish pen – 83-85 wins sounds right. That will put them back into contention for a wild card, which 
would clearly be just fine with them. 
2042 PROJECTION: 84 – 78 
2042 FINAL RECORD: 66 – 96 
 

 
As Forrest Gump once put it, “Life is like the Seattle Storm, you never know which one you’re gonna get.”  

Most teams follow a fairly progressive path in record. Either they go up and stay reasonably up for a while, 

or they go down and stay reasonably down for a while, or they bounce around between 75 wins and 85 wins 

and win a few wild cards. Most teams do not follow this win pattern: 92, 83, 63, 83, 66. Yes, this team is 

offensively challenged, but you’d expect much better from a team with a 20 WAR on the pitching staff; only 

Louisville, Yellow Springs, Omaha and California were higher and they all won 92+ games. So we all know 

I’m pretty likely to miss this projection. Let’s figure out HOW BAD I’m gonna miss it. 

 

Last year the Storm offense had an 8 WAR, which seems a little weak for their talent 

level. Todd Rice had the lowest batting average of his career, a still-sparkling .324, but 

he’s so dependent on that number that it was the first year he had below 4 WAR. Aires 

Penharanda is the most well-rounded player on the team, but his hitting was just about 

league average last year, and that’s not going to cut it. Vincent Vanderhugen’s huge 

2041 is starting to look like a career year, and his 2045 status is quickly shifting towards 

unemployment. Eric Jones had a nice year at shortstop but there are some obvious 

issues here. It’s time to stop counting Reese Wareham for anything. There’s room for improvement, as 

former #1 overall prospect Alexander Julyan should play all season, but even he was way below replacement 

in a short callup at the end of last year. The whole team drew 471 walks last year, less than three per game. 

Their fielding was also pathetic. 

 

The pitching staff, on the other hand, was sparkling, dazzling, just plain great, except that all five starters 

on the staff had an FIP a full half run less or worse than their actual ERA. Every…single…one, shown as a 

slashline next to their names as I write this. Hector Marquez (4.84 ERA/4.32 FIP) is still a #1 starter in this 

league. Ken Walter (5.28 ERA/4.06 FIP) didn’t quite stay healthy all year, but when eh was healthy he 

played well enough to earn an obscene extension. Luther Summers (5.37 ERA/4.71 FIP) continued his run 

of muted excellence. San-pao Shang (5.85 ERA/5.28 FIP) looked like a solid innings eater, and Yasi bin Lufti 

(5.47/4.97) and Gordon Graves (6.72/5.79) held down the fifth starter spot capably. Jarred Perkins made 

his debut last year as a reliever, and he looks like a real star in this league. The bullpen also pitched a little 

above their heads, but with nothing too egregious. 

 

Seattle will have serious salary issues to contend with next year, as the Walter contract took a lot of air out 

of their cap. However, as of now, they only have $62 million committed with Walter for 2045, so they ought 

to be able to re-sign both Summers and Marquez, if they want to. They might get some immediate help 

from catcher Jared Bolen this year and Alejandro Cordova and Taro Kudo should contribute soon. They also 

have a lot of dice rolls: many of their players have been much better in the past than they were in 2042.  

I’m splitting the difference here. Seattle’s run differential would have put them at 70-92, I’m expecting the 

bullpen to fall off and a couple players to play better, and they could possibly get a big breakout year from 

Alexander Julyan. So right around 85 losses. On average. I think. 

 

2043 PROJECTION: 77 – 85  
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FRICK LEAGUE – PACIFIC DIVISION 

PORTLAND LUMBERJACKS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Chris Wilson Ballpark: The Trail in Multnomah 

2042 MEDIA GUIDE: Is Portland going to start avoiding 90-loss seasons soon, or are they doomed to the cellar for 
years to come?...The Lumberjacks are one of the few teams in the league with a perfect 100 fan interest and are 

certainly intriguing to watch…There’s nothing much to say about this group except that they’ve got a long road ahead 
of them to respectability. 
2042 PROJECTION: 62 – 100 
2042 FINAL RECORD: 62 – 100 
 

 

We have actual footage inside of the Portland war room. Portland did manage to move themselves forward 

somewhat this offseason, making a huge deal for 21-year old shortstop Robert Menzies and young outfielder 

Myeong-hwan Kim and signing free agents Manuel Martinez, Pedro Rocha, and Hector Amaral. Making all of 

these moves pushed their expected win total up this season. Bad news is that it really had nowhere else to 

go; Portland has lost 100 games in each of their first three seasons. Portland has $107 million devoted to 

salaries this year, which is the sort of expenditure you’d expect from a contender. With all the movement, 

are the Lumberjacks going to start creeping up on the rest of the Frick League? 

 

Portland made an effort to add some more offensive talent, and it may start to show up in the boxscore as 

early as this season. Menzies, who led the Johnson League in walks last year, is the biggest add, and there’s 

really no reason to believe that the young shortstop couldn’t bust out with double digit homers, 40 steals 

and a .280 batting average this season, all of which would push him into the 5-6 WAR territory. Manuel 

Martinez is an extreme platoon player, but like Menzies will draw a ton of walks and has hit at least 39 

homers in five of his six seasons, including 52 homers in 2040. Holdovers Miguel Cortez, Juan Mendoza, and 

Tomas Valadez are all passable regulars, and I’d expect Paco Diaz to bounce back a bit. That’s six lineup 

spots sewn up, and the team is hoping that Kim, who crashed and burned last year in Edmonton, can put 

up a line more like his 2041 numbers (.336/.380/.484 in 200+ at bats) and are hoping that Matt Normore 

has what it takes to succeed at the major league level. This isn’t a bad offense at all, really, though they’re 

a bit short on RBI guys to drive in all those runs; they could use a deal for a cheapish free-swinging 

outfielder. 

 

The most expensive adds of the offseason were on the pitching side, with Pedro Rocha 

and Hector Amaral coming at a total of $47 million. Such is the price of respectability, it 

appears. Rocha is the big prize, as the righty posted eight straight double-digit win seasons 

in Mexico City before coming to the Pacific Northwest.  There’s no reason to believe he 

couldn’t make it nine. Amaral might be a little bit more of a gamble, but the 34-year old 

is a short-term gamble with nothing to lose and everything to gain. The #3 starter at this 

point looks like rookie Francisco Franco, the #3 overall pick in 2041, who has talent in 

bunches. The rest of the rotation will likely be rookie Terrence Kelly and second year man 

Ray Verhoeve, both of whom have talent. Their bullpen is, predictably, awful; prose will 

do. 

 

Portland may have opened themselves up to a bit of a broadside with Rocha, setting an opt-out after year 

2 with declining salaries after that. I’d expect Rocha to opt out and would have tried to negotiate that for 

later in the deal. Neither Rocha nor Amaral is precisely an ace, but they should both be good soldiers, too.  

The Lumberjacks have built up a little bit of a farm, and there’s a fair chance we might see Mahine Karetu 

or Gusby Pinkerton in a Portland uni soon. With absolutely no bullpen, a lot of unproven pitchers, and an 

offense that could vault them into the top half of the Frick League, it’s hard to suggest this team is a 

contender, but I think they’ve officially made it out of noncontender status. Baby steps. 

 

2043 PROJECTION: 73 – 89  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a8k1eTEw4rQ
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FRICK LEAGUE – PACIFIC DIVISION 

SAN FERNANDO BEARS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Randy Weigand Ballpark: Chico’s Bail Bonds Field 

2042 MEDIA GUIDE: Are the Bears about to start hibernating, or is there still some autumn magic left in them?... 
Bin Okorafor and Cris Martinez appear to be ushering the team into the future nicely, Reggie Vargas had an 

outstanding half season last year, and the team isn’t broke at other positions… They may have the worst pitching staff 
overall in the Frick League… San Fernando’s offense will stay at least average, as it did last year, but I think their 
pitching is problematic enough that we’re looking at a sure noncontender here.   
2042 PROJECTION: 72 – 90 
2042 FINAL RECORD: 76 – 86 
 

 

Welcome to the $75M edition of the San Fernando Bears, who may have entered some predictable migration 

patterns. In 2041, the Bears had a run differential of 906/973 (-67) and went 75-87, and in 2042, they had 

a run differential of 903/963 (-60) and went 76-86. So, can I stop writing right there? Are they going to 

lose 86.5 games this year and have a run differential of -63.5 runs this season? Well, probably not. That 

said, this team is the perfect example of why the Seattle Storm’s records over the past 

few years are so freakish, because teams usually stay within a general band unless 

something happens. San Fernando added precisely zero players this offseason via trade, 

draft, or free agency, so was there some internal action that’s going to move the dial one 

way or another? 

 

First of all, let’s start with some disimprovement. Bron Cortez, who with Al Barton was the 

best starting pitcher for the Bears last year, is hurt for at least half a season, and we’ve 

seen lots of pitchers of Cortez’ ilk not come back the same or have setbacks from arm 

injuries. That basically leaves Sergei Hopkins as the nominal #2 starter, and well, that 

ain’t good: Hopkins was basically replacement level last year going 7-15 with a 6.02 ERA. Felipe Guevara is 

a lefty with promise and he could be pretty solid, but it’s hard to believe that his 2.3 walks per 9 is going to 

translate well to the major leagues. And, oh yeah, that’s all the pitching worth mentioning; it’s hard to take 

much stock in players like Kojuro Nishikawa and former Rule 6 pick RJ Hughes (though I’ve seen worse than 

Hughes). Their bullpen makes a tire fire smell like daisies. They could be the worst staff in the game. This 

shouldn’t come as a surprise to anyone, though: we just led off with the fact that this team has surrendered 

almost 1000 runs for each of the past two years. 

 

On the bright side, they’ve also scored over 900 in each of the past two years, and they haven’t lost a step. 

Tai Hoi Wie continues to be the main attraction here, and while he was just third on the team in WAR, he’s 

the fuel that makes this team go. Alex Ramirez, acquired late last year, is still fantastic, so a full year of 

him might offset some of what they lose with Bron Cortez. Reggie Vargas broke out in a big way and looks 

like a potential All-Star, an honor he received last year. Angel Garcia is one of the more notably overpaid 

players in the BBA, but he continues to hold his ground defensively and put up good on-base percentages. 

Cris Martinez, famously acquired for Feliciano Rafael, fell off dramatically last year, but he still looks like a 

good ballplayer. Bin Okorafor hit just .194 last year, though his power numbers stayed stable and his defense 

is still awesome. Bobby Horne could probably improve with more playing time.  It’s a balanced lineup that 

draws walks (757 last year, easily tops in the league), hits homers, and Moneyballs their way to 900 runs. 

 

San Fernando made sure that with some difficult contracts to handle, they managed to keep a hold on their 

salary structure. In doing so, of course, their pitching staff has become a group that only a UMEBA team 

could love. They wisely cost-controlled Al Barton’s deal and have just $47.2 million devoted to 2047. Of 

course, if I’m talking about 2047, and it’s 2043, that can only really mean one thing: this team is in for a 

long rebuilding period. They’ve kept some powder dry if someone really good becomes a free agent, but, 

overall, it’s going to be a while until we talk about San Fernando as a contender. 

 

2043 PROJECTION: 72 – 90  
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FRICK LEAGUE – PACIFIC DIVISION 

LONG BEACH SURFERS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Stephen Lane Ballpark: Vito Costantino Memorial Stadium 

2042 MEDIA GUIDE: Steve Nebraska Award winner Danya Tchekanov might be the best pitcher in the BBA… It’s not 
a bad rotation, but it’s mostly Tchekanov and hope…Their offense is borderline pathetic…The Surfers need a lot more 

than what they have on the team or down on the farm.  In two seasons we might see a bit of a resurgence from this 
team, but I’d say the Surfers max out at .500 and become a perennial loser for a while. 
2042 PROJECTION: 73 – 89 
2042 FINAL RECORD: 58 – 104 
 

 

Welcome to the home of Danya Tchekanov and also…um…Tchekanov, Danya. The team nearly hit the bottom 

rung of where I could have projected them last year with 104 losses. It would have been impossible to have 

accurately predicted that their offense as a whole would finish as maybe the worst one in a long time, at 

least relative to the rest of the league – though anyone with eyes could have predicted they’d be bad. Bring 

on the 30-something brigade, as the Surfers packed their team this offseason with a bunch of last decade’s 

heroes to fill in the lineup. Can Long Beach turn it around that fast, or are they just confidently storming 

towards 95 losses this year? 

 

The offense as a whole was 2.2 wins below replacement last year, so it’s not surprising 

that nearly all of their best offensive players are imports. Relying on any of them is 

precarious at best. Jared Gillstrom still had a ton left in the tank last year, but scouts are 

very worried about what they saw from the 38 year old this offseason; he appears to 

have lost a lot. Mario Deortez looked good in 200 at bats, and he can probably still play. 

Lionel Crepin hit .252 last year, and while that’s all he really has to do to be valuable he’s 

done it once in the past three years. Sean Maguire and returnee Carlos Gonzalez will 

continue their not quite Hall-worthy careers in Long Beach in their late 30s. As for the 

holdovers, Gonzalo Martinez was still very good, but Pedro Avila fell off the table last 

year. I’d wager Avila is a lot better than sub-replacement. Kelile Komen continues to be 

a valuable catcher, though he wasn’t so great last year either. Final verdict: still bad. 

 

There is some room for hope on the pitching staff. Danya Tchekanov got caught up in the malaise a little 

bit, but he’s still awesome. The bigger news was the debut of Ernesto Delgado, who was solid for half a 

season and should be reliable long-term. The purges were the other piece of news: Jimmy Greenwood and 

Cris Rios are both gone, and the rotation is full of interesting 20-somethings. It appears that the Surfers 

are content to keep running Cornelio Lozano out there, and he does have insane stuff – as in, wholly 

uncontrollable. He’ll have to be a lot more unhittable to keep his job. Mathieu Valette and Raul Alvarez both 

have legitimate talent, and there’s some talent in the bullpen, too, so the pitching staff isn’t half bad, plus, 

Satan’s Whelp could break out huge at any moment. 

 

So what to make of the Surfers’ future? Jorge Alfaro is hurt right now, but he also had a noteworthy debut 

and should be good if the injury doesn’t screw him up. They told Rios and Greenwood to take a hike, so 

their cap is okay at this point, and I’d anticipate another $34 million coming off their projected cap next 

year, so they have virtually no long-term money committed. As long as they’re careful and don’t try to push 

too fast, they have the makings of a good team in three or four years. Trust the Process. It’s worth doing 

here, especially with a superstar as able as Tchekanov. They’ll improve a little for the spending spree, but 

it still looks pretty bad. 

 

 

2043 PROJECTION: 69 – 93 
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HEARTLAND DIVISION 

2043 PREDICTED STANDINGS 
 

YELLOW SPRINGS NINE   103 – 59 

LOUISVILLE SLUGGERS   98 – 74 

CHICAGO BLACK SOX    86 – 76 

OMAHA CYCLONES     85 – 77 

TWIN CITIES RIVER MONSTERS 83 – 79 

NASHVILLE BLUEBIRDS   82 – 80 

MADISON WOLVES     80 – 82 

DES MOINES KERNELS    69 – 93 
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FL Heartland Preview 
 
 

            
 

Louisville demonstrated a serious mean streak last year, winning 111 games and the Landis 
Memorial Series, and demonstrating that, indeed, it’s not a one-man show in the Heartland 

Division.  Louisville really is that good, too; they have outstanding young pitching, a finely-tuned 
offense, an excellent bullpen, youth, depth, and salary flexibility.  They’ll have an interesting 
2044-2045 offseason but this is a real juggernaut who could definitely win this thing again. 

 
Speaking of juggernauts, Yellow Springs, again the league’s most talented team, once again 

failed to win a Landis this year despite 106 wins, bribes to Recte, and public assassinations of 
Louisville’s entire International Complex.  (Only one of those things happened.)  The Nine are 
just as awesome this year as last year and are going to stay that way for quite a few years 

barring bad luck. 
 

That takes care of the lock section of this division; it’s fairly safe to say that those two teams will 
be occupying the top two spots this year, as they have in all three years this version of the 
Heartland has existed.  But you know who tried to crash the party last year?  Twin Cities, whose 

97 wins not only came out of absolutely nowhere but were the most in team history.  We’re 
predicting a big fallback from this not-untalented team, who almost surely maxed out last year, 

though they should get a full year from Chris Kelly and could surprise again. 
 

Omaha also climbed back from the cellar into the playoffs and even won a series last year, and 
while we knew they weren’t as bad as the 99 losses they had in 2041, we also don’t think 
they’re quite as good as the 92 wins they had last year.  Chicago, on the other hand, may have 

reached the proper level of performance; we think they’ll be back in the playoffs again for the 
second straight year.  Both of these teams are really solid ballclubs that in a league without 

Louisville and Yellow Springs might have a real shot at a pennant. 
 
Nashville missed the playoffs by just one game last year, and they should be in the race for the 

last wild card down to the end of the season, but it’s very difficult to count a totally starless 
team as a contender.  Madison can’t stop anyone from scoring runs, no matter how many they 

score themselves.  And then there’s Des Moines, which has received enough prose and poetry 
for one year and will almost certainly finish last this season. 
 

This is the land of giants, but that’s why we write stories about giant killers.  Yellow Springs 
wasn’t in the Cartwright last year because Sacramento took them out.  Any of the playoff-caliber 

teams in this division could win a series against either Louisville or Yellow Springs, which will 
surely make the league a more interesting place. 
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FRICK LEAGUE – HEARTLAND DIVISION 

YELLOW SPRINGS NINE 
GENERAL MANAGER: Ron Collins Ballpark: Utopia Field 

2042 MEDIA GUIDE: McNeill is 35 this year and a pending free agent, and with a potentially crippling Ernesto 
Ramos extension pending, there’s no way the Nine can bring him back…Robert Chenoweth looks at this point like the 

heir apparent to McNeill…I’m suggesting they’re going to feast on the Frick League yet again. 
2042 PROJECTION: 103 – 59 
2042 FINAL RECORD: 106 – 56 
 

 

The Nine could be starting to enter crisis mode if they weren’t…just…so…set!  Yellow 

Springs has so many assets and so much depth and talent that they’re basically 

guaranteed a spot in the playoffs every single year right now. Add to all of that the fact 

that they keep costs down by platooning players and roll through contract extensions 

and you start to see the absurdity of the powerhouse. So why go into crisis mode? Well, 

the Nine lost AGAIN in the playoffs, this time in the Doubleday Series to 

California/Sacramento, and they’re still looking for their first elusive title. 

 

The situation isn’t dire, of course. Ernesto Ramos signed a sweetheart six-year contract 

extension that will basically take him through his prime years at a discount compared 

to similar pitchers in the Association. Pairing him with Carlos Valle and Carlos Pineda gives them probably 

the best top three in the BBA, and the Nine have a solid #4 starter in Tomas Ramirez and just picked up 

former #1 overall pick Dave Lee to potentially be their fifth starter. Lee’s still got a little growing to do, but 

he should be serviceable in the 5 spot this year and eat some innings for now, and even if he doesn’t get 

100% of his stuff he should be a rock-solid starting pitcher for a long time.  

 

The offense DOES still include Lucas McNeill, somehow, some way, at 36 years old. He was productive in a 

more limited role last year, but I’m thinking that the $2 million and $1 million over the next two years will 

be his last two YS contracts; I think he’s out by age 38, which makes sense in every way. If he gets two 

more seasons at 500 at bats he might make it to 500 homers, but he’s a Hall of Famer. The star here is still 

Dong-Po Thum, who has one more year of arbitration before he demands major bucks, and they’re well 

deserved. I feel like they’re going to have to backload Thum to make it work. Ricardo Mendoza broke out in 

a big way last year, but a .352 batting average probably isn’t the new Mendoza line. Rex Foster broke out 

bigger, and they’re trying to keep his arbitration totals from going out of whack. After those guys, nobody 

had above a 3 WAR, and only a handful of players that remain were very productive, but that’s the hallmark 

of Yellow Springs: everyone can beat you at some point or another. They’re all dangerous. 

 

The Nine won’t have any major cap issues for a while, though the tricky question will be what happens with 

Thum. He’s maybe the best two-way infielder in the BBA.  The offense doesn’t run quite as well without him, 

though they’d be fine with the pieces they have. If they do keep Thum after next season, they might be 

able to stagger contracts by backloading his deal, but he’s going to be a fortune no matter what. Nobody 

has more talent than the Nine, but I think they have to try to find a way to keep him, as they’d have to 

figure out a way to replace him piece by piece. With all three of the key members of the rotation locked in 

long-term (Pineda by arbitration), Yellow Springs would have to suffer a disaster to miss the playoffs. It’s 

possible their platoon habits are hurting them in the playoffs as perhaps their manager isn’t quite swift 

enough to play the right matchups in the postseason, but otherwise there’s really no reason they couldn’t 

win the title this year, or next year, or in any of the next five. 

 

2043 PROJECTION: 103 – 59 
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FRICK LEAGUE – HEARTLAND DIVISION 

LOUISVILLE SLUGGERS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Stephen Shaw Ballpark: Kentucky Truck Plant STadium 

2042 MEDIA GUIDE: With the return of Augusto Sanchez, the Sluggers appear to be primed for another run towards 
the postseason…Semei Kwakou gets all the press, but it was rookie Theo Bourges who led the Frick League in OPS 

and slugging percentage…Louisville does have some cap-breaking contracts coming up before 2044 if they’re not 
careful, but none of them are likely to activate. The really tricky part will come in the season of 2044, when the 
Sluggers will have to re-sign team centerpieces Kwakou, Hubbard and Gutierrez…For the time being, get used to 
talking about Louisville as a perennial contender. 
2042 PROJECTION: 91 – 71 
2042 FINAL RECORD: 111 – 51 

 

 

The Sluggers got a bit of a perfect storm last year to win their first BBA title in a, but even knocking a bit 

off their performance would still have put them well over 100 wins. I referred to them as a perennial 

contender last year, and that’s exactly what they’ve become, with one of the most complete teams in the 

BBA and a trio of young, star pitchers who have brought back memories of Jon Chandler, Abe Colbert, Jr., 

and Mario Gonzalez. Can anything stop this steamroller? 

 

Their offense surely isn’t going to be the impediment. Reigning Sawyer Silk-winner Theo Bourges probably 

isn’t as good as the 9.3 WAR he had last year, but he’s amazing. So is Semei Kwakou. Jorge Moran’s 46 

homers more than make up whatever Louisville gives up defensively by having him there. The hits just keep 

on coming, and coming: Rafael Gutierrez hit .370 last year, and rookie Donald Miller put up an excellent 

season. Ronnie Hubbard continued his excellence defensively combined with solid hitting. Yunosuke Terada 

should be a nice addition to this lineup. Louisville’s offense had a thermonuclear 6.4 runs per game and 

1040 runs, and almost 40 WAR. This isn’t sustainable, but they’ll still be excellent next year. 

 

The Sluggers are a prime candidate to fall 

back somewhat this year from their lofty 

third place pitching perch, but they do look 

good. Armando Feliciano will also have to be 

handled with care, but he was excellent last 

year. James Browning missed a few weeks 

last year with injuries, but when healthy was 

one of the top starters in the BBA. They’re 

managing him fine; he averaged just under six innings a start.  Stan Palacios was the workhorse of the staff 

last year and put up a sparkling 3.05 ERA; he’s a regression candidate but should be solid. Sadly, Augusto 

Sanchez isn’t the same pitcher he was before the injury, and as a result the former superstar looked like a 

shell of himself last year, but he still put up 121 productive innings. Louisville had one of the stronger bullpen 

cores in the game last year, and while Andresa Pires should fall back somewhat, Juan Pinto and Emanuele 

Mercati might improve. 

 

The Sluggers did have one of the top farms in the game, but all of those players are in the big leagues 

now. They’ll surely be out of trouble cap-wise when Egbert Behner is unvested – he’ll probably retire. As I 

wrote last year, the really tricky part will come next year, when the Sluggers will have to re-sign team 

centerpieces Kwakou and Hubbard, and in 2045, when the team will have to make some tough decisions 

on Rafael Gutierrez. As always, the toughest part of winning a title is that soon, you have to pay for the 

players that got you there. Not yet, though. Not yet. I think Louisville will fall back in every aspect of the 

game this year, but they should still be good enough, especially offensively, to get close to 100 wins 

again.  
 

2043 PROJECTION: 98 – 74  
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FRICK LEAGUE – HEARTLAND DIVISION 

CHICAGO BLACK SOX 
GENERAL MANAGER: Bennie Vitale? Vic Caleca? Ballpark: Black Sox Park 

2042 MEDIA GUIDE: Chicago clearly has the horses to win. What’s holding them back?…This is a good offensive 
group that should continue to finish near the middle of the league in runs scored…The extraordinarily talented righty 
Moelling is still waiting for a huge breakout year…The Black Sox aren’t going to get a ton of help from their minor 
leagues this year, and that’s just as well, as the major league squad is pretty good. 
2042 PROJECTION: 84 – 78 
2042 FINAL RECORD: 85 – 77 
 

 

Chicago, long a team on the rise, made their first playoff appearance last year with almost precisely the 

number of wins expected. So far, so good. The Black Sox are not overloaded with talent, but they are very 

solid everywhere and there’s little reason to believe that they’ll fall off the pace this season, but are we 

missing something? Is there some secret they could find that would calibrate them upwards, like the Twin 

Cities River Monsters did last year? Surely destined for a wild card in a division with Louisville and Yellow 

Springs, does Chicago have enough of a gear to win in the playoffs? 

 

The Black Sox pitching staff is what we in the biz of prognosticating like to call a “perfect” staff. That isn’t 

to say that every pitcher on there is Steve Nebraska, but the Black Sox have a legitimate ace, solid support 

starters in the correct roles, and a bullpen which is solid all the way through. In other words, everything in 

its place and a place for everything. The ace is Amayas Moelling, who really hasn’t had that huge breakout 

year yet, but he’s as solid a starter as you could possibly want. The #2 starter is David Bates, who might 

be criminally underrated in a couple years; he was outstanding last year and is a potential star. The rest of 

the rotation is solid too: Luis Gonzales and Pepe Jaramillo are good rotation starters, and Juan Nicto has 

won 15 games four times in his career. As mentioned, their pen is excellent, with Gilberto Sosa the headliner 

but players like Francisco Salgado, Frits Brinson and Brian Smith providing good support. It’s not Yellow 

Springs, but it is fairly inexpensive, too; only Nicto makes more than $5.4 million this season. 

 

Chicago’s offense isn’t thought of as a juggernaut, but they scored 5.4 runs per game last year, more than 

Vancouver, Madison, Omaha, and California. A brief lookthrough shows why: this team is way better than 

they were two years ago. Hao Hang, an All-Star in his first year and almost the Joe Gillstrom, is the biggest 

upgrade; he led the Frick League with 49 homers. Rocky Wattson has turned 

himself into one of the best middle infielders in the game. The team did what 

they did without Aarnoud Budding producing well; he hasn’t quite found his 

stroke in the majors yet but there really isn’t any reason to believe he won’t. 

Mark Simpson continues to draw walks at an historic pace, though the bat speed 

that made him a superstar is mostly gone. Diesel Dave is homer or miss, but 

last year he hit 30 of them. The Black Sox added Grant Lee and Jaime Ramirez 

to the team this offseason, and they should help. 

 

Chicago doesn’t seem to have any serious issues on the team, and if John 

McClain gets his changeup he should die hard in the major leagues soon. (Yes, 

I know that’s not the right spelling.) This team has everything you’d want, lefty-

righty balance, solid players everywhere, a great bullpen, a few guys on the farm; it’s clearly above average 

in every way. They even pushed Yellow Springs to a fifth game in the Geoghegan last year. This is a team 

with a chance at a title, perhaps even a good one if they can find a taker for Juan Nicto’s contract and turn 

some prospects into gold. For now, consider them one of the best non-elite wild card contenders. 

 

 

2043 PROJECTION: 86 – 76 
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FRICK LEAGUE – HEARTLAND DIVISION 

OHAMA CYCLONES 
GENERAL MANAGER: Justin Niles Ballpark: Hawks Field 

2042 MEDIA GUIDE: Omaha still has what looks like an above-average offense and an okay rotation, and that’s 
usually enough to finish around .500 in any league…They also improved somewhat by adding Virgil Shaffer…The 

Hawks still aren’t getting any help from the farm and don’t have a lot of goodness in the bullpen 
2042 PROJECTION: 78 – 84 
2042 FINAL RECORD: 92 – 70 
 

 

My Omaha preview was one of those reassuring moments that make me think I should continue doing this 

for the next forty seasons. (I actually think I’m somewhere around 75 sets of previews in some league or 

another over the years, which makes me think I really should finish my novel or my screenplays.) Not only 

did I raise their preview 15 games over their 2042 disaster, but I also mentioned that it might have been a 

little low. Omaha rewarded my faith in them by winning 92 games and a playoff series, plus stayed 

competitive with eventual Landis winner Louisville. That’s the good news. The bad news is that swinging 

wildly from 99 losses to 92 wins puts a previewer who works on logic at a bit of a loss. So the guy on the 

spot here might be me. 

 

The newly minted Cyclones were highly competitive preventing runs last year, finishing in the middle of the 

second tier after a very ugly 2041 campaign there. Jose Lima imploded in 2041 with an uncharacteristic 

6.27 ERA, and last year he blew up, posting a league high in innings and an impressive 17-7, 3.79 line.  

Improvement from Timo Dooley helped, as the 23-year old began to tighten up his 

stuff and improved to a very solid #2 starter-type season. Add Dooley’s performance 

to a very impressive effort by rookie In-Sung Yi, and you begin to see how the 

Cyclones improved last year. The most expensive of the three is Lima, who makes a 

whopping $3.5 million this year. Stephen Clulow will give you 2 WAR and eat innings. 

The fifth starter right now is nominally Juan Garcia, who was very unimpressive in 63 

innings but for my money, I’d hand the ball to the team’s top pitching prospect, Carlos 

Silva, and see what he could do with it. I think Garcia would help out the bullpen, 

which is a bit shorthanded and more than a little unimpressive. 

 

The Omaha offense last year was more or less league average except defensively, 

where they are dynamite.  Wilson Estrada is their best chance to move forward. He 

will likely need a caddy at first base, but his extreme platoon bat should play very well for anyone against 

righties. Their current best player is Andre Ly, whose excellent 3/4/5 bat is also augmented by great 

defensive skill. The exciting career of Emilio Morales is starting to fade, and while he’d get my Hall vote he’s 

not quite the player he’s been in the past. Orlando Ordonez might be the most overrated player in the BBA, 

as the last two years of 34 homers hasn’t helped his OPS to league average in any of those seasons, though 

his defense has covered for it. A few more homers could make him very valuable.   

 

Omaha does have quite a few bad contracts. James Monger is beginning to show some signs of age on the 

wrong side of 30, and is definitely overpaid at this point, as is Jimmy Starks and Morales, for that matter.  

I would imagine that Clulow will opt out in this environment to try to get one more contract (and not opt 

into a $4.5M team option), and that the Cyclones will decline on Martin Marin. That should free up their cap 

for all kinds of movement next year, including maybe dealing the expiring contract of Starks. The Cyclones 

did add Patrick Whitlock via trade, but they really needed to spend some money on the bullpen this 

offseason. They’re still good enough to continue contending, and they’re a dark horse for a title run. 

 

 

2043 PROJECTION: 85 – 77  
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FRICK LEAGUE – HEARTLAND DIVISION 

TWIN CITIES RIVER MONSTERS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Scott Piccoli Ballpark: Ballpark of Twin Cities 

2042 MEDIA GUIDE: Nobody reasonably sane is putting them on a winning record right now…There’s a legitimate 
battle at catcher, where Joe Bradshaw and Parker Davenport are both good, young catchers…The River Monsters are 

starting to build a solid farm system, and many of their current major leaguers are very young, so the rebuild appears 
to be going well…Without much of a pitching staff it’s hard to recommend this team for a sneaky rise or even a 
puncher’s chance at a wild card. 
2042 PROJECTION: 69 – 93 
2042 FINAL RECORD: 97 – 65 
 

 

Whoa. It’s safe to say that nobody saw 97 wins for the River Monsters last year. I 

was somewhat complimentary of Twin Cities’ offense before last season, but I think 

it’s safe to say that in a park that depresses batting average, nobody saw Twin 

Cities’ 275-HR, 700-walk explosion coming. A little of Twin Cities’ success last year 

was massive league failure, as seven teams gave up at least 900 runs last season, 

but if you take away Mark Wareham’s batting average sink they hit as a team a 

whole lot better than you would ever have expected them to hit. This can’t possibly 

be real, but with a potential full year from returnee Chris Kelly ahead of them along 

with the same cast of characters on offense back, can this team come out and repeat 

their astonishing success last year? 

 

Kelly wasn’t his old self last year, and he doesn’t look like the same player who I begged them to trade four 

seasons ago, but he still looks like the best pitcher on this staff. He didn’t look so great coming off a four-

month stint on the DL, but the 30-year old still is one of the more talented starters in the game. Maybe six 

months off to recuperate will change his performance, and Twin Cities did what I always tell teams like this 

to do: go out and get a big starter. While this team is not wholly dependent on Kelly, the results from last 

year were not astonishing. Juan Valdes got his wakeup call last year, but his ceiling is a #2 starter. The 

same is true of Jose Perez, who could do better this year. Mario Lopez won 14 games last year and kept the 

team in the game without doing much to win them. The team does have an excellent late-inning combo 

with Dan Woodside and Juan Cerda holding down the 8th and 9th. They also give up far too many home runs, 

and one wonders if the team would have done better concentrating on high movement pitchers since the 

ballpark is a natural deterrent for base hits. 

 

However, there are some major regression candidates on the offense. I have big problems seeing Joe 

Bradshaw and Francisco Arredondo as perennial .300 hitters, and I am particularly astonished at Bradshaw’s 

36 homers. Great rookie season, but I’m really not buying it at all. Arrendondo was also way above average 

at second base last year and I can’t see that continuing, either. On the other hand, we might not have seen 

the best out of Jose Cordero, and there isn’t an obvious, gaping hole anywhere in the lineup. I am also far 

from sold on their offense, though eight of their players had more than 2 WAR last year and they could 

easily finish in the top third again; I could easily see them finishing in the mid-20s in WAR and that isn’t 

bad at all. 

 

The River Monsters do have some excellent prospects, including starting pitcher Brian King and a solid group 

of relievers. However, they scooped out most of the meat of the farm when they dealt for Kelly, a bold move 

which will either pay off for them or not. Here’s my problem with their offseason: they didn’t spend any 

money. They have a $120 million budget and there were players to sign that could have helped them 

upgrade – why not sign a few short-term? Albert Gaona did have a lot of success in TWC but is now 35 

years old and couldn’t even make the lineup in Portland. I’m not buying what they’re selling, but they look 

better than I predicted them last year. 

 

2043 PROJECTION: 83 – 79  
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FRICK LEAGUE – HEARTLAND DIVISION 

NASHVILLE BLUEBIRDS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Matt Rectenwald Ballpark: Les Paul Field 

2042 MEDIA GUIDE: I think we’ve seen the best we’re going to see from Kidane Ata…Nearly every player is an 
above average, excellent, or stellar defensive player…I have my doubts as to whether their pitching can be quite as 

effective as last year effective in 2042…I think this team hit its win cap last year. 
2042 PROJECTION: 82 – 80 
2042 FINAL RECORD: 84 – 78 
 

 

Nashville, who made the playoffs in 2041, fell six games in the standings. Not surprising: I said they’d fall 

five games at least. Nashville is still wholly starless; they had no players last year finish with as many as 4 

wins above replacement, and no pitchers much above 3 WAR. Recte’s dedication to defense has been also 

paying off, and the Bluebirds finished fourth in pitching without any starters really distinguishing themselves.  

The Bluebirds missed the playoffs last year by just one game, and lost several solid performers from last 

year. Can Nashville make up the ground this year between themselves and the rest of the league, or are 

they destined to watch the playoffs from home again? 

 

Nashville had four starting pitchers with at least 2 WAR last year, a testiment to their team balance but also 

a little bit of luck. Nothing lucky about Eru Likiliki: his FIP was a full point lower than his ERA in 2042 and 

should perform a lot better than his in 2043, especially in a contract year. Chin Kim was a very reliable #2 

starter last year and has been every year in Nashville, and is still the best bargain pitcher in the BBA (and 

a near 100% to decline his 2045 option). We might not have seen the best from Manuel Orozco yet. Elliot 

Buckland actually threw 190 innings in 2041, but fell back to a more normal, yet more productive, 126 

innings last season. He’s a wild card. The Bluebirds get excellent late-inning work from star closer Lorenzo 

de’ Medici, but the rest of their bullpen is very weak. Good defense helps the numbers of many pitchers on 

the staff. 

 

Nashviille’s offense finished eleventh last year after finishing fifth in 2041. I could 

more easily see them in the middle third this year offensively, but their variance is 

awfully high. Alberto Rodriguez is the star here, and for my money he’s the top catcher 

in the BBA today, regardless of whatever absurd numbers Joe Bradshaw (Twin Cities) 

put up last year. Gipper Kengos isn’t his daddy, but here’s a ‘Tip’: the kid can play. 

Tony Frost improved his power numbers last year, but he’ll have to hit ‘em where 

they ain’t this year to improve on his 2 WAR season in 2042. Kidane Ata has all the 

tools in the world, but hasn’t become the player that anyone hoped he’d be. Hard to 

explain Mike England’s utter collapse last year, or William Wood; Wood appears to 

have lost his job to Mark White. I’m old enough to remember when Mario Guerrer was 

one of the league’s most feared hitters, and while he’s not that now, he’s still 

productive. Ernesto Sousa is probably better than he played. Nashville could reasonably finish anywhere 

between the extremes of 2041 and 2042 (5th and 11th), enough to keep them in ballgames regularly. 

 

Nashville is finally out from under their no money down stadium deal, and that’s gotta be a relief. They do 

have some tough decisions to make: Likiliki and de’ Medici are free agents this year, and while the team 

projects to about $92 million in salary next year they could reasonably create another $10-15 million, and 

since the team has very little long-term dedicated money they should probably try to sign both. Recte made 

his point by making the playoffs in Nashville in Year 2 and posting back-to-back winning records for a team 

that hadn’t had one since the Biden Administration ended in 2025. There’s a good chance he’ll do it again 

this year. I think they finish just outside the playoffs again. 

 
 

2043 PROJECTION: 82 – 80  
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FRICK LEAGUE – HEARTLAND DIVISION 

MADISON WOLVES 
GENERAL MANAGER: Mike Simon Ballpark: Schotz Field 

2042 MEDIA GUIDE: Madison is a team built on a powerful offense, but they still need someone to throw the darn 
ball… Salvador Allende is one of the league’s better shortstops and Manobu Shimizu could be even better than the 3-

4-5 monster he was last year…The Wolves really have very little pitching, and don’t have any prospects to go out and 
buy one…I think their ballpark will hold them back enough that they once again finish below .500 this season. 
2042 PROJECTION: 76 – 86 
2042 FINAL RECORD: 73 – 89 
 

 

Madison’s Manobu Shimizu, their most highly touted prospect, hit .423 last year for the Wolves with an OPS 

of 1.289, numbers that would have been absolutely incredible if they didn’t come in 19 games. That’s 

because Shimizu missed what amounted to virtually the whole season with a shoulder problem that 

apparently was way worse than doctors first thought. Without their budding young star, Madison stumbled 

to 89 losses last year, which was pretty close to where I had them anyway. The Wolves were also struggling 

to field a complete pitching staff last year, and this offseason lost Mauro Flores and Martin Torres, their #2 

and #3 starters. All of this means they’ll need to improve internally to bounce back. A whole season of 

Shimizu should help, but do they have the horses to make it to October? 

 

A quick scan of their pitching staff confirms it: it’s probably just as bad as you think. Yorikane Miyamoto 

can’t seem to get his ERA down, but he throws so well and so consistently it doesn’t even matter. He’s been 

a stud over the past two seasons. Keith Short looks like a promising rookie. Sergio Costello should be given 

a shot in the rotation. Jonathan Merritt’s numbers don’t look that bad until we tell you he gave up 52 homers 

last year, the most of any pitcher in the BBA, in just 172 innings. The Wolves bet a little money on Alexandre 

Doyle, who looks like he maxes as a pretty solid #4 starter. The core of their bullpen is solid, as Raphael 

Castagna, Costello, and Pedro Ortiz have the makings of a decent late-inning group, but the rest of the pen 

is a bit weak. 

 

So how did Madison win 73 games? Their offense was seventh in the league in runs scored even without 

Shimizu, and they tightened up their catching corps this offseason by importing aging future Hall of Famer 

Hank Brewer, who still has plenty in the tank. Defense is a little bit of a bugaboo for this team; many of the 

players who can hit can’t play defense, exposing the pitching staff. It’s hard to imagine a much better leadoff 

man or two-way shortstop Salvador Allende, who had 116 walks and 59 steals and hit .316 last year. Ross 

Quicker continues to be subpar defensively at third base, but way above par offensively for the position; it 

could be his last year as a Wolf. Andrew Torres’ numbers dropped off last year for no reason and should 

bounce back this year, though he’s not really earning his $11 million. Jose Hernandez hit 22 homers from 

the second base spot, but his defense was so terrible for the second straight year that you wonder if it’s 

worth playing him at all.   

 

The Wolves have been drafting pitchers lately, and I think Short, their 2039 first rounder, 

might be underrated. I might be intrigued to see what happens if they turned hard-

throwing Juan Lopez into a starting pitcher, too. Madison’s offense should finish 

somewhere in the top half this year if Shimizu stays healthy, and might, as noted, even 

if he doesn’t. Madison has quietly assembled an okay rotation, a good offense and a 

couple nice late-inning players, which explains why they didn’t fall off the table even 

without their clear offensive leader. I’d have liked to have seen them throw a little more 

money at pitching this offseason, but don’t sleep on Madison. I’m gonna say they get 

close to .500 this year and could easily go over; if the dice roll well enough I could see 

this team winning 90 games as is. 

 

2043 PROJECTION: 80 – 82 
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FRICK LEAGUE – HEARTLAND DIVISION 

DES MOINES KERNELS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Geoff Webb Ballpark: Ed Murphy Memorial Stadium 

2042 MEDIA GUIDE: Des Moines’ pitching farm is strong…Don Smith, who many thought was rushed to the majors, 
had a superstar-quality season last year… The Kernels are also showing uncharacteristic patience with potential 

superstar prospect Timmy Karnes…Their team isn’t all bad.  I’m just not sold on any single part of this group right 
now except Smith…Des Moines hasn’t made the playoffs since the Bush Administration. 
2042 PROJECTION: 74 – 88 
2042 FINAL RECORD: 60 – 102 
 

 
I would like to say that the Des Moines Kernels, heartbroken by the loss of their four-

decade GM Ed Murphy, are going to play this season for Ed and win it all in his name. 

But, to really honor Ed’s memory as a GM, the Kernels might try to do again what 

they have done the last 34 seasons: miss the playoffs. It's not much of a rallying cry, 

but it does have the benefit of being easy. Des Moines lost 102 games last year, and 

while their Pythagorean record suggests they were just a 99-loss ballclub, that’s not 

gonna get it done. Des Moines was considered the third-most improved team in the 

BBA this offseason, though, and they do have some young pitching. Could they win 

this one for Ed? 

 

New GM Geoff Webb appears to have taken a direct page from Ed’s book, and went out and spent huge 

megabucks this offseason. Luis Barrera is the big money addition offensively, and while his numbers did 

take a little dive last year that had everything to do with too many baseballs landing in gloves. He should 

be fine. Last season’s big signing, Kiichi Suzuki, proved to be a solid add; he had the second best season of 

his career. I’ve seen worse RBI position players than Lucio De La Cruz, Juan Mateo, and Norihisa Yokoyama, 

and Chua-kah Yang is an interesting middle infielder with a lot of power. Des Moines put up an uninspiring 

but totally fine 4.9 runs per game last year, and it wouldn’t surprise me to see those numbers increase this 

season. 

 

That’s the good news. Here’s the bad: Des Moines’ pitching last year was, as a group, below replacement.  

Bring in the second big additon of the offseason: lefty starter Bobby Lynch, whose numbers have been 

significantly above average every full season of his career. Alas, that’s the rub: Lynch pitched the highest 

number of innings last year since 2038, and Des Moines will have to baby him, too. The Kernels will also 

need to be careful with young starter Juan Garcia, who was often injured last year but should provide solid 

rotation work. Youngster Timmy Karnes is up for good and has nothing left to prove in the minors; he could 

be very special if he gets his changeup. Then, well…Tsunesaburo Hashimoto gave up 55 homers last year, 

Jing-xiang Sa probably shouldn’t have a major league uniform, and nobody in the bullpen is particularly 

inspiring. The top three could carry this rotation, but the staff still isn’t playoff-quality. 

 

Des Moines doesn’t have a ton on the farm, though Timmy Karnes is just 21 years old and Anthony DeYoung 

does have a big righty gun, and hopefully Greg Palmer comes back whole. It’s nice to see that the new GM, 

however, is keeping with the tradition of going out and spending every dollar they can to try to win 

ballgames. The most notable move, however, was dealing Don Smith last year. Many of the names I 

mentioned, Yokoyama, DeYoung, Mateo, and Yang all came over in that deal from Phoenix. It will be 

interesting to watch them build around those names and see where it takes them. For right now, though, I 

predict that place is still nowhere good. 

 

 

2043 PROJECTION: 69 – 93 
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ATLANTIC DIVISION 

2043 PREDICTED STANDINGS 
 

NEW ORLEANS CRAWDADS  90 - 72 

ROCKVILLE PIKEMAN    88 - 74 

CHARM CITY JIMMIES    85 - 77 

BROOKLYN ROBINS     84 - 78 

ATLANTIC CITY GAMBLERS  82 - 80 

MONTREAL BLAZERS    81 - 81 

JACKSONVILLE HURRICANES  69 - 93 

CHARLOTTE COUGARS    67 - 95 
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JL Atlantic Preview 
 

      
 

The Brooklyn Robins took Rockville’s catcher, and then they took their division title.  The 
Pikemen can hang their hat on the fact that they started so poorly last season that it’s fortunate 
that they won 90 games or made the playoffs at all, but, as always, all eyes are going to be on 

Rockville this year, whose pitching corps is aging and whose dynasty might be over, right now.  
If they’re going down it was a helluva run.  They do have some new players coming through the 

pipeline; two of their five starters this year have less than one year of major league experience, 
and reliever Danny Leach broke out in a big and probably sustainable way last year.  You can 
see we still have Rockville as a wild card, but it’s not the same team as it’s been in previous 

years. 
 

This takes some of the pressure off the Robins, who we’re predicting fall all the way back to 84 
games this season and out of the playoffs, halfway between their bust-out 2042 and their 88-

loss 2041 seasons.  Considering the 93-win Robins played to a 92-win pace last year, and just 
traded out Bobby Lynch for Pierre Legrand, a clear upgrade, that’s a bold view, especially with a 
rock-solid offense, but we’re sticking by it. 

 
Instead, we’re predicting that New Orleans could win their first division title in the JL Atlantic; 

their last one came in 2039, in the now-defunct “Southeast Division.”  There’s no question 
they’re a strong, balanced team and weren’t far off the pace last year.  Their top three starters 
might have passed Rockville’s group, and they have a balanced offense.   

 
Two other teams just missed the playoffs last year, Montreal and Atlantic City.  Montreal could 

definitely win this thing too, as hitters won’t get a day off against their deep starting rotation 
and they have two budding young superstars in Lineu Aldo and Eduardo Gonzalez offensively.  
Gonzalez especially needs to bounce back in 2042 for Montreal to get into the playoffs.  Atlantic 

City is led by the ethereal Juan Rivera, whose 18 wins above replacement over the past two 
seasons (and 23 in his three-year career) is Gillstrom-like.  Rivera leads a strong offense, but 

while the pitching staff should keep them in a lot of games, they’re still heavily one-sided.  
Charm City faded badly down the stretch last year, and while it’s possible they’ve improved this 
season, they may not get as much from Feliciano Rafael ever again.  We have Charm City on the 

outside, looking in for the playoffs. 
 

Jacksonville continues their rebuilding efforts; they’ve moved all the way down the dial to 
noncontender and lost a ghastly 109 games last year.  Charlotte made a huge splash by dealing 
away #1 overall pick Dave Lee for four prospects this offseason, which will help them some in 

the short term and could in the long term if Lee doesn’t make it. 
 

One thing we know is that so many high quality teams bunched together in one division that this 
one won’t be boring.  By my count there are as many as six teams that could win this thing 
outright, and last year the division came down to the last week of the year.  It should be fun to 

watch.  
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JOHNSON LEAGUE – ATLANTIC DIVISION 

NEW ORLEANS CRAWDADS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Jim Roberts Ballpark: The Commander’s Palace 

2042 PROJECTION: 93 - 69 2042 Final Record: 88 - 74 

 

  

THE SKINNY                                                         
Despite not winning the division crown once again, New Orleans quietly made the 
postseason for the fourth straight year. The Crawdads were 6th in runs scored and 
5th in runs allowed, a strong combination. However, it wasn’t enough come 
October as they were knocked out in the Geoghegan Round by Boise. New Orleans 
surprisingly kept both of their young stud catchers all season instead of trading 
one to fill another hole. 

   

 
OF Juan Donestevez 

 
 I had Donestevez last season in 
this spot and I am leaving it. He 

only played 83 games last season, 
and I think a full year this season 

is going to allow him to really 
branch out and put together a 

special season. 

       

 
OF Justin Jackson 

New Orleans really overpaid for 
Jackson last off-season and his 
$23 million each of the next 2 

seasons will be a reminder of that. 
Jackson put up a 0.4 WAR last 
season and nothing indicates a 
better season coming in 2043. 

 

  
SP Gilberto Nevarez 

 
Nevarez is going to be something 
special, he just needs to develop 

the rest of the way. He is 22 years 
old but should get his chance this 
year. Look for Nevarez to get 20 
starts, and hit double digit wins. 

 

Guys like Mal Fountain and Diego 
Acostas seem to be a season 

away, whereas much of the other 
recent prospects already debuted 

at some point last season. 
 

2043 PREDICTION 
 

I expect much of the same from 
New Orleans this season as they 

didn’t really have any big losses at 
places where holes can’t be filled. 
Look for them to finally capture a 

division title in 2043. 

90 - 72 

 
 

Cristian Garcia follows up a 7.0 
WAR, 17-win 2042 with a 2.0 WAR 
stinker in 2043, in which he wins 

less than 10 games. 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE – ATLANTIC DIVISION 

ROCKVILLE PIKEMEN 
GENERAL MANAGER: Aaron Weiner Ballpark: Owen’s Ordinary 

2042 PROJECTION: 95 – 66 2042 Final Record: 90 – 72 

 

  

THE SKINNY                                                         
I had predicted the Rockville downfall for quite some time but missed last year 
when I finally said they would when the division crown again, which they did not. 
Rockville actually won the least amount of games in a decade.  Rockville was strong 
both on the mound and t the plate last season, finishing middle of the pack in both 
runs scored and runs allowed. 

   

 
SP Yun Zhang 

 
Zhang had a 1 game debut in 

2042, allowing 6 earned runs in 3 
innings on October 1st. Look for 

Zhang to capture a starting spot in 
the rotation this year and settle in 
with a solid 10-win season debut. 

       

 
SP Dan Cannon 

 
Cannon has gotten better with 

age but is going to reach the 
tipping point soon. I fully expect 

that to begin this season as 
Cannon’s ERA will float into the 

fours for the first time since 2035. 

 

 
OF Lorenzo Palacios 

 
Okay, so can Palacios be really a 
sleeper with all his accolades? I 
say yes, he had a down year last 
season despite his triple slash. A 

return to normal for Palacios may 
be just what the team needs to 

make one last run. 

 
 

Several of Rockville’s prospects 
made big debuts at the end of last 

season, but expect more from 
Matthew Reilly, Sergio Valentin 
among others this season. After 
those few, there seems to be a 
few guys a couple seasons out. 

 

2043 PREDICTION 
 

Rockville found the postseason 
again in 2042, and I expect that 
2043 may be the last hoorah for 

Rockville before the window 
closes. 

88 - 74 

  
 

Neither Dan Cannon nor Lorenzo 
Palacios are back in Rockville for 

the 2044 season. 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE – ATLANTIC DIVISION 

CHARM CITY JIMMIES 
GENERAL MANAGER: Brandon Slouck Ballpark: OLD BAY Park at Camden Yards 

2042 PROJECTION: 92 – 70 2042 Final Record: 79 – 83 

THE SKINNY                                                         
Charm City disappointed me for the second straight season, despite a very hot run 
that seen them win nearly 80% of their games in July when they went 19-5, it just 
wasn’t enough to propel them into the playoffs thanks to a 10-17 stretch in 
September.  
 
With literally no production lost on either the offensive or pitching side of things, I 
expect Charm City to continue to get better as young team should. When Feliciano 
Rafael opted in his contract, it helped solidify a very good pitching staff that will 

surprise some this season after finishing 12th in runs against last year. Shortstop Wilson Andrade was my 
rising star selection last season, but even I wasn’t expecting 7.7 WAR from the 22-year-old. 

    

 
SP Jim Wilkinson 

 
Wilkinson was acquired at the end 
of May from Hawaii and although 
he impressed in his 17 starts, I am 

expecting him to shine this 
season. Look for his walks to cut 

in half and his ERA to do the same 
as his WAR heads north of 4.0. 

       

 
OF Eliseu Satino 

 
Nearing 30 years old and coming 
off his worst season since 2040, I 

think Satino ends up with negative 
WAR this year, which is trouble for 
a player who is owed $40 million 

over the next 5 seasons. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

1B Pedro Ruiz 

 

I had Pedro Ruiz here last season 
and even though he had 374 at 

bats, I am leaving him here again. I 
think he’s even better than the 
statline he put up last year and 

expect 30 home runs and closer to 
80 RBI. 

 

 

There doesn’t appear to be too 
many reinforcements coming 

from the minor leagues this year 
as most made their way up last 
season and the rest seem to be 
underdeveloped at this point in 

time. 
 

2043 PREDICTION 
 

Do I bet on Charm City again? 
They’ve burnt me twice now, so 
I’ll be conservative and say they 

improve on their 79 wins, but it’s 
still not enough to make the 

postseason.  

85 - 77 

  
 

Jorge Nevarez is traded before the 
end of May for an impact 

outfielder. 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE – ATLANTIC DIVISION 

BROOKLYN ROBINS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Ben Heuring Ballpark: McDermott Park at Ebbets Field 

2042 PROJECTION: 75 – 87 2042 Final Record: 93 – 69 

 

  

THE SKINNY                                                         
I thought Brooklyn in 2042 was still a few seasons off from putting their run together 
but they called up the kids and went for it. That led to an improvement by 19 wins 
over the prior season and taking the division in a shocker over Rockville. 
 
Brooklyn saw long-time GM Alan Ehlers step down, so there’s a lot riding on the 
shoulders of first-year GM Heuring. Less of a loss was seeing Bobby Lynch leave in 
free agency. Heuring quickly signed Pierre Legrand to a big-time deal to lead the 
rotation. Legrand is better than Lynch and should only improve the Robins this year. 

Otherwise, it has been a pretty quiet off-season for the team. Whether that is because they are content 
where they are, or have swung and missed on some players in free agency is a mystery. What isn’t a 
mystery is that this time should make some noise again this year. 

   

 
SS Dick Walton  

  
    While it isn’t easy to bench a 

defensive stud like Veneges (9.3 
ZR in ‘42), Walton should be able 
to more than make up for it with 

his intriguing bat. 

       

 
1B Fernando Cruz 

 
Cruz has had a storied career with 

four Landis rings, but his time is 
likely coming to a close, even with 
Brooklyn owing him another $40 

million. I expect replacement-level 
production (even with 30 home 

runs) from Cruz in 2043. 

 

 
3B Brian Dixon 

 
The hot corner appears to be the 

biggest question mark for Brooklyn 
and Dixon could fill that if given the 
opportunity. He slashed a modest 

.300/.333/.472 in 189 plate 
appearances last year at age 21. 

 
 

Brooklyn appears to be all in for say 
with essentially no prospects being 

ready to come up during the season. 
At least not any impact guys. The lack 

of a system may hinder the Robin’s 
ability to make a trade this year if the 

need calls for it.  
 

2043 PREDICTION 
 

Brooklyn surprised the heck out of me 
last season. This team is good, but I am 
going to hold off and say they miss the 
playoffs this season. heavy right now.  

84 - 78 

  
 

What, the 84-win season wasn’t a bold 
enough prediction? How about Sawyer 
Slizz finishing with just the 5th highest 
WAR on the team in 2043 after his 7.9 

WAR season in 2042. 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE – ATLANTIC DIVISION 

ATLANTIC CITY GAMBLERS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Joshua Biddle Ballpark: Trump Parks Field 

2042 PROJECTION: 81 – 81 2042 Final Record: 86 – 76 
 

 
  

THE SKINNY                                                         
I had Atlantic City down at 81 wins in 2042, but a surprise push in September where 

they went 18-11 changed that and nearly pushed them into the playoffs. If Montreal is 

all pitching, well Atlantic City is the polar opposite. Atlantic City was 1st in runs 

scored at 973, while being 13th in runs allowed. The Gamblers has 6 offensive 

categories where they are in the top 5 in 2043, while every pitching category they find 

themselves in 11th or worse. 

 

The club lost Bradley Sheen in the Rule 5 draft, and was quiet in the off-season in signing Freddy Delgado 

and reliever Leonardo Gonzalez. Neither of those pitchers are going to bring that pitching staff around, but I 

guess they are stable? 

   

 
3B Ernesto Gonzalez  

  
 Juan Rivera is already a star, so 
let’s focus on Gonzalez, who put 

together a very good year last 
season. Look for him to get out of 

Rivera’s shadow in 2043 after 
posting another season with a BA 

over .300. 
 

       

 
P Chet Parrish 

 
Parrish is nearing 30 and he put up 
a stinker last season, his second in 
a row. It’s likely if he didn’t have 
$21 million remaining on his deal 

he wouldn’t be playing for the 
Gamblers any more. 

 

 
OF Jose Romero 

 
Romero is currently in the minors 

but I expect him up this season 
and I expect him to cause chaos 

quickly. While the Gamblers don’t 
have a spot for him, with a bat like 

Romero you find a spot. 

 

 
There is nobody coming to save this 

pitching staff. Edward Lake looks 
ready in center field but that’s not a 

spot available in Atlantic City. 
Maybe Carlos Flores can contribute 

in the pen? 

2043 PREDICTION 
 

Unless Atlantic City makes some 
moves and trades away these extra 
pieces, I don’t see a repeat of last 

year. They need pitching. 

82 - 80 

  
 

The Gamblers trade away half of 
their outfield in May, pulling in an 
instant ace along with a reliable 
starting arm to remake 40% of 

their rotation. 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE – ATLANTIC DIVISION 

MONTREAL BLAZERS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Jeffrey Drummond Ballpark: Ubisoft Field 

2042 PROJECTION: 86-76 2042 Final Record: 86 – 76 

THE SKINNY                                                         
 Oh Montreal. They were so close this year and everything was looking so good for 

them but there consistent winning just wasn’t enough to find a way into the 

postseason. As consistent as they were, the offense was actually pretty bad, ranking 

12th in the Johnson, as they were led by their rotation which sat 1st in ERA. 

Everything pitching-wise is what made Montreal go, as offensive categories were no 

better than 12th. 

 

 The good news is that Montreal hasn’t really lost anything this off-season, the bad news is 

they haven’t gained anything either other than a small trade where they acquired more 

pitching prospects. 

   

 
3B Eduardo Gonzalez  

  
  Can I say Gonzalez is even better 

than Blazers star Lineu Aldo? 
Gonzalez had a down year last 
season, only producing half as 

much as 2041, but he won’t stay 
down for long. 

       

 
1B Mons Raider 

 
Ehh, I won’t get into the trade. 
Let’s just say Raider is great at 

stealing bases as he has the most 
in BBA history. However, he 

doesn’t do much else and for $67 
million Montreal made a boo-boo. 

 

 
SS Wagaw Fakihi 

 
Fakihi is going to bat better than 
.233/.320/.368 and his glove is a 

vacuum, despite his noodle arm. I 
expect Fakihi to contribute a lot 

this season and put up much more 
than 1.6 WAR. 

 

 

There isn’t much coming from the 
Montreal farm. Carlton Casson is 

likely the only impact player down 
there that has a chance to 

contribute this year. Casson is 
interesting though as he is a two-
way player and could help at the 

plate and on the mound. 

2043 PREDICTION 
 

I fear not acquiring an impact bat 
or two this offseason, especially 
considering the ones that were 

out there for their corner outfield 
spots, is going to cost them a 

playoff spot as they slip back to 
.500. 

81 - 81 

  
 

Jorge Hernandez is Montreal’s top 
player in 2043, leading the entire 

team in WAR while winning 15 
games with an ERA under 3.50. 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE – ATLANTIC DIVISION 

JACKSONVILLE HURRICANES 
GENERAL MANAGER: Gregg Greathouse Ballpark: Fidelity Financial Park 

2042 PROJECTION: 65 - 97 2042 Final Record: 53 – 109 

THE SKINNY                                                         
As expected, Jacksonville fell farther off in 2042 than the year prior, only winning 53 
games and putting together a rather poor negative-301 run differential. It’s typically 
not a good sign when you’re near the bottom in both runs scored and runs allowed, 
but here they are. 
 
I will be the first to admit to that I am a believer in Jacksonville’s future, and with 
their moves made during this past year, sign me up even more so. It may not be in 
2043, but you can expect the Hurricanes to put a streak together of multiple playoff 

appearances very soon. 

   

 
IF Jeremy Pickens  

  
 Pickens seems ready to go and 
while he likely won’t get over 4 

WAR, he could reasonably expect 
to reach 3 WAR given his fielding 

capabilities and being no slouch at 
the plate. 

       

 
P Esteban Sanchez 

 
Sanchez somehow put together a 
1.5 WAR last season despite giving 

up a league best 34 homers. 
Sanchez likely belongs in AAA or in 

a retirement home. Please put 
him out of his misery. 

 

 
P Cristo Munoz 

 
A sneaky reliever-turned-starter 
who may give Jacksonville the 
back end up help they desire. 

Munoz has some development left 
but if used correctly, he could be a 
candidate to breakout this season. 

 

 

The team acquired several guys 
over this season who are going to 

be impactful this year including 
Pancho Costa and Cristo Munoz 
from Twin Cities. Pickens should 

get a full season this year and 
Omer Dijkstra will be fun to watch 

in center field. 
 

2043 PREDICTION 
 

It’s tough to play in a division with 
Rockville and New Orleans among 

others, and I think that hurts 
Jacksonville this year more than 

believed. They will be better than 
their record indicates. 

69 - 93 

  
 

Jacksonville is a buyer at the 
deadline rather than a seller, and 

despite missing the playoffs 
finishes in the top half of the 

Atlantic Division. 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE – ATLANTIC DIVISION 

CHARLOTTE COUGARS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Brett Golden Ballpark: Family Dollar Field 

2042 PROJECTION: 66 – 96 2042 Final Record: 62 – 100 
 

FRONTIER DIVISION 

THE SKINNY                                                         
Charlotte didn’t show much improvement from 2041 to 2042, likely because they 
didn’t intend to. They left their kids down on the farm realizing that 2042 wasn’t going 
to be their season and that another high draft pick would help accelerate their road to 
the playoffs more than finishing with 75 wins.  
 
Charlotte was pretty bad on both sides of things, allowing the 3rd most runs, and 
scoring the least amount of runs which is typically not a good equation for wins. They 

have had a fairly quiet free agent off-season, however GM Golden was active in swinging three separate 
trades, shipping out top prospect Dave Lee and young outfielder Jaime Geerdinkck and returning additional 
prospets and veterans, including infielder Tu-Fu Yong from Omaha. 

   

 
SS Quinn Richardson  

  

Richardson hasn’t produced as 
hoped so far in his BBA career but 
I think that 2043 is going to be his 

breakout season where he will 
begin to recognized among the 

group of the best SS in the 
Johnson. 

       

 
2B Tu-Fu Yong 

 

I am not putting him here just 
because I traded him away. 

[Editor’s Note: Sure, Justin.] Now 
31-years-old, Yong has slowly 

regressed the past two seasons and 
I think a natural regression 

continues for him. 

 

 
SS Roberto Viramontas 

 
Viramontes looks like the real deal 

in that he can play around the 
diamond and not embarrass 

himself while doing the same at the 
plate. While I prefer a 3B with more 
power, Viramontas should be fine. 

 

 

If Charlotte so wished, they could 
bring up Andrew Gallagher and 

Cesar Torres to immediately 
improve the offense. They also 
have several stud pitchers but 

should probably keep them down 
until 2044. 

2043 PREDICTION 
 

Charlotte waits it out one more 
season before making their move, 
finishing this year with a modest 

win improvement over 2042. 

67 - 95 

  
 

Neither Aaron Stone nor Tu-Fu 
Yong are on Charlotte when August 

of 2043 rolls around. 
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2043 PREDICTED STANDINGS 
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JL Frontier Preview 
 
 

        
 

 
Edmonton was a total runaway winner last year, as Boise fell way off their 2042 pace despite 

being predicted as the clear favorite before last season.  The Jackrabbits weren’t nearly as good 
as their 106 wins suggested, as their run differential pointed more to a 95-win season, but they 
were still a very strong ballclub who deserved to win the division behind breakout superstars 

Carlomaria Donadoni and Pedro Huerta and a massive effort by Jubal Troop and reliever Jorge 
Huerta.  We’re meekly saying they’ll win this thing for the second straight year by five games 

behind their rock stars on offense, despite having predicted the same thing for Boise last year. 
 
Speaking of Boise, the Spuds finished in second place last year and we have every reason to 

believe they’ll be back in the playoffs yet again this season, but there’s little question that the 
Spuds don’t look quite as imposing as they have in previous years, and we’ve got them in fourth 

place this year, winning the third wild card.   
 
We’re also predicting that San Antonio makes it back to the postseason for the first time since 

2038, and it’s entirely possible we’re being too tame with the Outlaws, who have an extremely 
underrated team.  San Antonio has a swarm of talented young pitchers like Steve Nebraska 

winner Ricardo Rivera and Ruben Vazquez, and their best hitters might be 22 year old Octavio 
Moreno and 21 year old Larry Stinson.  The Outlaws could legitimately win the division this year. 

 
Mexico City lost Pedro Rocha this offseason, which despite their rotation depth is still a big hit to 
their chances.  However, they seem to have both more rotation depth and lineup depth than the 

Spuds, and should even have a chance to unseat the Jackrabbits if things go well offensively.   
 

We have Calgary a step behind these teams, though Calgary is always dangerous, of course.  
We’re also predicting Las Vegas will suffer their first losing season since 2015, a long, long time 
ago, and there’s little question they’re nowhere near as good as the Hustlers’ glory days.  

Phoenix and Wichita shouldn’t have the horses to compete in this rock-solid a division. 
 

We have the favorite, the dark horse, the scorned, and Mexico City, so plenty to drama to go 
around in this division.  Your guess is as good as ours. 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE – FRONTIER DIVISION 

EDMONTON JACKRABBITS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Chris Robillard Ballpark: John Ducey Park 

2042 PROJECTION: 87 – 75 2042 Final Record: 106 – 56 

 

THE SKINNY                                                         
Oh Edmonton, how you surprised maybe no one. Edmonton was hot last year starting 
out 38-15 before I famously said they were going to miss the playoffs completely. 
Well 106 wins later, Edmonton not only made the playoffs but nearly won the Landis 
again, which would have been their third in five years.  
 
They have had a pretty quiet off-season than trading last year’s “rising star” in Robert 
Menzies, however someone who seems easily replaced with Espinosa’s ability to play 
SS. Everything is nearly perfect in Edmonton, with maybe the one critique being the 

lineup is too right-handed heavy. Pitching wise, Edmonton seems fine with Troop and Halford as the 
seasoned veterans with a trio of young starters headlined by Chandler Hall. 

   

 
1B Carlomaria Donadoni 

 

 Donadoni was my sleeper pick 
last season and his 5.1 WAR woke 
everyone up. Look for Donadoni 

to put together an equally 
impressive sophomore season. 

       

 
SP Jubal Troop 

 

I hate to put Troop here after his 
good 2042, but I think that as he 

ages, he is quickly going to 
become harder to justify in the 
rotation. Don’t expect 6 WAR 

from Troop this year. 

 

 
IF Yi-Ke Hsiao 

 

Hsiao watched his opportunities 
decrease to only 119 at-bats in 

2042. If he gets more playing time 
this year, he could be a sleeper to 

offset the loss of Menzies’ 
production. 

 

 

I’d like to say they don’t have 
anybody coming but with 

Swallows, Woertgen, and Sato 
getting looks in spring training, it’s 
only a matter of time. It may not 
be this year, but Edmonton has 

this thing on autopilot. 

2043 PREDICTION 
 

I’m not going to be ignorant and 
put them out of the playoffs this 
season, however they won’t win 
the division as easy as last year 

with San Antonio joining the chase 
along with Mexico City. 

96 - 66 

  
 

Chandler Hall wins the Nebraska 
Award despite throwing just 160 

innings in 2043. 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE – FRONTIER DIVISION 

SAN ANTONIO OUTLAWS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Mike Calvaruso Ballpark: The Tap Room 

2042 PROJECTION: 78 – 84 2042 Final Record: 84 – 78 

  

THE SKINNY                                                         
San Antonio was one of many teams that were fighting for the last Johnson Wild 
Card spot and unfortunately, they wound up spending October at home.  
 
Led by breakout rookie Larry Stinson at first base, the Outlaws were 7th in runs 
scored in the Johnson. Octavio Moreno behind the plate was just as effective along 
with the addition of Chip Puckett at shortstop. Tony Gustafsen and Mennac Shakes 
were the only two players on San Antonio who had OPS+ below league-average. 
 
Pitching was phenomenal, allowing the second fewest runs in the Johnson. Ricardo 

Rivera won the Nebraska Award at age 22, and Kondo was his usual self as the two sat atop the rotation and 
made for a dangerous team in the playoffs, or what would have been a dangerous team in the playoffs. 

   

 
RF Pedro Bustamante 

 

This guy is going to be trouble. 
Bustamante was drafted last year 
and was promoted after posting a 
.366/.433/.610 in AAA. He would 
likely be the Gillstrom favorite in 

2043 if he was eligible. 

       

 
2B Tony Gustafson 

 
He’s a poor man’s Lloyd Braun and 

if Braun shouldn’t be starting 
Boise, Gustafson shouldn’t be 

starting in San Antonio.    

 

 
SP Yrrigs Carpenter 

 
He’s not going to have 5 WAR, but 
his 1.0 WAR last season is far from 
his usual self. Look for Carpenter 

to get that ERA back under 4.5 and 
be a consistent back end starter. 

 

 

Starter Yun Zhang and OF Matt 
Reilly look ready to go if San 

Antonio desires. Colin Lee at 1B 
and Luis Equivel also appear BBA 

ready in 2043. 

2043 PREDICTION 
 

I am throwing San Antonio into 
the playoffs here! They are going 
to grab a good 2B and run away 

from the pretenders chasing down 
Edmonton deep into September. 

93 - 69 

  
 

Ricardo Rivera goes back-to-back 
as the Nebraska Award winner. 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE – FRONTIER DIVISION 

MEXICO CITY AZTECS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Fred Holmes Ballpark: Ullamaliztli Field 

2042 PROJECTION: 90 – 72 2042 Final Record: 87 – 75 

 

THE SKINNY                                                         
Mexico City returned to the playoffs in 2042 after a two-year hiatus, but the 
2043 team is going to be missing one big figure in the pitching rotation, as 
Pedro Rocha left via free agency. The team seems fine with his replacement 
being made internally, having not made any major moves. The team was 4th in 
runs allowed in 2042, and 9th in runs scored so the pitching rotation is a big 
part of their success. AJ Mahoney is the clear front runner to replace Rocha, 
and as long as he is able to stay healthy, should do a suitable job. 
 

Lineup-wise, the team seems to be fielding the same squad with the exception that there may be prospects 
called up that appear to be ready to contribute. 

   

 
P Shinsaku Ine 

 
He was my sleeper last year and 
he woke up with 14 wins and a 

2.5 WAR. Expect Ine to put up the 
same production as a now 21-

year-old in the rotation. 

       

 
C Hsin Mei 

 
I get the loyalty to Mei, but I think 
that the $20 million option here 
likely should have been declined 

as Mei is not going to put up even 
the 2.4 WAR he put up in 2042. 

 

 
P Bob Glenn 

 
Glenn was used out of the bullpen 

all of last year, but there is a 
growing movement to let him 

start. If he does, look for him to be 
successful and the spark this team 
needs to reach the playoffs once 

again. 

 

 

Mahoney and Jake Walls are both 
pitchers who are ready as is 

Gustavo Gonzalez.  Not much help 
coming in the way of minor 

league players other than Kyle 
Baker if he starts in AAA. 

2043 PREDICTION 
 

I like Mexico City again this year to 
reach the playoffs for the second 

straight year and improve on their 
87-win total from last year. 

91 - 71 

  
 

Kyle Baker overtakes Mei as the 
starting catcher this season after 
Mei struggles and is eventually 

traded away ending a 7 year run in 
Mexico City. 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE – FRONTIER DIVISION 

BOISE SPUDS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Joe Lederer Ballpark: F. Nephi Grigg Memorial Stadium 

2042 PROJECTION: 100 – 62 2042 Final Record: 89 – 73 

 

THE SKINNY                                                         
Boise flopped around for much of the year trying to decide if it was a team that was a 
few games better than .500 or a handful of wins under .500. Then they started to heat 
up in July and didn’t look back, capturing a Wild Card spot after finishing second in the 
Frontier. They were 3rd in runs scored and 11th in runs allowed, as their pitching staff 
clearly let them down while the offense held this team up on their shoulders. 
 
That offense led once again as expected by Dennis French and Felix Roman in the 
outfield and young shortstop Yamashita and Pepe Madrid not far behind. On the 
pitching side, Julio Alicea enjoyed his first season in Boise, throwing a no-hitter in 

August against Charlotte, and finishing with 15 wins and a 4.10 ERA. After Alicea, there was a drop with 
Pancho German having a subpar year and Robin Cooper maybe not quite ready for the big leagues. 

   

 
1B Pepe Madrid 

 

   Madrid had a nice quiet rookie 
season, putting up a 127 OPS+. He 
should be just as good this season 

for the Spuds as they try to 
replace the production from 

Godzilla, aka Terada. 

       

 
2B Lloyd Braun 

 

If it seems like he’s been around 
forever, it’s because he has at 36 
years old. After another subpar 
OPS+, despite good defense, it’s 

clear that Braun should be nothing 
more than a back-up at this point. 

 

 
SP Robin Cooper 

 

Cooper was not great his past two 
seasons but I feel like his switch is 
about to flip and I expect a 3 WAR 
season for Cooper and at just the 

right time for a club who is in need 
of pitching help. 

 

 

Boise has quite a few prospects 
who look like they could be ready 
this year including Kent Montoya 

and Carlos Diaz on the mound. 
Jose Rodriguez is likely ready to 

take over for Braun at 2B as well. 

2043 PREDICTION 
 

Boise is hard to judge but I think 
the lack of pitching this year hurts 
more than last season. They still 
make the postseason but once 

again limping in. 

88 - 74 

  
 

Jorge Maestas is pushed into the 
rotation out of desperation and 
has a great season, winning 12 

games in 18 starts and having an 
ERA under 3.00. 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE – FRONTIER DIVISION 

CALGARY PIONEERS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Kevin Dickson Ballpark: The Stockyard 

2042 PROJECTION: 100 – 62 2042 Final Record: 89 – 73 

THE SKINNY                                                         
I had Calgary pegged to take a huge step back last year, and I was right, so pats on the 
back to me here. They missed the playoffs for the first time in four years, no thanks to 
a rough April start where they went 10-17, then a rough finish going 9-18 in 
September. Calgary was not as bad it appeared though being 5th in runs scored and 6th 
in runs allowed.  
 
They lost Pierre Legrand and Luis Barrera this off-season but replaced them with Jose 
Arrelano and Conner Hamiton from Omaha. Things seemed pretty quiet for Calgary 

other than that and maybe rightfully so, as with some good luck instead of bad luck this year, Calgary may 
climb back into the playoffs. [Editor’s Note: Bad luck has already struck, as the Pioneers will have to 
overcome season-ending injuries suffered in spring to pitchers Fernando Rangel and Frank Boland, as well as 
at least the first month of the season due to a fractured thumb to 1B LIann-wei Mao.] 

   

 
2B Scott Bell 

 

       Bell played the entire year, 
skipping AAA entirely last year but 
I think he is quite a bit better than 

his 2.2 WAR. 

       

 
OF Juan Karyabwite 

 

I had Karyabwite here last year, 
and I was dead wrong, but I don’t 
think I will be again. I am typically 
a year early on these things, and 
his 5.0 WAR last year is going to 

be an oddity. 

 

 
SP Tokimasa Ihara 

 
If Ihara gets his chance to go this 
year, look for him to make a big 

impact in the rotation behind 
Pierce and Gilliam. 

 
 

Calgary has several players ready: 
Trinidad (3B), Ojeda (3B), Owens 
(P), Battle (DH), Guzman (P) to 

name a few. It seems that Calgary 
could make a big statement 

calling kids up but they have to 
find a place for them to play first. 

2043 PREDICTION 
 

I hate to put Calgary out again this 
year, but I am going to put them 
on the bubble again, just missing 

the postseason. 
 

84 - 78 

  
 

Quintiliano Rodeia finds himself 
without a rotation spot at the end 

of 2043. 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE – FRONTIER DIVISION 

LAS VEGAS HUSTLERS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Brett Schroeder Ballpark: The Casino by Moe Fugger 

2042 PROJECTION: 91 – 71 2042 Final Record: 82 – 80 

THE SKINNY                                                         
The Las Vegas streak of reaching the playoffs ended in 2042. They’d seen the 
postseason six years in a row, and 21 out of 22 years before last year. The Hustlers 
ended a distant 24 games back of the division winner, not surprising since they were 
11th in runs scored and 10th in runs allowed. 
 
A quiet off-season has watched Las Vegas sign essentially no one, other than resigning 

Bartolo Ortiz, who was a trade pickup at last year’s deadline. Leaving town were Miguel Rodriguez and Julio 
Silva who combined for 3.8 WAR last season.  
 
The club looks set to run with the duo of Cris Rios and Ken Bates as its 1-2 starters which may not be enough 
in a tough Frontier division. Shawn Huber is as good of a reliever as anyone, but if he isn’t handed the ball 
with the lead, it doesn’t matter. That may be an issue as the lineup doesn’t look too daunting beyond 
L’Archibudelli, Whanon and Ashford. I suppose you could toss Otiz in there. Of interest, the lineup features 
all left-handed or switch-hitting players so they will at least have the opposite side of the plate advantage. 

   

 
OF Jim Ashford 

 

Ashford came up and played in 91 
games last season, putting 

together a 2.7 WAR. He looks like 
he could be the real deal, and 

should be a very solid player for 
Vegas for years to come. 

       

 
P Jimmy Greenwood 

 

Las Vegas has 18 million reasons 
to play him this year, but I’m not 
sure if 37 is his age this year, his 
projected ERA, or his projected 

losses? 

 

 
1B Otto Altaner 

 

Now hold on a damn second, how 
can Altaner be a sleeper? Well, I 

think he’s more of an under-
appreciated player than a sleeper. 
He routinely hits .360 and gets on 

at a .380 clip. 

 
 

Geoff Combs looks ready to go 
behind the plate, while Raul 
Gonzalez may not embarrass 
himself in the pen. Not much 

more here other than the players 
already called up. 

2043 PREDICTION 
 

Unfortunately, I see Vegas sitting 
at home again this year although 

that left-handed line up is 
interesting to say the least. 

79 - 83 

  
 

Las Vegas moves the Italian in a 
huge deal, netting two Top-100 

prospects and two additional Top-
500 prospects. 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE – FRONTIER DIVISION 

PHOENIX TALONS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Sean Marko Ballpark: Paul D. Lunn Memorial Stadium 

2042 PROJECTION: 70 – 92 2042 Final Record: 92 – 70 

 

THE SKINNY                                                         
Phoenix had another down year in 2042 but it wasn’t as unexpected as the drop 
from 2040 to 2041 was. The Talons were near the bottom in all offensive categories 
and also outside the top 10 in most pitching categories but that was expected. 
 
Other than the loss of 1B Manuel Martinez who had 173 at bats in 2042, the club is 
losing nothing and is picking up rule 5 shortstop Bradley Sheen who should get an 
opportunity to contribute. 
 

If you skipped last year, hidden in the middle of last season was the acquisition of pitcher Don Smith from 
Des Moines, who immediately made an impact for Phoenix. Jaime Mercado was another sneaky trade at the 
deadline that should keep Phoenix from being as bad on the mound as they were heading into 2042. 

   

 
OF Pedro Guzman 

 

Point me anywhere other than 
Guzman and I will laugh at you. 

This guy is the real deal and at age 
22 is ready to roll! Potential 

Gillstrom Award winner here. 

       

 
OF Thad Meyer 

 
Meyer had a prove it year in 2042 
and I think he failed putting up 1.5 

WAR. At age 32 now, he is likely 
heading downhill and can kiss 

those 4+ WAR seasons goodbye. 

 

 
2B Angel De Castillo 

 
This guy was a salary dump in the 
Don Smith deal but he can still be 
impactful. If Phoenix is going to 

compete this year, Castillo needs 
to go back to his 4 WAR days. 

 

 

Other than Guzman, I’d say that 
Saturnino in CF could probably 

play this year along with RF 
Ramirez in AA who appears to be 

a 4th outfielder type player. 

2043 PREDICTION 
 

Phoenix clearly improved as the 
year went in last year, bringing in 

high impact veterans who can 
contribute this year. I don’t see a 

playoff run, but I see a small 
improvement.  

75 - 87 

  
 

Phoenix gets buyer’s remorse and 
Don Smith is dealt once again this 
season and brings back another 

haul of prospects. 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE – FRONTIER DIVISION 

WICHITA AVIATORS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Nigel Laverick Ballpark: Thomas Magnum Field 

2042 PROJECTION: 53 – 109 2042 Final Record: 59 – 103 

 

 

THE SKINNY 
Wichita famously has no money, having lost nearly $20 million dollars as a franchise 
heading into their 10th season in the league. They have averaged 61 wins a season, a 
.250 batting average, and an ERA over 5.00. Don’t expect 2043 to be much different. 
 
Wichita added by subtraction, letting subpar players leave for free agency. They did 
sign pitchers Mauro Flores and Doug Clement, while also being active in the Rule 5 
draft and grabbing three more arms. The issue is that it’s likely those Rule 5 players 
all have significant roles among the Wichita pitching staff this year.  

 
Lineup-wise, Jason Bowen and Jim Gouzzie have a bit of youth left in them, although they are quickly 
gaining service time. Middle of last year, Luis Maldonado was brought in to wave to the fans, well the one 
fan anyway? Wichita is on a slow process that we have seen other franchises go through. They first must 
turn a profit, and then focus on building a championship team. Did we mention they lost $2,000,000 last 
year on a payroll of $63,000,000? 

   

 
3B Jim Gouzzie 

 

I think Gouzzie has been discussed 
before but The move to third base 
is going to help showcase his skills 

and allow Wichita to move him 
this year at a much better value. 

       

 
1B Duane Whitley Jr. 

 
This is obvious since he is 31 and 

coming off a second straight down 
year. Wichita should try to get 

away from that salary in order to 
turn a profit in 2043. 

 

 
1B Matt Chambers 

 
Chambers played in 124 games 

last year and his production was 
below average. A full year here 

will allow him to breakout as a DH 
who could play a COF position. 

 
 

Wichita has a few prospects who 
could play just because they’re 

better than the current BBA 
Aviator, but I hope they stay 

down for the entire 2043 season. 

2043 PREDICTION 
 

Wichita needs to ride out 2043 
and continue building for 2044 

and beyond. 

55 - 107 

  
 

Wichita moves Gouzzie for a top 
25 prospect and also is able to get 

away from Duane Whitley’s 
contract after Whitley’s hot start 
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BURT LEAGUE PREVIEW 

 
 

KUWAIT CITY ALHAFR 
GENERAL MANAGER: Chad Nason 
BALLPARK: Boubyan Bank Park 
2042 RECORD: 60 - 102 

 
Kuwait City has a disastrous inaugural season in 2042. The hiring of GM Chad Nason was not quick 
enough, so the Alhafr missed out on any potential free agent signings. To make matters worse, 
Manama’s office secretary sabotaged Alhafr transmissions with the league offices in regards to any 
free agent crumbs to be swallowed up, losing out on other possibilities. So Nason did what he could 
and managed a 60-win season, being eliminated from playoffs in August. Quite an accomplishment. 
However, team owner Domingo Rivera does not like to be humiliated and opened his wallet this 
offseason with the intention of building a playoff team. With no farm to rely on for new players, the 
Alhafr front office rebuilt their roster with a flurry of free agent signings. During the 2042 UMEBA 
playoffs, Nason was able to lure notable free agents CF Weaver Ripley, 2B Raul Alilea, and SP 
Peithner. That was the mere beginning of the spending spree. Once the offseason officially began, 
several other players joined Kuwait City, notably LF Virgil Shafer and SS Rubem Bordonhos.  
 
2043 PREDICTION: These moves, along with fortifying a weak pitching staff, will push Kuwait City 
in the right direction in 2043, with a predicted 98 wins. Afterall, they have nowhere to go but up.  
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MANAMA PEARLS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Dillon Lowery 
BALLPARK: Manama Fields 
2042 RECORD: 81 - 81 

 
The Manama Pearls have a history of playing mediocre ball, usually hovering just under the .500 
mark. Despite winning a franchise record 81 games in 2042, the Pearls missed out on the playoffs. 
SP Angel Guerrero was given his walking papers, just two seasons removed from finishing second in 
the 2041 Burt League Pitcher of Year voting. GM Dillon Lowery had remained pretty quiet during the 
offseason before finally making some noise with the signing of SS James Holman, who is expected to 
slide over to 3B and bat between star outfielders Craig Barber and Joshua Koka. Entering his 
sophomore season, Koka looks to build off a strong rookie year and should be a force for several 
more years as a member of the Pearls until he potentially setting his sights on BBA pastures on day.  
 
2043 PREDICTION: Koka and Co. will be expected to surpass last year’s win total and lead the 
Pearls to the playoffs this season, as they are projected for 89 wins. 
 
 
 

BAGHDAD KINGS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Jouve Crawford 
BALLPARK: Ballpark of Baghdad 
2042 RECORD: 99 - 63 

 
After finishing with the best record in the Burt League last season, Baghdad was knocked out in the 
playoffs by eventual champion Istanbul Bosphorus, leaving many to believe the Kings have some 
unfinished business to take care of in 2043. It was a successful season after winning only 69 games 
in 2041, but the early exit did not sit well with GM Jouve Crawford and he made it clear that he was 
out for blood in 2043. Raul Hernandez was awarded the top hitter in the Burt League last year, 
crushing 50 homeruns again and nearly taking the Triple Crown, but he can’t do it alone. Crawford 
began by shoring up the defense in the outfield by signing CF Wes Savage to a two-year deal. Then 
he went on to sign the blockbuster signing of the summer by locking up 3B Joey Newhouse for 3 
years totaling $28.7M, making him the highest paid player in UMEBA history. Kings’ fans donning 
Newhouse’s jersey can thank the UMEBA for raising the salary cap this season. The powerhouse 
lineup will be dropping bombs in Baghdad while the pitching staff is still led by two of the best 
pitchers in their league, Mei-shan Ngui and Jose Zamora. 
 
2043 PREDICTION: If I were a betting man, I’d take the over on Baghdad’s predicted 83 wins 
this season. 
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ISTANBUL BOSPHORUS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Jason Russell 
BALLPARK: Istanbul Grounds 
2042 RECORD: 90 - 72 

 
The Bosphorus won 90 games for the second year in a row and successfully defended their 2041 
title, making them the team to beat in the entire UMEBA. The champions have a new look heading 
into 2043 with updated uniforms and logo, but the team on the field looks mostly the same. The 
Bosphorus did strengthen their outfield with the signing of Sadaharu Oh III, who should be able to 
take advantage of the short porch in right field. Pairing Oh III John Garcia, who finished third in Burt 
League Position Player of the Year voting last season, will be nerve-racking for right-handed pitchers. 
Speaking of pitchers, Brendon Carr will continue to lead the pitching staff in 2043 after a strong 
season that saw him placing third in the Burt League Pitcher of the Year voting. 
2043 PREDICTION: Early predictions have Istanbul finishing with 81 wins, but GM Jason Russell 
will surely use his magic to finish in a close race to the playoffs. 
 
 
 

LIBYAN GENERALS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Herb DeSpain 
BALLPARK: Generals Field 
2042 RECORD: • 2043 EXPANSION • 

 
As one of two new UMEBA expansion clubs in 2043, the Libyan Generals will have their work cut out 
for them in Year One. Without the luxury of an expansion draft, GM Herb DeSpain has had to resort 
to a variety of recent retirees to fill out his inaugural roster. Fortunately, DeSpain was able to make 
some bold moves to bolster his roster, including trio of players plucked off of waivers from one of last 
year’s expansion clubs in Kuwait City. Beloved BBA fixture Henry Rectenberg now calls Libya home 
and the leftfielder will be a crucial piece to this lineup, but his leadership may be his biggest asset for 
this team of misfits. The Generals added veteran catcher Jose Rivera to insert in the middle of the 
lineup. RHP Adam Simons was signed to a three-year deal to become the ace of the rotation, while 
LHP James Braddock was signed to close out games. The pitching staff outside those two is fairly 
suspect though, so the Libyans are expected to take their licks this year.  
 
2043 PREDICTION: Early predictions have the Generals slated at 80 wins and DeSpain will 
certainly need to continue improving his roster to in order to reach that number in an extremely 
competitive Burt League. 
 

  

2042 UNITED CUP 

CHAMPIONS 
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CAIRO CHARIOT ARCHERS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Vacant 
BALLPARK: Seventh Wonder Ball Park 
2042 RECORD: 73 - 89 

 
Despite the offseason being a crucial time for franchises to improve their squad, the front office in 
Cairo has been inactive and the Chariot Archers and their fans will pay the price once the season 
starts. The club will have to rely on their remaining pieces from last year’s squad, which netted them 
a fourth-place finish, just above expansion team Kuwait City. LF Elijah Curry will be one of the bright 
spots, coming off a runner up finish in Burt League Position Player of the Year voting. As the search 
continues for a front office change, the Chariot Archers look onward to a steep uphill battle.  
 
2043 PREDICTION: Cairo is currently projected for 56 wins, a sad total that looks more and more 
possible heading into Opening Day. 
 
 
 

                 
 

 

 

 
 

BANCROFT LEAGUE PREVIEW 

 
 

BUCHAREST IMPALERS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Jim Cox 
BALLPARK: Ballpark of Bucharest 
2042 RECORD: 87 - 75 

 
Bucharest haven't dipped a toe nail into the free agency pool this off-season, let alone a toe, so most 
of their money and efforts in this inflated budget era has gone towards keeping players rather than 
adding new ones. Gervasio Ridder was given a $5.6M contract renewal and why wouldn't you when a 
first baseman clocks up an impressive .438 obp with 21 dingers. If he can get guys on-base in front 
of him, expect those RBI totals to surpass last year’s 59. Another Impaler given a hefty price tag, this 
time through arbitration, was another corner infielder, third baseman Jeffrey Cunningham, who 
received a pay cheque of $4.3M. Cunningham hit 28 taters with 82 RBI, well deserved of a few 
dollars more in 2043. The outfield wasn't forgotten when rightfielder Mike McCain was given a near 
$3M contract in hopes of at least duplicating his 16 deep flies and 66 RBI from last year.  
 
Money was spent in the pitching department when Xavier Pérez was given a hefty sum of $2.5M to 
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keep pitching in Bucharest and there is always the question when the cash is flowing “Is the player 
worth it?”. Well, when you go over 200 innings with an ERA of 4.42, $3.8M seems a good price. 
When it’s Mateus Rabisca, that’s a steal.  
 
With Rabisca and the likes of Ridder, Parker and Aoki, you must be playoff bound. Are you United 
Cup bound? Probably. Are you United Cup ticker tape bound? Maybe, if the stars align. 
 
2043 PREDICTION: First Place, Bancroft League 
 
ASK THE AMBASSADOR: Xavier Pérez pitched from the bullpen in 2041 and in 2042 he was in the 
starting rotation. What will it be in 2043: bullpen, rotation, or may we even see him swinging the 
bat? 
Joe Lederer: “Well, considering he’s recovering from a torn UCL suffered in August, I think the 
Impalers should take it easy once Pérez returns. They have an ace in Rabisca and Hansen can 
probably survive as a lower-end #2 in the UMEBA, so the rotation isn’t entirely bare. Throwing Pérez 
out of the bullpen gives them an incredible group of relievers along with Meerkerk, Villarreal and 
Garza.” 

 
 

ATHENS FIGHTING CENTAURS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Neil Thomas 
BALLPARK: Piraeus Park 
2042 RECORD: 85 - 78 

 
When you fall one game short from getting into the playoffs, it’s best to look around at what needs 
fixing. Finishing fourth out of five teams in the Bancroft in homeruns and you realize you need a 
hitter who has a moon shot or two in him. Enter Yancy 'Cimmaron' Cravat, the first baseman who 
just finished a decade in the BBA and the ability to hit a few four-baggers, 400 to be precise. If he 
keeps that pace along with nearly the 100 RBIi he averaged in the BBA, the $4.6M Athens are paying 
him could be peanuts, especially if they parade that United Cup around Athens at end of the season. 
The cash flow didn't stop there though, as Athens brought in second baseman Quint Coppard on a 
$3M per year contract. Coppard is another on-base guy in the mould of so many Centaur players. 
Throw in guys like the Sarge and Wild Bill who both loved Athens so much they both took up their 
player options, and the Blue & Whites may break their record of scoring 1038 runs in a season. 
 
While Cravat could be the answer to the team’s needs on offense, the pitching still needed a fix. $2M 
brought in Juan Rodríguez to the rotation and if he can replicate his short stint in Phoenix into a 
season-long endeavor, he could be the steal of the free agency market. Add Gonzalo Fajardo, Wayne 
Jackson and Corbin Torres to the pen and Athens may have just improved their pitching on the quiet. 
 
They came, they saw, they nearly conquered. Athens need to dust the dirt of from that body blow 
ending in 2042 and forget all about it, if they don't they could get caught cold in 2043. 
 
2043 PREDICTION: Second Place, Bancroft League 
 
ASK THE GM: Will Athens be over or under 85 wins in there second year? 
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Neil Thomas: "Athens is looking a bit different from last year, especially pitching-wise and not 
forgetting the near $20 million jump in payroll. If all this pays off, it could be 90 wins but don't be 
looking for a 100-win season."  
 
 

JERUSALEM HEBREW HAMMERS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Harpreet “Harp” Harrideo 
BALLPARK: The Holy Land 
2042 RECORD: 86 - 77 

 
Another team that didn't go wild in free agency, new GM “Harp” Harrideo decided to splash the cash 
by retaining what they already had. It cost $4M to keep the dependable António Robles behind the 
plate, and another $3M to keep the power bat of first baseman Leonardo Martínez and his 47 jacks 
and 144 RBI. $4m went towards keeping centerfielder Jin-guo Long as a steady influence in the 
outfield but also in the lineup with his .389 OBP. Flynn Johnson brings his heavy bat back for an 
eyebrow raising $7.7M in rightfield, plus $5.3M for homerun hitting David Hall in left and $3M to keep 
José Ramírez and you have some of the highest paid outfielders in the UMEBA on one team. 
 
A big chunk of money was spent on the bullpen, but if Aldo Hes repeats his 2042 stats he'll be worth 
it: a workhorse who can go 120 innings out of the pen and start if needed is a bargain at $2.1M. 
Brian 'Voodoo' Soper is getting paid $2.7M to continue as the team’s closer, as he notched up 30 
saves in 2042 but with an higher ERA than 2041. If he can return to his ’41 form, look for upwards of 
40 saves on the year. 
 
2043 PREDICTION: Third Place, Bancroft League 
 
ASK THE GM: Will Jerusalem avoid having to play in another Game 163 in 2043? If so, which 
Hammers player will step up to make sure there’s no playoff nail-biting in October? 
Harpreet Harrideo: "The Hammers believe the huge jump from Jose Villareal will continue to see his 
production increase. His win-loss record did not do him justice, but we believe he can be an ace as 
he matures. We also believe Blake Bell will be a huge contributor on the offensive side of the ball." 
 
 

BEIRUT CEDARS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Charles August 
BALLPARK: Ballpark of Beirut 
2042 RECORD: 84 - 78 

 
With the outfield of Wilton Rivera, Carlos Ricerdo and Máximo Quezada all making at least $2M this 
season, there shouldn't be any animosity within this group. Cedar fans will be hopeful that Ricerdo 
and Quezada continue their form of late and Rivera returns to past glories of 20-30 cannon shots. 
The big contract in Beirut went to António Baca when he received $5M through automatic renewal 
but when you hit for an average of .310 and tag on 38 homeruns and 132 RBI, you get to earn the 
big money. 
 
A large portion of payroll will be spent on pitching with Henning Veenman on a $4.4M deal. If he can 
improve his 12-1 record it'll be a bonus. If not, then with the drought of pitching in the UMEBA, his 
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contract could still be of value. Another arm worth every penny, thanks to nearly 200 innings with an 
ERA of 3.71 is that of Tony Caraballo and his $2.1M deal. This, however, could be his final tour of the 
UMEBA. 
 
2043 PREDICTION: Fourth Place, Bancroft League 
 
ASK THE GM: A drop-off at the end of the season saw Beirut go from playoff certainties to fourth 
place in the Bancroft. If you are to avoid this scenario again, which player needs to drag the Cedars 
across the line? 
Charles August: "Beirut needs consistency, which is more than a one-player advantage. We were 4.5 
games back of the wild card and 8 or 10 back of first when I took over in mid-May. After that point, I 
replaced almost 70 percent of the roster and within four months climbed to first. But that climb was 
basically two hot streaks where my offense hit .400+ for a couple weeks at a time. Many of the bats 
I added were batting average and on-base types because that's what was available. So to score runs, 
everyone had to be hitting at the same time. I'm trying to add some power in this offseason, in 
hopes a more balanced offense gives me more ways to score consistently. I don't know if there is 
one player. If there is, it's a power bat that's not on the roster yet." 
 
 

MUMBAI METRO STARS 
GENERAL MANAGER: Mike Bieschke 
BALLPARK: Ballpark of Mumbai 
2042 RECORD: 66 - 96 

 
Another of the Bancroft teams that spent more cash to keep players rather than bring in fresh faces, 
starting with catchers Honório Queixada ($2M) and José Romero ($4M). Although Romero got most 
of the starts behind the plate last year, Queixada wasn't far behind in production and has the 
potential to be an All-Star if made the starter. Alonso Lovers was also extended and is earmarked to 
replace Noboru Kitakawa at first base, and the Metro Stars invested over $6M to their outfield of José 
'Oz' Olivarez, Michael MacCrain and Brian Bender. If Mumbai are to catch the pack of Bucharest, 
Jerusalem and Athens, they need the hitters to step up a level. 
 
Only three teams faired worse than Mumbai in conceding runs last season and unless you have a 
powerhouse of a line up like Jerusalem, you’re not going to get very far. Mumbai don't boast the 
strongest offense so the pitching needs to get better. Starter Pepe Castillo was given a $3.3M 
contract, which at the age of 38 could be his last. Ramón 'Pizza' Hernández was another aging 
pitcher asked to come back to the mound for Mumbai in 2043. A pitching rebuild is in order. 
 
Four teams above them with 80+ wins, so if Mumbai wants to keep up with the in-crowd, they need 
to drastically improve on last year’s win total. Can they add 20 wins? Unlikely is the answer. 
 
2043 PREDICTION: Fifth Place, Bancroft League 
 
ASK THE AMBASSADOR: If Mumbai are to get back into playoff contention, which player do you 
see as the foundation to be building on? 
Joe Lederer: “I think the future, starting this season, lies with young Baden Goulding. I wouldn’t be 
surprised to see him break camp as the starting centerfielder at 20 years old. He’s a true five-tool 
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talent that can, and should, carry this offense. Can he bring them all the way into the playoffs? Not in 
2043 but the club should be building around him as that foundational superstar.” 
 
 

C.S.K.A ARMY 
GENERAL MANAGER: Jackson Schilling 
BALLPARK: The War Field 
2042 RECORD: • 2043 EXPANSION • 

 
It looked mid-way into the winter that C.S.K.A fans could have turned up with a bat and glove and 
got a game for the Army, but GM Jackson Schilling ended up opening the owner’s cheque book and 
put together a team on the fly. Free agent shortstop Gustavo Gutiérrez was signed to a 2-year 
contract worth a total of $4.2M, then infielders Sam Wade (two years, $11M) and Derrek 
Kennedy (two years, $5.2M) quickly followed in joining the expansion club in Bulgaria. Wade could be 
one to watch if his numbers back in 2041 as a member of the Nashville club in the BBA are anything 
to go by. Kennedy could be an expensive back up with the addition of Michael 'Neighbor' Best earlier 
in free agency, although there is the DH spot to fill. 
 
If it isn't there, don't go throwing your money at it. With pitching is scarce in the UMEBA, C.S.K.A 
didn’t really have the choice to throwing money at it. Miguel Santana, Brandon Mant, Eric Rush, Jeff 
Bell and Brian Sykes are pencilled in to be the starting rotation, but they’ve barely have a sip of 
coffee in the major leagues let alone a cup of coffee (and probably cost less than a fancy cup of 
coffee in one of those swanky Boise coffee shops were the UMEBA Ambassador resides!) 
 
Yes, there’s excitement in Europe with the new Army ball club, but then you tend to change your 
mood once you get thrown to the wolves realizing that four teams won at least 84 games last year. If 
ever there was an important free agency to get off on the right foot, it's 2043 for C.S.K.A. 
 
2043 PREDICTION: Sixth Place, Bancroft League 
 
ASK THE GM: Who will be the leader of the C.S.K.A. Army in their inaugural season? 
Jackson Schilling: "3B Michael Best has been asked to lead this group of gung-hos. The rest of my 
team doesn't have 162 games between them last year." 
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Recte’s Rookie Watch - 2043 

 

 

Let’s join Commissioner Matt Rectenwald as he takes a look at a few of the top rookies to look for in 2043! 

 
For the 2043 season, I’m featuring my take on the Top 10 Rookies to Watch in the Brewster Baseball Association this 
year. What’s the science behind it? None, absolutely nada. This is simply my opinion. No charts, no graphs, no gimmicks. 
Just your regular old write up. So buckle up as we count down from #10 to #1 of my Rookie Watch. 

 

#10- Carlton Casson, LHP/LF, Montreal Blazers (#13 on BNN Top 100 Prospects) 

 

Not since Nashville’s Kidane Ata has the league seen a two-way talent of this caliber. Unlike Ata, he’s severely limited 
defensively as a position player, but that’s not his primary focus anyway. Casson is the next big lefty reliever, and his 
time is now. It’ll be interesting to see if Montreal brings him up right away because there is a rub with Casson. He 
pitched in four games with rookie league Oshawa last year. Other than that, he hasn’t pitched since 2037 when he 
pitched in just two games of college. Clearly Montreal was hoping to develop him as a position player, but the eye test 
screams reliever. Will he need time to get his arm back in the minors? Spring Training should be a good test of that. 
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#9- Maup Manshert, RHP, Charm City Jimmies (#26 on BNN Top 100 Prospects) 

 
Manshert made it to the BBA last September with five starts that frankly did not go well (1-3, 9.61 ERA, 1.83 WHIP). 
Don’t let those numbers fool you. His three pitch arsenal should be enough to overcome borderline control and league 
average movement. With Charm City’s strong starting rotation, Manshert should be able to work out of the bullpen 
where his talents may play out better for now. Long term, I believe he’s a mid-rotation starter. 

 

#8- Jeremy Pickens, SS, Jacksonville Hurricanes (#29 on BNN Top 100 Prospects) 

 

Unlike Manshert, Pickens had a September cup of coffee with Jacksonville last year that was outstanding (22 G, 80 AB, 7 
HR, 17 RBI, .287/.359/.588/.946). He’ll never be a Zimmer contender at shortstop but should be serviceable there. Good 
gap power and the potential to hit 20 or more homers with regular play. Coming off his monster season with Gotham 
(AAA) and the strong September audition, Pickens is the first of multiple Hurricanes rookies on this list. 
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#7- Omer Dijkstra, CF, Jacksonville Hurricanes (#40 on BNN Top 100 Prospects) 

 

Let’s get right into the next Jacksonville rookie in Dijkstra. He had an even better September than Pickens (16 G, 57 AB, 4 
HR, 12 RBI, 3 SB, .351/.367/.649/1.016) and should also be a plus defender in center field. The Dutch native has been 
moved up rung by rung in the minors and is now ready for the big step to a big league starting role in center field. 

 

#6- Francisco Franco, RHP, Portland Lumberjacks (#18 on BNN Top 100 Prospects) 

 

Portland grabbed Franco with the third overall pick in the 2041 draft, hoping the college righty would be a quick mover 
through their system. Less than two years later, he appears set to join their rotation. Franco wrapped up his 2042 season 
with a sharp showing in the Florida Prospect League, and figures to be the Lumberjacks ace moving forward. 
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#5- Gilberto Cordero, RHP, Chicago Black Sox (#27 on the BNN Top 100) 

 

Speaking of fast movers, Cordero has rocketed to within a good Spring Training of making the Black Sox bullpen less than 
a year after being the 16th overall pick in the 2042 draft. His numbers from the 2042 season are like a video game: with 
Chevron (COL) he started seven games with a 0.48 ERA and 0.83 WHIP; with Beloit (AA) he pitched in 33 games, all relief, 
going 3-0 with 23 saves, a 0.76 ERA, 35.1 IP, 14 hits, 0 homers, and 48 strikeouts with a 0.62 WHIP. In the Florida 
Prospect League, he pitched in 9 games with 6 saves, a 0.00 ERA in 9 innings, 3 hits, 1 walk and 15 strikeouts with a 0.44 
WHIP. Holy hell.  

 

#4- Wilson Estrada, 1B/3B, Omaha Cyclones (#9 on the BNN Top 100 Prospects) 

 

Another college player from the 2042 draft, Estrada was the 8th overall pick and now looks to be stepping right into the 
heart of the newly minted Cyclones lineup. He’ll sit against lefties, but righties should take cover immediately. Unlike his 
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famed teammate Emilio Morales (from whom he may or may not take the third base position), get ready for some 
doubles out of Estrada! 

 

#3- Chuck Dickens, CF, San Fernando Bears (#10 on the BNN Top 100 Prospects) 

 

Let’s just keep rolling with this 2042 college draftee theme. Here’s the 18th overall pick and San Fernando really needs 
him to take control of the center field position. He’ll be a plus defender at a premium position with game changing 
speed and a decent bat. Dickens is just the kind of player the Bears have been looking for. 

#2- Pancho Costa, 1B, Jacksonville Hurricanes (#5 on the BNN Top 100 Prospects) 
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Now here’s the 4th overall pick from the 2042 draft. The big prize for Chris Kelly, Costa is ready to hold up his end of that 
deal. The nice thing about Costa is he could play first base, left field, or right field and be above average at any of the 
three positions. Heck, he could even play second base in a pickle. He’s fast and powerful and ready to take the BBA by 
storm (or by hurricane, if you prefer).  

 

#1- Gilberto Nevarez, RHP, New Orleans Crawdads (#1 on the BNN Top 100) 

 

Six decent starts last year for New Orleans down the stretch. He’s only 176 pounds soaking wet on a 6’2” frame, but he’s 
throwing a 96-98 mph sinker/slider combo with a developing changeup. He will give New Orleans infielders many, many 
groundballs when on the mound. The nickname “Buzzsaw” is appropo. I like Nevarez’s chances of taking home the JL 
Gillstrom Award.  
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Little Dramas Everywhere 

Little Dramas Everywhere …  
 

By Vic Caleca 

Assistant to the Assistant GM 

Chicago Black Sox 

 

Not much happens in the Brewster Baseball Association or the Unified Middle East Baseball Association that 

isn’t noted, dissected, debated or obsessed over at some point over the course of a season. But one of the 

beauties of the league is that – just as OOTP is churning out the major league games that become the stuff of 

TN’s, league statistical analyses, and podcasts – it also is churning out thousands of games to power the minor 

league systems of the BBA and UMEBA. Which means that, under the hood and beneath the notice of most 

GMs, fierce pennant races, bravura team performances, and individual heroics are played out several times a 

week. 

 

Indeed, little dramas play out all across the minor leagues that, usually, no one but the digital league participants 

will ever note. 

 

Want to see what we mean? 

 

Here’s just a tiny taste: 

 

Riding That Cycle 
 
Alexander Julyan, a 23-year-old CF prospect playing for the AAA Kalamazoo 

Kangaroos (Seattle), hit for the cycle. 

 

Twice. 

 

Within two days of each other. In the same 3-game series, against the same opponent. 

 

That’s right: on May 29, Julyan singled in the 2nd inning, walked in the 3rd, tripled in the 5th, hit a solo homer in 

the 8th, and rounded out his cycle with a double in the 9th as Kalamazoo cruised to a 12-2 win over the Duluth 

Freeze in the opener of a 3-game road series against the Duluth Freeze (Twin Cities). 

 

Then, during the series closer on May 31, Julyan did it again. This time, he went 4-6 with 2 RBIs as Kalamazoo 

clobbered Duluth 16-6. Julyan singled in the 2nd, tripled in the 3rd, doubled in the 4th, struck out in the 6th and 8th 

innings, but completed his cycle in dramatic fashion with a 9th inning 2-run homer.  

 

And he didn’t even win player of the game! That went to LF Carlos Rangel who hit two homers and drove in 5 

runs. 
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No Hit Wonders 
 

Although the Brewster recorded just one no-hitter in 2042 (Boise’s Júlio Alicea vs. Charlotte on August 17) and 

the UMEBA is still awaiting the first no-no in its 5-year history, the BBA and UMEBA minors boasted seven. 

 

Rupert Horn Memorial League (BBA AAA): 

 

05/05/2042 Augusto Villarreal 10 K, 5 BB and 9 IP versus Missouri while playing for Winnipeg (Edmonton). 

07/30/2042 Derrek Terry 6 K, 3 BB and 9 IP versus New Jersey while playing for Carolina (Chicago). 

 

Warren Cox League (BBA AA): 

 

04/09/2042 Hsui-chen Ruan 5 K, 6 BB and 9 IP versus Burlington while playing for New Bern (Charlotte). 

 

Charley Pegler League (BBA A): 

 

04/08/2042 Rafael Carbajal 9 K, 2 BB and 9 IP versus Toledo while playing for Portsmouth (Des Moines) 

08/06/2042 John Cobb 5 K, 3 BB and 9 IP versus Shreveport while playing for Cumberland (Charm City). 

 

Angela Drake League (BBA Short Season A): 

 

None 

 

Spike Nolan League (BBA Rookie): 

 

06/05/2042 Sotaro Yamada 6 K, 4 BB and 9 IP versus Charlottesville while playing for Saylorville (Des 

Moines) 

 

African Baseball Alliance (UMEBA AAA): 

 

08/13/2042 Ángel Castro 7 K, 1 BB and 9 IP versus Brazzaville while playing for Luanda (Bucharest) 

09/05/2042 Joe D'antonio 8 K, 3 BB and 9 IP versus Nairobi while playing for Victoria (Beirut) 

 

Far East Baseball League (UMEBA A): 

 

08/01/2042 Zachariah Tamburrino 7 K, 1 BB and 9 IP versus Ulaanbaatar while playing for Manila (Manama 

– this was the first no-hitter in league history). 
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Shocking Upset 
 

In the Charley Pegler League, fans (well, me, at least) had been eagerly awaiting 

a playoff showdown between Grand Junction (Chicago) which had won 94 

games, and Billings (Twin Cities), which had won a league-high 95 games in the 

regular season. 

 

No other teams in the league had topped 90 wins, and when the playoffs began a 

clash of the titans in the second round Garden Cup series seemed inevitable. 

 

Except I hadn’t taken into account the Aspen Surge (New Orleans) – the 79-61 first-round opponent for 

Billings. Perhaps I could be excused for discounting them: they’d finished second in Grand Junction’s division, 

15 games out of first. But if I’d bothered to check the season records, I would have seen that Aspen had 

steamrolled Billings to the tune of a 7 wins and 2 losses. 

 

But I hadn’t seen that. 

 

So when the pairing for the championship Pegler Series turned out to be the Grand Junction Gold Sox and the 

Aspen Surge, I went scrambling to see what had happened. 

 

And sure enough, Aspen had swept Billings out of the playoffs, taking the first game 7-2 and the second game 

12-10. 

 

Of course, Aspen’s luck ran out against Grand Junction, which took their Garden Cup series 2-0. But still, it 

was a surprising run by the Surge … and a crushing playoff exit for the Cowboys. 

 

 

We Are All Brazzaville … 
 

Consider the gruesome reality of the 2042 Brazzaville Bolts, the AAA affiliate 

of UMEBA’s Baghdad Kings: a 16-101 regular season record, which put them 

70.5 games behind the Northern League leaders, the Luanda Anglers. 

 

How, you may be asking yourself, can a team go through a 117-game season 

and win just 16 games? Well, when you have a pitching staff that posts a 

collective ERA of 10.11 and allows 221 home runs, the deck is stacked against 

you. 

 

Staff Ace Mirza Yousafzai, 30, went 2-14 with an ERA of 6.42, which would be the absolute dregs of virtually 

any pitching staff. Not for the Bolts, though. Yousafzai was their ERA king. Keep in mind, this is a staff that 

also includes Pat Austin, who went 0-21 with an ERA of 10.59 in 27 starts. At the end of October, 2042, the 

team’s in-game pitching board listed 9 of its 10 hurlers as being in a slump. The only exception: Yousafzai. 

Truly, no one can fathom the suffering that Brazzaville fans underwent in the star-crossed summer of 2042. 

 

Except, perhaps, Mirza Yousafzai.  
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Nearly a Whole Season in One Game 
 

Boise outfield prospect Pedro Carrisales, who played for the Rookie League 

Tijuana Cutthroats in 2042, had one the season’s biggest games on June 8 

against the Elkins Buzzards (Charlotte). 

 

He went 3-7 with a grand slam homer, a three-run homer and three more RBIs to 

finish with 10 on the day. 

 

The kicker? 

 

Carrisales, 22, finished the season with 7 homers and 31 RBIs – which means he collected nearly a third of his 

home runs and RBIs for the entire year in just one game. 

 

Given that scouts rate his overall potential as 20/20, his contact at 3/3, his home run power at 6/6, his batting 

eye at 6/6, and his outfield glove work at a mediocre 5, the odds are against Carrisales ever cracking a BBA 

lineup. So it’s possible that his remarkable performance against Elkins may well have been his professional 

high-water mark. 

 

Oh yeah, one other thing about that game: Tijuana won it by a score of 30-7. You read that right: 30-7. The 

Cutthroats had 27 hits and 18 walks, so there were a whole lot of hits and RBIs happening that day, but even so, 

nobody came close to the numbers Carrisales put up. 

 

So, it was an anomaly, yes. But a hell of a good one. 
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Speaking of Anomalies … 
 

Stay with me for a moment, if you don’t mind, in the friendly confines of the Spike 

Nolan League, where we want to take note of the battle for the hitting crown. 

 

The top 8 qualifiers for the league’s top batting average all finished at .400 or above. 

They ranged from 1B Tony Rivero of the Ogden Thunder Ducks (Seattle) and his 

even .400, to 1B John Flores of the Springfield Mallards (Wichita), who took the 

batting crown with a .437 average. 

 

So, who were these Ted Williams wannabes? A collection of 80-potential wunderkinds plucked from the upper 

reaches of the draft? 

 

Not quite. 

 

The BBA Scouting Collective rates Flores, 22, as 30/30, with 6/6 contact, 3/3 power, and 5/5 plate discipline. 

He was a 9th round draft pick from 2039 who’d bounced from Rookie League to Short Season A to A-Level ball 

and back to Rookie League. His BBA future is not, uh, promising. In fact, the closest thing to wunderkinds on 

that leader board are a pair of decent but unremarkable second rounders: 

 

• LF Gilberto Villanueva, who played for the Oshawa Dodgers (Montreal) and hit .423. Scouts rate him as 35/45, 
with a 7/7 contact skill score. 

• SS Carlos Garza, who hit .406 for the Bartlett Jazz (New Orleans). The Scouts give Garza an overall rating of 
25/45, with contact skills that grade out at 4/5. 

 

It’s possible one of the Gang of Eight .400 hitters will one day crack a major league lineup, but the odds are not 

exactly in their favor.  

 

Which, once again, means this Spike Nolan League accomplishment may well be the bright shining moment of 

their baseball resume. 
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Professional Baseball’s HR King 

Played in South America 
 

BBA fans were understandably fired up by the 61-homer season 

turned in by Calgary’s Francisco Medina. But he was only second 

best in pro ball last season. Meet Breen Lydon, who played right field 

for the Georgetown Royals (Athens) in the South American Baseball 

League, the AA circuit of the UMEBA. 

 

Lydon, 31, hit 63 homers and drove in 153 while slashing .323/.385/.731 in 2042. 

 

The former minor league prospect for California (now Sacramento) and then Phoenix thoroughly dominated the 

South American circuit last season: his closest competitor in the league home run chase had just 28 – a mere 35 

homers behind. 

 

And the RBI chase was even more lopsided: the two guys who tied for second place each had 97, some 56 RBIs 

shy of Lydon’s total. 

 

So where did this come from? 

 

The scouting report on Lydon – using the BBA relative ratings – is anything but overwhelming: 3/3 contact and 

6/6 home run power. If you adjust that to the UMEBA, they look better – but not overwhelmingly so: 4/4 

contact and 7/7 power. But when you adjust the relative ratings to the South American league, you begin to see 

what happened: 4/4 contact, and 9/9 power. 

 

Small pond, in other words, meet big fish. 

 

Next season, Lydon will likely take his talents to a slightly bigger lagoon: Athens’ AAA affiliate in Mogadishu.  

There, scouts grade him at 4/4 contact and 8/8 power. Can he repeat his 60-plus homer pace there? Unlikely. 

But, just to be safe, we advise Medina to keep eating his Wheaties. 

 

Closing Thoughts … 
 

In the rush and tumble of real (and Brewster) life, it’s easy to look at that long list of minor leagues in the BBA 

and just pass them by. But for those who take a couple of minutes to poke into the league standings, the 

statistical leaders, or the lists of individual accomplishments, there are ample rewards. 

 

Just ask Breen Lydon. 
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Future Stars 
 

 

 

As you read this article, we recommend you throw on a pair of Ray-Bans, Oakleys, Maui Jim’s or whatever 

your preferred brand of shades are, because the future of the Brewster Baseball Association and Unified 

Middle East Baseball Association is bright. 
 

The last of the stud prospects from the 2038 and 2039 Drafts are reaching the BBA, but the stars of 

tomorrow run far beyond the first few rounds of those Super Drafts. Let’s take a look at three areas were 

the next All-Star of your favorite team could be playing in 2043: International Complexes, the UMEBA 

farm system and the Florida Prospect League. 

 

 

I N T E R N A T IO N A L  C O MP L E X E S  

 
Théo Bourges. Chandler Hall. Liann-wie Mao. Ever heard of ‘em? These stars, among many others, were 

all products of league-wide International Complex system, whether by way of scouting discoveries or the 

international free agent market. 

 

Here are the top ten players, in alphabetical order, currently playing and training in IC around the 

leagues. Maybe a few will become household names in a couple of years like their aforementioned 

predecessors? 

 

Jose Costello, New Orleans POS: SP     2043 Opening Day Age: 16 Scout Grade: 55/80 

Signed by scouts out of Puerto Rico, Costello is 6’1” lefty with the potential to spot the corners while also 

not giving up many free passes. Scouts like his fastball, which currently sits at 93 MPH, and three off-

speed pitches that grade out to above-average. Reports say he’s got strong character to help him mature 

as a starter and continue to develop. 

 

Toshikuni Kubo, Boise  POS: SP     2043 Opening Day Age: 17 Scout Grade: 55/80 

Originally from Japan, scouts hope Kubo uses his 6’7” frame to pound the bottom of the strike zone and 

keep the ball in the park, thanks to a plus curveball and splitter. The consensus around baseball circles is 

that Kubo has the tools needed to become a back-end of the rotation starter in four years or so. 

 

Víctor Martínez, Seattle  POS: SP     2043 Opening Day Age: 17 Scout Grade: 55/80 

Already built like a power pitcher (6’7”, 200 pounds), the Puerto Rican teenager has a four-pitch arsenal 

that includes a sinker with good life, and plus forkball and changeup. His fastball already touches 96 MPH. 

While his control still needs work, scouts love his projection as a mid-rotation starter who generates 

plenty of outs on the ground. 

 

Jaime Mendoza, Des Moines POS: SP     2043 Opening Day Age: 16 Scout Grade: 60/80 
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With one of the best-graded curveballs in all of the Brewster’s international facilities, the southpaw from 

Mexico has the promise of a #2/#3 starter one day. The big hook, along with a 90 MPH four-seam fastball 

and a plus split-finger fastball, gives Mendoza three strong pitches can throw anywhere, which should 

produce enough swing-and-misses to make him more than just a pitch-to-contact arm. 

 

Jorge Ortíz, Phoenix  POS: 1B     2043 Opening Day Age: 17 Scout Grade: 55/80 

An aggressive hitter out of Mexico, “Bug Eyes” has raw strength that could continue to develop as he fills 

out his 6’3” frame. With good plate discipline and gap-to-gap line-drive power, Ortíz has the skills to be a 

solid offensive contributor. Talons’ coaches at the complex will work on developing his defense, both at 

first base and the corner outfield spots. 

 

Felipe Reyna, New Orleans POS: SS     2043 Opening Day Age: 18  Scout Grade: 60/80 

He may be small at 5’9” and 145 pounds, but the scouting find from Mexico has a big future as a 

professional. With excellent bat-to-ball skills and good gap power in which he uses his speed to full 

advantage, Reyna will likely develop into at least a league-average offensive starter. On the defensive 

side, he has the potential to be a very solid infielder and should be able to shine at shortstop, thanks to a 

strong arm and uncanny ability to turn the double play. Look for Reyna to make his Rookie Ball debut 

sometime in 2043. 

 

Carlos Ruíz, Sacramento  POS: SP     2043 Opening Day Age: 18  Scout Grade: 60/80 

The once-California Crusaders have never been accused of an inability to produce pitching talent, and Ruíz 

has the potential to join the next generation of now-Sacramento Mad Popes hurlers. Blessed with a plus-

plus fastball that already touches 99 on the gun, the teenager out of Tulancingo, Mexico relies on excellent 

movement to keep the ball in the park. Improving his control and developing his changeup will be the key 

to his future success. 

 

Vijai Srini, Vancouver  POS: SP     2043 Opening Day Age: 16  Scout Grade: 55/80 

Just recently signed by Mounties scouts this off-season, there’s already a lot to like in the southpaw from 

India. His above-average heater (94-96 MPH) is the best of his four pitches and scouts love Srini’s 

potential to limit walks and keep the ball on the ground. He’s incredibly raw at this point but could one day 

mature into a back-end rotation innings-eater. 

 

Cordell Vaughn, Charm City POS: RF     2043 Opening Day Age: 18 Scout Grade: 55/80 

While the Fourth of July is nothing more than a birthday to this Canadian, his bat has the potential to set 

off fireworks. At 6’6” and with impressive power, Vaughn has a prototypical middle-of-the-order bat and 

will also draw his fair share of walks. Scouts are split as to where he will fit defensively, either in the 

outfield corners or first base, but the offensive profile is what’s most impressive and likely get him a debut 

in the Jimmies’ minor leagues in 2043. 

 

Hak-joon Yi, Nashville  POS: C       2043 Opening Day Age: 18 Scout Grade: 55/80 

With the depth at catching already in Nashville, the South Korean teenager will likely be brought around 

slowly and given time to develop his defense behind the plate. Offensively, Yi has raw strength and quick 

wrists that should generate more extra-base hits than the average catcher. Overall, a nice collection of 

skills who has the chance to one day make the big leagues. 

 

Here are the top five International Complexes as assessed by the staff at the Brewster Baseball Network: 

 

1. Seattle Storm 

Ranked the highest in all of the BBA and the only organization from the Frick League in the top five, the 

deep Storm system is blessed with top-of-the-line pitching talent with Víctor Martínez and Tomás 

Rodríguez, as well as two center fielders who could one day reach the majors in Josh Mesh and Wei-hong 

Bei. 

 

2. Phoenix Talons 

Headlined by first baseman Jorge Ortíz and pitchers Mitzuka Imamura (RP, 55/80) and Augusto Sánchez 

(SP, 50/80), Phoenix has a pipeline of prospects who should contribute in four or five seasons. 
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3. Vancouver Mounties 

One of the deeper pools of IC talent, the trio of pitchers (Vijai Srini, Miguel González and Yeljiro Sato) 

headlines this factory of All-Stars. 

 

4. New Orleans Crawdads 

While not deep, this system is top-heavy with the likes of Felipe Reyna and José Costello, two top-ten 

individually rated players. 2B Pablo García also has a path to the majors if he continues to develop. 

 

5. Mexico City Aztecs 

No raining on this parade as Alfredo Colón and Siu-chung Zhan are two intriguing young pitchers. At 19 

years of age, Satoshi Saikawa should graduate the IC this year and start his journey towards the big 

leagues and there’s a lot to like about CF Rick Nothard. 

 

 

 

U M E B A  F A R M  S Y S T E M  

 
The Unified Middle East Baseball Association has poured massive amounts of money and resources into 

developing talent in the Oceania Baseball Academy over the years and now, the league is reaping those 

rewards. Young superstars like Adam Backhouse and Joshua Koka made their anticipated debuts last year 

and the following players, considered thru an industry-wide poll to be the top five UMEBA prospects, could 

soon join them: 

 
Note: scouting grades are relative to UMEBA 

 

Marco Acheson, Beirut  POS: 1B     2043 Opening Day Age: 21 Scout Grade: 80/80 

The #2-overall pick in the 2040 Draft, Melbourne-native has the looks of a .300 hitter with 30+ homerun 

power, along with excellent on-base skills. While not a great athlete, Acheson is a very good, instinctive 

baserunner and has the potential to be a solid gloveman at first base.  

 

Takechi Eida, Istanbul  POS: 2B      2043 Opening Day Age: 21 Scout Grade: 80/80 

If you’re looking for a future batting title champion in the UMEBA, look no further than Eida. Blessed with 

a compact swing from the right side, he has incredible contact skills that he uses in conjunction with his 

plus speed. He’ll likely never top .400 in slugging, but he should be one of the best lead-off hitters in the 

league. Eida’s been tested at shortstop, but his home is likely at second where he should flash a solid 

glove. 

 

Simon Hammond, Bucharest POS: RP      2043 Opening Day Age: 17 Scout Grade: 80/80 

Despite a slight frame, Hammond’s ceiling is as a dominant multi-inning reliever who should rack up 

strikeouts at an incredible rate. Armed with a plus-plus fastball that should one day reach triple digits and 

an even better nasty curveball, Hammond could even be a very good starter if he develops a third pitch. 

 

Jose D’antonio   POS: SP      2043 Opening Day Age: 22 Scout Grade: 70/80 

The #1 overall pick in the 2039 Draft, D’antonio has been handled with kid gloves by Beirut. It’s time for 

the Cedars to unleash one of the best knuckleballs on the planet. Yes, you read correctly. The giant (6’8”) 

righty makes hitters look foolish waving at his floater. There’s plenty of holes in his game, but with his 

strike-out ability with an elite pitch, along with two other developed pitches, D’antonio has plenty of 

seasons with 200 innings and 250 whiffs in the future. 

 

Quon Chien, Athens  POS: CL      2043 Opening Day Age: 17 Scout Grade: 80/80 

Hitters will be lucky to put their bat on the ball, let alone hit it out of the park against Chien. The Sydney-

born southpaw uses a hard-breaking slider and heavy fastball to generate plenty of strikeouts. Chien could 

be closing games for the Fighting Centaurs as a teenager if his development starts to take off this year. 
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F L O R I D A  P R O S P E C T  L E A GU E  

 
The Florida Prospect League is a oft-debated season during the winter for young players to get extra reps 

in. Some question it’s validity, some hold back blue-chip prospects out of fear of injury, but not no matter 

how you slice it, the FPL is a fascinating three weeks of competitive ball.  

 

The 2042 season seemingly saw fewer of the Brewster’s top minor leaguers play, possibly due to the 

concerns already raised, however there were plenty of noteworthy performances. No one’s star shined 

brighter than that of outfielder Edward Lake (Atlantic City). Lake had a record-breaking season down in 

Florida, setting league single-season records in homeruns (15), slugging percentage (.915), runs batted in 

(43) and on-base plus slugging (1.407). For his efforts, Lake was awarded the 2042 FPL MVP Award. Lake 

led all hitters with 2.7 WAR, but close behind him was third baseman Virginia Rain (Madison), who set a 

single-season record on-base percentage with .543, en route to 2.5 WAR. Bill Burke (Wichita) hit over 

.400, possibly out of frustration of spending his first three years of professional baseball no higher than 

Single-A. On the flip side, Lucio Becerra (Mexico City) has spent the last three years in Triple-A, and 

after a FPL season with a slash line of .373/.443/.720, the OF/1B from Colombia may finally break thru 

and reach the majors as an athletic multi-position back-up. 

 

There was legit prospect firepower in the Sunshine State, led by the highly-touted Robert Chenoweth 

(Yellow Springs). Chenoweth, whose name was bandied about during the second-half of the Nines’ season 

as a potential call-up, showed what the Heartland has in store for them in 2043, as the 22-year-old had 

an OPS of 1.143, his second straight FPL season over the 1.100 mark. José Romero’s whirlwind 2042 

continued into the FPL. The 21-year-old was drafted 6th-overall just this past May, and he saw time in 

three different levels of the Gamblers’ minor league system, including a 26-game stint in Double-A in 

which the Costa Rican left fielder hit .398. Romero led the Florida Prospect League with 36 runs scored, 

thanks to a .378 average and 11 home runs. Romero should make his rookie debut in the Brewster this 

season as a solid outfielder with tremendous offensive upside. Corner infielder Wilson Estrada (Omaha) 

had himself a great winter, slashing .283/.380/.361 while working on his defense at the hot corner. Like 

Romero, Estrada was selected early in the 2042 Draft and will soon get a chance to send balls flying out of 

the newly shortened leftfield porch in Omaha. 

 

Yes, the bats were a plenty in Florida, however the biggest headline from this year’s season was that of 

the near-perfect game thrown by José López (Wichita). The 6’4” righty came one walk from a perfect 

game and the Aviators’ front office hopes to see more results like that in the minors come 2043. The star 

pitcher for the whole campaign was that of Juan Lugo (Phoenix). The 19-year-old lefthander went 4-0 in 

five starts, allowing just a 1.27 ERA and 0.91 WHIP, good enough to be given the league’s Best Pitcher 

Award. Lugo, a second-rounder in 2042, has an uphill battle to reach the bigs, and he might have to 

become a reliever to get that shot, but he’ll always have that shiny award to look back on. Teammates 

Kent Montoya and Eugenio Asseldonk (Boise) were a dangerous pair of arms for FPL opponents on 

back-to-back nights. Asseldonk had the lowest ERA of the league amongst starters (0.92) and second-

lowest WHIP (0.72), while Montoya went 3-0 with just a 1.98 ERA, 0.85 WHIP and ridiculous 12:1 

strikeout-to-walk ratio. 

 

A few BBA front offices weren’t afraid to send their prized arms to Florida, including the controversial 

Amos Swallows (Edmonton). Swallows, the #1-overall pick in 2041 by Charlotte, was traded shortly 

after the draft for a tidy package of players from the Jackrabbits. Swallows, 19, flashes an elite 

knuckeleball that scouts believe will generate a ton of strikeouts, however in his first professional season 

last year, Swallows was, well, swallowed up by hitters. A 2042 minor league season was also a mixed bag, 

with notable control issues, however all may be forgotten after Swallows led the FPL with 64 strikeouts in 

46.1 innings. The pro career of Izte Woertgen (Edmonton) nearly mirrors that of Swallows’. He was the 

#2 pick in 2042 and like Swallows, was eventually dealt to Edmonton from Portland in a seven-player 

swap. His first season in the minors was good, not great, but a 2.08 ERA and 0.99 WHIP in Florida shows 
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why he was so coveted by the Edmonton front office and is expected to be a solid mid-rotation starter by 

2044. Luis Manuel Rodríguez (Long Beach) is one of the more polished minor league relievers and after 

an excellent 2042 regular season in Triple-A, the southpaw was even more dominant in the FPL, putting 

up a 15.1 K/9 in 14.1 innings. The Guatemalan will likely break camp with Long Beach, or at the very least 

be called up by June, and should start paying dividends for the Surfers out of the bullpen.  

 

Last but not least were two notable Florida Prospect League two-way players; Paul Kemp (Chicago) 

projects to be solid leftfielder while also moonlighting as a starting pitcher. Kemp’s bat is more advanced 

than his arm, however after a solid season on the mound in Double-A (10-5, 3.52 ERA, 1.25 WHIP), the 

Black Sox brass decided to rest his right arm and focus on hitting in Florida, where the 22-year-old 

slashed a more-than-impressive .360/.397/.605. Gustavo Muñóz (Nashville) is the polar opposite. He’s 

got a solid mix of skills as a pitcher, likely to make it in the bigs as a reliever, while scouts believe his 

offensive profile as an outfielder is lacking. Muñóz continued double-duty in the FPL, hitting just 

.286/.333/.321 but wowing fans on the mound with a 1.97 ERA, 0.83 WHIP and outstanding strikeout-to-

walk ratio. Muñóz could join fellow two-way standout Kitane Ata in Nashville this 2043. 
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Ricardo  
Rivera 
Age: 22 

, 185 lb. 
Guatemala 
 

 
GM Mike Calvaruso Enjoys Watching As… 

San Antonio Finds New Ace 

 
It took 4 years, 428.6 Innings, a 5 month stint on the disable list and countless hours training and perfecting his 

craft, but San Antonio’s Starting Pitcher Ricardo Rivera can finally call himself the best. The #2 overall pick 

in the 1937 draft was awarded the 2042 Steve Nebraska Golden Arm Award for the best pitcher in the BBA. 

 

The 22 year old Right hander from Guatemala had just completed a remarkable season for the Outlaws ending 

the season with a 19-8 record to go with his 2.99 ERA and striking out 205 through 202 Innings. What makes 

this even more impressive is the 1.03 WHIP after only giving up 45 BOB’s on the year. 

 

Rivera was all smiles as he spoke to reporters “Even though I had completed my rehab and felt good, I really 

did not know what to expect when I went to spring training. I had not faced live competition in many months 

and was just a little apprehensive. I am proud to have been given this award but really owe it all to my 

teammates who supported me, on and off the field, during the season”. 

 

Manager Cameron Fookes was very complimentary of his young Ace “Ricardo is one of the finest pitchers I 

have ever been around. It is not just his pure Stuff or elite Movement, he just has that feel when he is on the 

mound on how to truly pitch and not just throw. I have watched countless opposing batters walk back to there 

dugout just shaking their head and talking to themselves after facing him. He just has “it”. 

 

Pitching Coach Garry Stewart laughed at the question of “What do you do help Ricardo to prepare”. “Are you 

kidding, I don’t a damn thing but stay outta his way. He makes me look like a genius for not doing shit. He is 

the most prepared guy in the clubhouse, he even helps out the hitters when he isn’t pitching”. 

 

Rivera’s finest performance of the year came on 5/28, against the Atlantic City Gamblers spinning a 7 Inning, 4 

hitter allowing 1 Run and striking out 12 which just barely beat out his 2 hitter in 6.1 innings against Las Vegas 

on 9-20 striking out 9.  

 

Rivera looks like he is going to have an eventful offseason as well as he and his Fiancé, Vida Guerra, have 

planned their wedding for early January. Ricardo and Vida plan to honeymoon in the Caribbean and spend a 

little of the new $22 million dollar contract that he signed before the season. Whatever happens, there isn't a 

brighter looking future in the BBA.  

https://statspl.us/brewster/reports/news/html/players/player_41951.html
https://statspl.us/brewster/reports/news/html/coaches/coach_3521.html
https://statspl.us/brewster/reports/news/html/coaches/coach_2053.html
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Alaric 
Wullenweber 
Age: 22 

, 180 lbs. 
Germany 
 
GM James Walker gives us some insight on … 

Hawaii’s Superstar Pitcher 
 

 

 

Alaric Wullenweber was born at his family farm in Heinbockel, Lower Saxony,  

Germany on May 8th, 2020. His father, Heinz came from a long line of sheep  

 

farmers in Heinbockel. His mother, Franka was a former East German Ice Skater that 

won several Olympic Bronze Medals. As a young boy, Alaric grew up a fan of the EBA Munchen Brauers. 

Alaric said of those days, “I would watch the games on TV then go outside and play long toss by myself. I 

would throw tennis balls filled with coins. I would do this for a couple of hours. Then I would have to do 

chores.” 

 

Growing up, Alaric played football (the international kind) and hockey. His former football coach, Henrik 

Lubbers said of Wullenweber, “He was a keeper. He is a tad short but he  

could throw a ball a past mid field.” Alaric grew tired of those sports and began looking for baseball teams to 

join. He joined the German Little League Heinbockel team. His coach, Max Kepler said, “Alaric is small but a 

strong farm boy. His arm is just fantastic.” 

 

He played from 2030 to 2034 working his way to the ponies. He soon entered high school and played for the 

Adobe Acrobats. He played for the JV before moving up to Varsity in 2037. He made 8 starts that year going 5-

1. He pitched 46 1/3 innings allowing 34 hits, 12 earned runs, 7 homers, 6 walks and struck out 64 batters. At 

5’8, his coaches told him that he might be better off at another position. Alaric ignored them and kept working 

on his dream. He said, “Everyone was worried about my height. They said you have the strong base to pitch but 

are just too small for the stamina to get through longer games. I knew I could do it, I just needed to work  

hard.” 

 

In his senior season he returned to school at 5’9. By the first scouting report sent out he was 5’11 and 166 

pounds. That season he made 8 starts, pitched 46 2/3 innings, allowed 43 hits, 16 earned runs, 5 homers, 4 

walks and struck out 55. He posted the same 5-1 record as the previous year. His final scouting report read: 

Small for a starter but has a great arm. Drop and drive pitcher. His fastball has late movement and looks like a 

pill. High Velocity! He has good command and control of his fastball, curve and screwball. His slider is hit or 

miss. When it is on, he can be un- 

hittable. Con: He will give up some long balls. 
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He was drafted by the Hawaii Tropics in the 2nd round of the 2038 BBA Draft (#41 Overall), then was assigned 

to the San Juan in the Drake League where he made 10 starts going 3-4 with a 5.11 ERA. He moved up to 

Medford (A) in 2039 and made 22 starts going 7-8 with a 4.77 ERA before being promoted to AA Carson City 

to finish out the season. He made 5 starts going 3-1 with a 4.55 ERA. He remained in Carson City to begin the 

2040 campaign, making 8 starts, going 3-2 with a 4.41 ERA. He was promoted to AAA Death Valley to finish 

2040. He made 22 starts going 12-5 with a 3.70 ERA. In 2041, Alaric began the season in Death Valley making 

5 starts, going 3-1 with a 3.21 ERA. He was promoted to the big league squad in Hawaii and made 28starts 

going 12-7 with a 3.51 ERA.  

 

Alaric started the 2042 BBA Season for the Tropics as the Ace of the Staff. After a slow start he pitched 224 1/3 

innings in 36 games (34 starts) striking out 296 batters and walking 32 batters. He was 15-10 with a 4.45 ERA. 

 

Tropics Manager Kelly Finley said, “Big Al is a workhorse. He pitched over 220 innings. But we managed him 

with pitch counts. He only had 1 game over 110 pitches. I think we did a good job of managing him through the 

season. We will do the same for next season.” 

 

GM Jim Walker stated, “As Wullenweber goes so go the Tropics.” 
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Finishing Up the Pantheon 

Portland GM Chris Wilson “Finished” his run through the pantheon last year, but the BBA, 

like time itself, marches on. This year we get Chris doing his best to catch us all up. 

 

 
 

 
While doing the Hall of Fame rankings the last four seasons for the Media Guide, seven players have been 
inducted into the Hall of Fame in the process. Those guys need to be placed in their appropriate levels as well. 
 
With the previous guys all ranked, adding new guys is easy but also presented some challenges. The easy 
part is trying to find a comparable player to someone already in there. The challenge is when you have some 
unicorn stats with these new guys that make them comparable to no one currently in the Hall of Fame. 
 
Without further delay, here is where I place the 7 newest inductees, and note, I think I’m a tough critic of talent! 
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Amen Mitrani – SP 
 

A two-time all-star who is missing all the hardware of a decorated player, Mitrani got 
into the Hall of Fame based on his stats and stats alone.  His 89.0 WAR ranks in as the 
20th best all-time among pitchers in the league and his 215 wins are good enough for 
27th all-time. On four occasions, he put up 20 wins while leading the league in innings 
pitched an amazing 6 consecutive times between 1998 and 2003. Spending his entire 
career with the Buffalo franchise (now San Fernando), Mitrani’s name is littered all over 
the franchise leader board. His 5-year run from 1998-2002 is one of the best runs in 
league history in which he went 104-49 while posting a WAR between 7.3 and 10.1 
over that stretch.  He had a drop off later in his career but kept posting a solid WAR 
despite the lack of solid counting totals. It’s really amazing he only appeared in two all-
star games and never won a Nebraska. He’s a real tough guy to compare to anyone 
who I have already ranked because of the lack of Honors and Awards but with good 
stats. Most of the guys who are similar to Mitrani aren’t in the HOF or they have more 
All-Star game appearances or the Hardware to go with their numbers. Throw in the fact 
he didn’t get inducted until close to 30 years after his retirement and I can’t put him very 

high. 
 

Mariano Soriano – CF 
 
He captured one Diamond Glove award and only appeared in 5 all-star games, but 
what Soriano did do is rack up base hits.  With 3,314 of them in all, Soriano ranks 10th 
all-time in career base hits. And it may just be that and that alone that got him into the 
Hall of Fame. His 68.3 WAR isn’t off the charts, but still solid. His 1,581 runs does rank 
him 24th all-time and he swiped 948 bases. Enough for 6th all-time. So, when you add 
all of that in, the lower WAR mark kind of gets blocked out and the rest of the body of 
work gets the job done to at least include Mariano in the Hall of Fame. So when you 
compare him, who does he compare to that’s already in the Hall of Fame? I see a lot 
of comparisons to Tipper Kengos. Both were high average guys who recorded hits and 
didn’t appear in a lot of All-Star games. So I put them in the same level. 
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Alfredo Martinez – CF 
 
Had he spent his whole career as a centerfielder, perhaps I would classify Martinez 
higher.  But of his 1,982 games played, only 730 of those were in CF. It would make his 
558 homeruns a lot more impressive had they come from the CF spot, but spending a lot of 
time in the Corners humbles that down a little. But don’t let me make him out as a complete 
bum. He appeared in 9 all-star games, posting a 75.6 overall career WAR. He spent most 
of his career with Vegas, but was a journeyman late, playing for a total of 7 franchises. He’s 
9th all-time in homeruns, but doesn’t even crack the leaderboard in hits with under 2,000 
total. He never won a Silk either during his career. So, it’s safe to say his power got him 
into the hall of fame.  Who do I compare him to? Hector Cano. And Cano is in level 2. 
So…. 
 

Elroy Hinson - C 
 
When it comes to catchers in the BBA, there may not be many better than Hinson. If WAR is 
your go to stat, then there aren’t any better. Elroy’s 74.6 WAR is the top number all-time 
among catchers in league history! When you look at just catchers, Hinson ranks 1st all-time in 
Games Played, Hits, and doubles in BBA history as well. He never won a Silk award as he 
played during a time with some offensive studs in the league, but he did appear in 8 all-star 
games which shows he was among the games best back stops. The former #1 overall pick 
was well traveled during his playing days, playing for 5 different franchises over his career. 
When it comes to comparing him to the rest, he draws favorable comparisons to Dunn, 
Sheehan, and Hunter. Hinson did produce a little more WAR than those guys but not enough 
to say he deserves in a level above them.  So he goes in with them. 
 

Cisco Arreola – C 
 
Arreloa ranks in behind Hinson on the WAR list (actually 2 spots behind) as the 3rd overall 
rated catcher in league history at least in terms of WAR. He’s also behind Hinson in All-
Star game appearances with 7. Arreola had a solid career but nothing really jumps off the 
page when you look at his counting stats. Just 1,849 hits is far from HOF worthy, but 432 
homeruns as a catcher is impressive. His hey days were spent with a floundering Des 
Moines franchise, but that didn’t stop him from posting 3 seasons of over a 7 WAR, 
peaking out at 8.4 in 2029, easily his best season.  With no major awards, no major 
counting stats of note, and not ranking as the best at his position for his career, Arreola is 
clearly a lower level Hall of Famer. But now’s a good time to remind you that he’s still a Hall 
of Famer! The question is which level? He’d be the best catcher in Level 1 by far, but down 
towards the bottom portion of Level 2 if he goes there. In the end, I can’t separate him 
away from the other catchers mentioned (Dunn, Hinson, et.al) so I’ll go 2. 
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Enrique Gomez - SP 
 
At first glance, Gomez looks similar to Mitrani. Gomez has a career 88.7 WAR which is 
just .3 shy of Mitrani (they rank 20th and 21st all-time there.) But that’s about where the 
two begin to separate. While Mitrani has little accolade to go with his lofty WAR total, 
Gomez has plenty to go around. Gomez appeared in 8 all-star games and won 3 Steve 
Nebraska Awards during his playing days. With 242 wins, he ranks 12th all-time in wins 
by a pitcher. Gomez won his three Nebraska Award with two different teams, claiming 2 
with Omaha and then the third and final one with Rockville. It might be that final one 
that’s the most impressive. After leaving Madison on sour terms (I digress) Gomez won 
the Nebraska with the Pikeman at the age of 36! In fact, he posted his career best WAR 
that season with a 7.5 mark. He only won 20 games once in his career but was a 
winner and an innings eater. He won 15 or more games 10 different times during his 
career while recording at least 200 innings 11 times. The wins and the hardware though 
are what separate a guy like Gomez from Mitrani! Gomez is another guy that’s hard to 
compare to the other guys in the Pantheon rankings. His hardware says he’s level 3! 

His wins are a little lower. His strikeout totals are more in line with level 2 guys. Is he more like Mingo Boone 
(Level 1, comparable win and K totals) or Allen Izatt (Level 3, also won 3 Nebraskas but more Ks and wins). I 
guess if those are the book ends, I’ll put Gomez in Level 2. 
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Ricardo Diaz – SP 
 
And we get to the best player in the bunch, Ricardo Diaz.  One of only 6 pitchers in league 
history to win 4 or more Steve Nebraska Awards.  Obviously, with that much hardware to 
show for your career, you’re pretty high up. But how high?  Diaz appeared in 10 all-star 
games while compiling a career record of 243-170.  High wins total, 11th most all-time in 
fact.  But a lot of decisions all together.  First thing that caught my attention looking at 
Diaz’s career break down is the guy won 4 Nebraska Awards but never won 20 games in 
a single season!  In fact, he actually had 3 losing seasons (I’m not counting that 0-1 
season) and lost double digit games 8 times!  But, I guess you can’t go by just wins and 
losses.  He’s one of only two pitchers in league history with over 4,000 Ks (Can you guess 
the other? hah) He’s 6th all-time in games started and 8th in innings pitched.  He spent 
his entire career in California, which some will say is awesome but some will also say it 
helped his overall numbers.  A 3.18 ERA and 1.07 WHIP are elite level, regardless of 
where you pitch.  And where you play doesn’t factor into the over 4,000 strikeouts.  Then 
we come to who do I compare him with?  Is he in the Stoller and Swanson category in 

level 3?  Swanson won 4 Nebraskas but didn’t have the win totals.  Does he go in the Jay Lee category, who 
also won 4 Nebraska awards?  He’s also one of two with over 4,000 strikeouts.  Does that put you in elite 
status?  In the end, I say no unfortunately.  Diaz is elite but not quite up there with the Pantheon guys.  I still 
give the honor of best modern day pitcher to Jay Lee.  Diaz is in there with Chapel, Swanson, and Stoller. 
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THE UNOFFICIAL  
(AND VERY VERY INCOMPLETE)  

BBA GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
 
Finding yourself lost about a certain phrase that you come across in Slack? Ever wonder that basis of some of 
the terminology you read on the forums? Feel like you’re on the outside of an inside joke during a podcast? 
Look no further than this collection of wacky Brewster lexicon to help steer you. 
 

* * * * * 
 
AFBI – Short for ‘A Few Beers In’ (or ‘A Few Bourbons In,’ depending who you ask), it is the flagship of BBA 
podcasts  
 
Al Hoot – Maybe the greatest bit of general manger lore in Brewster history 
 
all the money – Synonym for any high-priced contract or outrageous player demand  
 
banana bread – Quite possibly the most valuable source of currency behind only the American dollar; Current 
Mexico City general manager Fred Holmes’ greatest achievement aside from taking the Omaha Barnstormers 
to the Landis Series in 2027 

  
bumps – When a player’s skills increase from sim to sim (see 
Lumps); What pitcher Mike Swanson routinely did in Las Vegas 
restrooms  
 
bunting – The strategy that you ask your manager not to do but 
he does anyway  
 
Carlos Camacho – One of the worst human beings in recent 
Brewster history (referred to by general managers as a 
“scumbag” and “asshat”), he had a popular following as a cult 
leader during his playing days in California 
 

Cheetos dust – A common commodity used to uncommon results during the 2040 playoffs when Las Vegas 
general manager Brett Schroeder allegedly sprinkled the orange substance on his bare chest for luck, resulting 
in a Landis Championship 
 
croutons – The worst form of food imaginable to eat during a podcast recording 
 
Cyclone – The revolutionary pitching strategy developed by former Brooklyn general manager Alan Ehlers, by 
definition: “The Cyclone involves rotating pitchers in and out at a feverish pace to counter-act split-heavy 
offenses” and “There are approximately 1450 innings in a season, so rather than trying to get five guys to 
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cover 1000 innings and seven to eight guys covering the remaining 450, the Cyclone will allow ask thirteen 
pitchers to provide roughly 110 innings each.” 
 
Dan Fiscus – Well traveled front office executive, typically to the corners of the Brewster universe occupied by 
general manager Chris Wilson; husband to Kate Fiscus (see Kate Fiscus) 
 
donkeagle – A much debated creature, similar to that of Big Foot or the Loch Ness Monster, it is a giant eagle 
with the head of a donkey; Witnesses claim Carlos Camacho was once taken away from a team bus by this 
feared monster (see Carlos Camacho) 
 
Dusty Rhodes – A singles machine, hitting bloopers, bleeders, squirters and duck farts at an unprecedented 
pace (with a few home runs here and there), with no other positive skill who promises to be a contested 
member of the Brewster Hall of Fame case (see Unicorn) 
 
Emilio Morales – A home run machine, hitting bombs at an unprecedented pace with no other positive skill 
(aside from defense) who promises to be a shoo-in for the Brewster Hall of Fame although his own general 
manager thinks he is underrated 
 
Frontier Division – Easily the best division in all of 
baseball (see Heartland Division)  
 

FUBAR – Borrowed from the military term short for 
Fucked Up Beyond Any Recognition, it is the designation 
when a team wins a game by ten or more runs; How some 
participants end up after a three-our AFBI podcast 
 
He Who We Do Not Speak Of – (He Who We Do Not 
Speak Of) 
 
Heartland Division – Easily the best division in all of baseball (see Frontier Division) 
 
horrible – A term used to describe a player when a GM is incredibly jealous the player does not play for his 
organization (ie “David Simpon is horrible”); A term describing poetry in general 
 
hot take – An opinion counter to the generally accepted BBA norm, made famous by Omaha general manager 
Justin Niles. 
 
inside-the-park home run –- Once believed to be a rare event in baseball, it’s now common to see when 
observing a game in San Fernando 
 
IPA – Divisive style of beer within the Brewster, either shunned or celebrated depending on who you ask 
 
Jif – The preferred peanut butter brand in the Brewster; The pronunciation of the most popular form of humor 
that Mike Simon (or Shannon) uses in Slack…like all the time 
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Kate Fiscus (née Shrimpton) – Granddaughter of former Madison owner 
Milk Shrimpton; Once-lover to Dug Riddler, former Assistant to the 
General Manager in Madison; Former secretary to Dan Fiscus during his 
tenure as Assistant General Manager of the Madison Wolves and now 
wife of Dan Fiscus; Currently employed by Portland as “intelligence 
director”; Described by Dan (among many, many others) as “a 
voluptuous blonde with a smoking body” 
 
Kate’s Kookies – Runner-up entry by Portland in the 2042 Brewster 
Ballpark Food Challenge; Possibly a metaphor for specific features the 
well-endowed Kate Fiscus (see Kate Fiscus) 
 
Kocherschmeltz – The polarizing Kocherschmeltz brothers, both doctors of varying specialties and great-
grandsons of the much-maligned German chemist during WWII, Dr. Klaus Kocherschmeltz, who provide 
consulting and special procedures within the BBA Universe 
 
Girolamo L’Archibudelli – Also known as “L’Arch” or “The Italian Stallion,” the hitting phenom is the 
Brewster’s best chance at a .400 season 
 
Loserville – Some terms just don’t need clarifying when it’s so obvious 
 
Lumps – When a player’s skills decrease from sim to sim (see Bumps); What pitcher Mike Swanson’s talent 
routinely did in after being traded to Las Vegas 
 
Make Over Monday – A term used by Madison general manager Mike Simon (or Shannon) when he artfully 
re-does old or stale BBA logos 
 
meme of the day – A series of memes regularly updated once a month by Long Beach general manager 
Stephen Lane 
 
missed export – A strategy used by Louisville to impose their will on the rest of the BBA, highlighting the 
team’s massive talent which requires no updating between sims to dominate 
 
movement – The most coveted pitching skill; Also the state of being for general manager Nigel Laverick, the 
self-proclaimed “Most Traveled GM” 
 
Markus Tax – The annual contribution to Out Of The Park Developments revenue for upgraded versions of Out 
Of The Park Baseball 
 
#nomons – Battle cry of Madison in response to paying Mons Raider’s $15 million salary for three years while 
Raider played for Edmonton 
 
Podcasts – A hipster genre of communication within the BBA (all the cool kids do it, including that Phoenix 
guy) 
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The Talon Ballot Paradox – When you wonder why a Phoenix Talon player, regardless of validity, receives vote 
for the All-Star Game, post-season awards, or Hall of Fame 
 
Seven Days, Ten Games – Oft-schedule phenomena in September and October for Mexico City and their 
opponents 
 
#shotsfired – A hashtag used to accentuate a comment made by one general manager denouncing another 
general manager’s team, hairstyle, or beer choice 
 
Slack – A popular off-site communication source between league general managers; What some general 
managers do during the off-season then complain about how bad their team is by July 
 
stuck change-up – The worst diagnosis known to man and not found on WebMD 

 
Ted – The general manager everyone wishes was still in California 
(now Sacramento), including the current Sacramento general 
manager; The ying to Yellow Springs’ general manager Ron Collins’ 
yang 
 
tower of pears – The premier and highly desirable gift given by 
Chicago Black Sox owner Vinnie Vitale as a token of his appreciation 

 
The Postseason Six – The tradition to scramble to write six team news 
entries during the postseason after a season of not writing in order to 
meet league minimums  

 
Tinder – Preferred dating app used by bachelor Boise general manager Joe Lederer, often to very little 
success; What Jacksonville used to start a fire to burn down their 2042 roster 
 
UMEBA’d – When a free agent target of a BBA team is lured to the Middle East with the promise of fast cash, 
fast cars and fast women 
 
unicorn – One with very unique, sometimes controversial but always entertaining, skill sets (see Dusty Rhodes) 
 
wine – A magical drink with the ability to turn Brewster wives into unicorns in the bedroom (see Unicorn) 
 
Yellow Springs curse – A powerful blessing from the OOTP gods holding together the fragile threads of our 
reality; Ancient astronaut theorists believe the breaking of the curse will result in a universe-wide cataclysmic 
event 
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Here’s to Another Great Season! 
 

 


